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Abstract
Asphaltenes, as indigenous components in crude oils, are believed to play an important
role in the petroleum production and processing industry. For example, asphaltene
molecules can adsorb onto the water / oil interface like the amphiphiles and hinder water droplet coalescence, resulting in the stabilization of water-in-oil emulsions. Also,
in the upstream production, depending on the temperature and pressure, asphaltenes
can precipitate and deposit onto the reservoir rocks, the wellbores and the pipelines,
leading to the change in reservoir rocks’ surface wettability and the blockage of the
production facilities. Hence, it is crucial to understand the mechanism of asphaltenes
adsorption at the water-oil interface and their deposition onto the solid surfaces, and
investigations are reported here on both these adsorption and deposition phenomena.
Defined by their solubility (soluble in aromatic solvents but insoluble in n-alkanes),
the asphaltenes form a class of crude oil components with a wide distribution in
molecular structures and this brings about polydispersity in surface activity, adsorption behaviors, and aggregate formation. The effects of polydispersity in mixtures of
asphaltene molecules affect their dilatational rheology. This aspect of their behavior
has often been neglected, and is discussed here in the context of multi-component
diffusional model simultaneously captures both dynamic interfacial tension and dilatational rheology behavior, with the same parameters, e.g., for composition and
interfacial activity. The numerical analysis developed based on the diffusional mixture model reached the similar conclusions as the previous fractionation experiments
that a minor fraction of asphaltene mixture (less than 10%) has a much higher sur5

face activity than the bulk of them. This was confirmed by a recent study where
the interfacially surface-active asphaltene fraction was separated from the remaining
asphaltenes and this fraction was found to be enriched with larger molecules with a
higher amount of heteroatoms such as oxygen and sulfur compared to the remaining bulk asphaltenes. The simulation results also supported the hypothesis that the
long-term decay of surface tensions observed for asphaltenes-covered interfaces was a
diffusion-controlled adsorption process and not a result of molecular reorganization.
The applicability of Langmuir isotherm in study of asphaltenes adsorption kinetics
was then discussed and justified by considering the reversibility at different scales
(pendant drop experiment and emulsions) and introducing the BET model for multilayer adsorption.
Asphaltenes can also precipitate and deposit onto solid surfaces depending on a
wide range of factors such as temperature and pressure. A preliminary investigation is
presented on solubility effects on asphaltene adsorption from crude oils onto stainless
steel surfaces using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) techniques.
The kinetics of deposition at different concentrations was examined and the sizes of the
primarily deposited asphaltene molecules were estimated from the initial adsorption
kinetics. The numerical analysis of the experimental data using a theoretical twostep deposition model was attempted and the optimized mean aggregate size number
proved to be quite close to the reported values for some rock types in the earlier
adsorption studies. Despite asphaltene precipitation increases with the increasing
heptane percentage, the deposition of asphaltenes was found to reach the maximum
at the solubility of 70 vol% heptane content. The performance of a commercial
model inhibitor was then assessed under different conditions using the developed
experiment metrics and the inhibitor was found to be able to reduce the maximum
deposition amount at the solubility with 70% heptane fraction, which happened to
be the condition that generates the largest amount of deposition. The information
related to the solubility effect and the inhibitor performance is essential to help the
industry in the assessment of the operating conditions for a better management of
asphaltene-related flow assurance problems in crude oil recovery.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Objectives

The first objective of the current study is to investigate the mechanism of how asphaltenes stabilize the water-in-oil emulsion by looking at the previously neglected
compositional mixture nature of asphaltene class in depth. The adsorption kinetics
and the dilatational rheology of asphaltene-laden interfaces from pendant drop experiments will be analyzed in light of diffusional relaxation mixture models. This study
aims to provide a possible explanation to interpret the non-diffusional-controlled behaviors in long-term adsorption dynamics and dilatational rheology of asphaltenecovered interfaces.
The second objective of the current study is to understand the physics of asphaltenes deposition by investigating the adsorption kinetics and isotherm of asphaltene deposit formation. This study will explore the effect of crude oil concentration
and solvent solubility and aims to provide a preliminary study on the conditions that
stimulate asphaltenes deposition for a better management of asphaltene problems in
upstream production.
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1.2

Organization of the thesis

Mixture effects will be introduced into the analysis of diffusion-controlled asphaltenes
adsorption kinetics at water-oil interface and diffusion-controlled dilatational rheology
of asphaltenes-covered interfaces. The deviation of experimental data from diffusionlimited adsorption process behaviors and from single-component diffusion-controlled
rheological model will be explained by the mixture nature of asphaltenes. Diffusioncontrolled dilatational rheological data and dynamic IFT data from experiment will
prove to follow the same physics and are connected by a unique set of parameters
(i.e. subsurface concentration and adsorption constant of each component) based on a
multi-component system. To demonstrate the mixture nature of asphaltenes, binary
system will be first attempted and then the same methodology is extended to study
multi-component system. The dynamic IFT data and dilatational rheology data of
surfactant mixture obtained from experiments will be compared with the selected
models for multicomponent (i.e. binary, ternary and quaternary) system.
This study will also present a preliminary investigation of crude oil asphaltene
depositions under different conditions. The adsorption of asphaltenes from crude
oil samples onto the stainless steel surfaces will be measured using quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) techniques. The kinetics of deposition at
different concentrations and the effect of solvent solubility will be investigated and a
theoretically based interpretation of deposition mechanism will be developed based
on the current understanding of asphaltenes adsorption at water-oil interfaces.
Chapter 1 lists the objectives of the current research, the structure of the thesis,
and the outcomes from the past.
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction of the background on crude oil recovery process and how asphaltenes play an important role in the production and processing of
crude oil.
Chapter 3 shows the experimental methods that are used to measure interfacial
tensions and dilatational rheological properties of asphaltenes-laden interfaces. This
will be followed by the procedure to prepare the sample, the experimental setup
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for deposition study on solid surface, the working principle of the quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation techniques.
Chapter 4 and 5 explain the theory behind the adsorption behaviors of asphaltene mixture and illustrates how the physical model has been developed for a multicomponent mixture undergoing the diffusion-controlled adsorption. The methodology of inversely solving Ward-Tordai equation and the optimization method will be
demonstrated as well as the validation with experimental data from the literature.
Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the diffusional binary mixture model to
explain the non-diffusional characteristics found in asphaltene adsorption dynamics
and dilatational rheology and illustrate the mixture effects of asphaltenes in dilatational rheology.
Chapter 7 shows the effect of adding more pseudo-components in the diffusional
mixture model and how to connect adsorption kinetics data with the dilatational
rheology studies, especially after long-term adsorption. The applicability of Langmuir
equation of state (EoS) will be discussed in the context such as the reversibility
of asphaltene adsorption at different scales and the compatibility with multilayer
adsorption at higher concentration.
Chapter 8 presents the study of asphaltene deposition under different conditions
by means of QCM-D experiments and the detailed analysis on factors such as dilution
ratios and solvent mixing ratios will be presented. A possible adsorption mechanism
will be proposed from the experimental observations. The performance assessment of
a commercial asphaltene inhibitor will also be presented.
Chapter 9 concludes the key findings from this research project and gives suggestions for future works.

1.3

List of papers published and in preparation

Paper I
Mixture effect on the dilatation rheology of asphaltenes-laden interfaces
Fang Liu, Shaghayegh Darjani, Nelya Akhmetkhanova, Charles Maldarelli, Sanjoy
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Banerjee, and Vincent Pauchard
Langmuir, 33(8), pp.1927-1942, 2017

Paper II
A simple numerical solution of diffusional equations for dilatational rheology of complex surfactant mixtures in any geometry
Fang Liu, Nelya Akhmetkhanova, and Vincent Pauchard
Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 532, pp.140-143,
2017

Additional Publications
Solving the inverse Ward-Tordai problem to study mixture effects in asphaltenes interfacial properties
Fang Liu, Vincent Pauchard, and Sanjoy Banerjee
In preparation

Study of asphaltenes depositions onto stainless steel surfaces using quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) technique
Fang Liu, Scott Hickman, Tabish Maqbool, Vincent Pauchard, and Sanjoy Banerjee
In preparation

Computation of adsorption-barrier-controlled dilatational rheology for complex surfactant mixtures at the surfaces of any geometry
Fang Liu and Vincent Pauchard
In preparation
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Chapter 2
Asphaltenes and Their Influence on
Oil Recovery
2.1

Crude oil recovery

Crude oils are naturally occurring mixture of hydrocarbons with different molecular
weights and other organic compounds beneath the Earth’s surface. They exist in
underground reservoirs, within sedimentary rock, and near the surface of tar sands
[1]. Crude oils are primary energy source in manufacturing industry and personal
life. Consumption of crude oils is increasing because of economic development and
population growth while the formation of oil reservoirs takes a long time and the oil
reserves are limited. The total proved oil reserves at the end of year 2014 reached
1700.1 billion barrels, which are only sufficient to meet 52.5 years of global production
[2]. Although some researchers are actively discovering and utilizing alternative forms
of energy, particularly clean and renewable, some are still developing new technology
to improve the efficiency and yield of crude oil recovery. Compared with renewable
sources, crude oils still have big advantages: stable source; low cost; high-energy
efficiency; feedstock for the petrochemical industry. Crude oils have been extracted
from the underground using modern technology since the 19th century and there
are three recovery stages (see Figure 2-1). The primary recovery phase employs the
naturally high pressure in the oil reservoirs to force out crude oils and can recover
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5 ∼ 10% of the crude oils in the reservoir [3]. When the natural drive (i.e.underground
pressure) is exhausted and insufficient to lift the oil to the surface, external energy is
required in the form of injected fluid such as pressured gas and water flooding. This
composes secondary recovery phase and allows additional 25 ∼ 30% of crude oils to be
extracted. After the easy-to-produce oils are recovered, tertiary recovery techniques
are implemented including thermal methods and injection of gas or chemical agents
to improve the flow among oil, gas and rock. This phase is also called enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) phase and another 20 ∼ 30% of the original crude oils are extracted
[4].

Figure 2-1: Three stages of crude oil recovery process (Reprint).

Studies show that 1% increase in the efficiency of hydrocarbon recovery could
deliver three years of annual production at today’s level [5]. On the other hand, almost
two thirds of crude oils are left in the reservoir after primary and secondary phases.
Hence, EOR technology has received growing attention worldwide and opportunities
coexist with challenges when applying it to different reservoirs. Although chemical
injection only accounts for about one percent in U.S. EOR production [6], upgrading a
waterflooding scheme to a polymer flood or surfactant flood can be relatively easy and
cheap [5]. This also depends on oil prices and the cost of polymers and surfactants.
To adopt the best EOR method, it requires a thorough understanding of petroleum
behavior and oilfield economics [5].
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2.2

Compositions of crude oils

A full knowledge of crude oil composition can help to better understand the recovery
and processing of crude oils. Crude oils can be fractionated into four groups depending on the difference in their polarizability and polarity (see Figure 2-2): saturates,
aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes (SARA) fractions. The separation process involves
physical processes such as solvent treatment or adsorption by surface-active materials
and chemical processes such as interaction with sulfuric acid. The volume / weight
percentage of each category has a wide distribution depending on the origin of the
sample as well as fractionation method.

Figure 2-2: SARA method to fractionate petroleum (Reprint).

Among these categories, asphaltenes are a special group as the heaviest and most
polar components of crude oils and they play an important role in EOR and refinery
process [7]. Asphaltenes can take up to 50% in volume of the feed and varies from 1%
to 18% in weight (see Table 2.1) [8, 9]. Normally, heavy crude oils that are composed
of larger percentage of non-paraffinic hydrocarbons contain more asphaltenes than
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light crude oils.
Table 2.1: Weight percentage of asphaltenes from different sources of crude oils at
two different distillation temperatures (Reprint).
Feedstock
Gravity (API*) Asphaltenes (wt%)
∘
Arabian light, > 650 F
17.7
1.8
8.5
4.3
Arabian light, > 1050∘ F
∘
Arabian heavy, 650 F
11.9
8.0
7.3
10.0
Arabian heavy, 1050∘ F
Alaska, north slope, > 650∘ F
15.2
2.0
∘
8.2
4.0
Alaska, north slope, 1050 F
Lloydminster (Canada), > 650∘ F
10.3
14.0
8.5
18.0
Lloydminster (Canada), 1050∘ F
Kuwait, > 650∘ F
13.9
2.4
∘
5.5
7.1
Kuwait, > 1050 F
∘
Tia Juana, > 650 F
17.3
Tia Juana, 1050∘ F
7.1
∘
Taching, > 650 F
27.3
4.4
∘
Taching, > 1050 F
21.5
7.6
10.5
16.0
Maya, > 650∘ F
*API (American Petroleum Institute gravity) is a measure of how heavy or light
petroleum liquid is compared to water.
Asphaltenes are indigenous ingredients in crude oils, which are generally defined
by solubility: soluble in aromatic solvents but insoluble in n-alkanes [10, 11, 12].
As can be seen in Figure 2-3 [10, 13, 14, 15], the predominant asphaltene molecular
architecture generally contain hydrophilic part that are composed of polycyclic aromatic cores and hydrophobic part that are composed of several peripheral aliphatic
chains with different lengths. This amphiphilic molecular structure is denoted as YenMullins model [10, 14, 15]. Asphaltenes molecules can further form nanoaggregates
with a single disordered polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) stack, which can
form clusters with a larger size. The presence of different heteroatoms such as sulfur, nitrogen and metals also adds to the complexity when studying their interfacial
behaviors.
Due to the complex nature of asphaltene group and the fact that asphaltene
molecules tend to aggregate in the solution, it is almost impossible to directly observe a single asphaltene molecule using the current experimental techniques until a
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Figure 2-3: Proposed asphaltene molecular structure (Reprint).
recent study used atomic force microscope to obtain the image of single asphaltene
molecules from different origins [16]. The Laplace-filtered image (show in Figure 2-4)
[16] confirmed the proposed molecular structure in Yen-Mullins model [10].

Figure 2-4: The Laplace-filtered AFM image of coal-derived asphaltene and petroleum
asphaltene molecule (Reprint).

2.3

Asphaltene adsorption at water-oil interfaces

Due to the amphiphilic nature, asphaltenes could act as natural surfactants and adsorb at the oil-water interface during water-flooding and oil recovery process. This
solubility class is found to play an important role in preventing the coalescence between water droplets, retarding the film drainage, and increasing the stability of
water-in-oil emulsion [17, 18, 19, 20]. This would lead to a reduced oil production
rate, lower oil quality and an increased transportation and separation cost.
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A recent study shows that the adsorption of asphaltene molecules at water-oil
interface is independent of viscosity, adsorption time, and bulk concentration of asphaltenes and follows the Langmuir equation of state (EoS) [21, 22]. The adsorbed
molecular area can be extracted, which is approximately 0.3 𝑛𝑚2 , from fitting with the
experimental data. This value corresponds to a 6 ∼ 7 condensed polyaromatic rings
lying flat at water-oil interface (Figure 2-5) [13, 21], which is consistent with what was
observed in petroleum asphaltenes [23]. The authors [21] concluded that asphaltenes
molecules adsorb at water-oil interface through the interaction between pi electrons of
polyaromatic cores and hydrogen bond of water molecule and this mechanism is well
observed in other polyaromatic hydrocarbons and heterocyclic compounds [24, 25].

Figure 2-5: Schematics of asphaltenes adsorption at water-oil interface (Reprint).
The adsorption kinetics of asphaltenes at water-oil interface have been extensively studied [21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and most of the researchers observed that
the adsorption process of asphaltenes either to the oil-air interface or to the oil-liquid
interface under static condition was not purely diffusion-controlled [27, 28, 31, 32, 33].
The previous pendant drop experiments using different concentrations of asphaltenes
and different viscosities of solvents revealed that the adsorption of asphaltenes at oilwater interface is initially controlled by bulk diffusion of asphaltenes monomers and
then the interfacial tension decay slows down and deviates from diffusion-controlled
kinetics [21]. They reported that an asymptotic behavior of dynamic interfacial ten32

sion and surface coverage in long-term adsorption, whose evolution was much longer
than the diffusion timescale, and the transition time from diffusion-controlled kinetics
to non-diffusion-controlled regime was found to depend on both viscosity and mass
fraction of asphaltenes [21].
Bauget et al. [32] claimed that the long-term adsorption process involves a reorganization of asphaltenes molecules in a network structure, which further forms a
solid film at the interface and stabilizes emulsions. It was argued that the adsorption
mechanism and kinetics of asphaltenes was quite similar to protein adsorption at airwater interface. The diffusion of asphaltenes was fast process but the reorganization
of adsorbed molecules and the building of multilayers at the interface took a long time.
This hypothesis is extensively supported by both shear and dilatational rheological
studies [19, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Kilpatrick and his coworker [34] proposed the governing
mechanism to stabilize the water-in-oil emulsion that the adsorbed asphaltenes aggregated at water-oil interface and formed a physically cross-linking and viscoelastic film.
They also found that asphaltenes solvated in poor solvent (e.g. more aliphatic media)
can lead to formation of films with higher elasticity and stronger emulsion [34]. It
was then concluded that the non-diffusional-controlled kinetics in the long term comes
from conformational change of adsorbed asphaltene molecules on oil-water interface.
Recent study [21] observed the phenomena that contradicts with the above reorganization theory. At low concentrations (e.g. 10 𝑝𝑝𝑚), asphaltenes molecules are
present in the form of monomers at the interface. The surface coverage and surface
pressure remains low. The curves of dynamic interfacial tension versus square root of
time rescaled with viscosity superpose and match well with each other. While at high
concentrations, the curves deviate from diffusion-controlled curve and the deviation
appears earlier for solvent with lower viscosity [21, 22], which should be in the opposite
way in the case of relaxation / reorganization. It was concluded that cross-linking
does not occur at the interface and only asphaltenes monomers adsorbed [13, 22].
Yarranton et al. [38] also confirmed the monolayer surface coverage of asphaltenes at
water / hydrocarbon interface at low concentrations and they found that only soluble
and surface-active asphaltenes are adsorbed and effective to stabilize emulsions.
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Later, Pauchard and his coworker [39] performed fast expansion and compression
of aged asphaltenes-covered droplets using pendant drop method and found that the
interface went through a reversible transition from fluid-like to solid-like behavior
upon contraction when the surface coverage was below and approaching 2D packing
limit (i.e. 80%). This was indicated by observation of wrinkles and loss of Laplacian
shape during contraction. Moreover, the dependence of surface pressure on surface
coverage during contraction was found to deviate from Langmuir EoS from around
21 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 and became independent above 30 𝑚𝑁/𝑚. Freer and Radke [26] also observed wrinkles formation upon compression after the asphaltene-laden interface aged
for 24 hours. They showed that the dilatational rheology experimental data, which
exhibited different frequency-dependent regimes, could be fitted well with a combination of modified Lucassen-van den Tempel (LVDT) model (related to diffusion) and
Maxwell model (related to surface rearrangement). Sztukowski and Yarranton [40]
performed rheological experiment on asphaltenes films at water-oil interface using
drop shape analyzer and found that the early-time rheological data could be modeled by a combination of selected equation of state and LVDT model, which assumed
purely diffusional relaxation and reversible adsorption as well as equilibrium state.
At long time, the modeling approach was found no longer valid. The time-dependent
interfacial rheology was believed to be dominated by the diffusion along the interface
instead of bulk phase diffusion. Previous studies also revealed that the adsorption
curve generated by models for single surfactant exhibits bi-exponential decay and
does not match monotonically with experimental interfacial tension data.
The mechanism for the stabilization of water in crude-oil emulsions still remain
in debate. One possible explanation to the non-diffusional feature in the long-term
adsorption kinetics and dilatational rheological experiments could be the previously
neglected effect of compositional mixture. As mentioned earlier (Section 2.2), the asphaltenes group is a solubility class of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons with diverse
structure, which has a wide distribution in mass fractions, adsorption coefficients,
and characteristic relaxation time [9, 16, 41, 42, 43]. The mixture of these asphaltene molecules may possess common natures such as being surfactant at oil-water
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interface and soluble in toluene but insoluble in n-heptane. Despite of those common
natures, asphaltenes molecules are believed to have various adsorption coefficients
and hence different relaxation timescales, which can be attributed to the difference
in their structure. The surface activity of asphaltenes is believed inversely related to
solubility [38]. The existence of heteroatoms also adds complexity to its physical behavior. Although several components have been characterized using high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy [44], high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance
[45], X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [46, 47, 48], small angle neutron scattering
[49], some of the components are barely detected using current techniques. Nevertheless, asphaltenes are often considered as one single component in the previous studies,
i.e. a single set of parameters is employed in all calculations and the mixture effect
is neglected in the theoretical analysis.

2.4

Asphaltene precipitation and deposition onto solid
surface

In crude oil recovery process, asphaltene deposits are often observed and it can happen
at different stages of production. Due to the changes in temperature, pressure, the
chemical composition of crude oil, the type of surface materials, the composition of
processing fluids, the duration of contact among different phases, shear rate, and
the aging period [7, 50], asphaltenes can precipitate from crude oils, deposit onto
the pipelines and wellbore surface, block the production facilities, cause damage to
related equipment and result in unexpected downtime [9, 51, 52]. The consequences
of inadequate management of asphaltene issues could lead to hundreds of millions loss
by discontinued production and potential hardware replacement.
During the recovery process, crude oils flow from the reservoir to the ground and
the field temperature and pressure decreases with the height. The solubility of the
fluid mixture in the field decreases so that asphaltene molecules become unstable and
precipitate out. After reaching the bubble point pressure, as the field pressure and
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temperature further decreases, the mixture solubility increases due to the escape of
light end hydrocarbons from the liquid mixture. After the field pressure reaches a
critical point, asphaltenes become stable again in the mixture and no more asphaltenes
precipitate from the blend. [50, 53] The solvent solubility is believed to be the key
factor to study the onset of asphaltenes precipitation and the formation of asphaltene
deposit in the instability zone (see Figure 2-6) [50].

Figure 2-6: Asphaltenes precipitation envelope (Reprint).
Yet, the asphaltene deposition problem is not completely the same as asphaltene precipitation problem. A range of laboratory tests and theoretical models are
available to identify and predict the onset point of precipitation. The laboratory
techniques, including but not limited to gravimetric precipitation method [53, 54]
acoustic resonance [53, 55], and solid detection using optical microscopy or high pressure microscopy [53, 56, 57, 58, 59], provide a primary source to help understand the
asphaltene deposition problems at the field conditions. However, the onset conditions
might be different for precipitation and deposition. Recent studies [60] confirmed that
the instantaneous precipitation onset point was irrelevant to the deposition process
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and found that the accumulation of submicrometer asphaltene aggregates lead to the
deposition. Moreover, the amount and rate of deposition is not necessarily correlated
with the precipitated amount and rate of asphaltene precipitation, which is frequently
observed in most onset pressure tests.
Adsorption of asphaltenes on a rich variety of solid surfaces has been explored
in the literature, including but not limiting to mineral (clay [61, 62, 63], sandstone
[64, 65, 66], silica [67, 68], quartz [69, 70], mica [52, 71, 72, 73], dolomite [64, 74, 75,
76], montmorillonite [77]), metal (aluminum [78, 79], gold [46, 79, 80, 81] and iron
[46, 78, 82, 83]), metal oxides, and stainless steel [48, 79]. Langmuir-type isotherm
was reported in most studies [66, 84, 85, 86] when asphaltenes concentration was low
or the surface had poor affinity to asphaltenes. However, when the concentration
goes higher, there are very limited studies available and the research using the real
crude oil is even less. On the other hand, despite of extensive experimental and
theoretical studies, the physics of asphaltenes deposition mechanism on solid surfaces
is still poorly understood. The effect of solubility and concentration on the asphaltene
depositions still needs further investigation.

2.5

Analogy of asphaltene adsorption at different interfaces

Recent advances about asphaltenes adsorption at oil-water interfaces might enlighten
the study of asphaltenes adsorption on solid interfaces. Rane et al. [13, 21] showed
that asphaltenes monomers adsorb at water-oil interface through interaction between
Pi electrons of polycyclic aromatic rings and water molecules so that polycyclic aromatic cores lie flat on water surface while side alkyl chains perpendicularly point to
the oil phase. The adsorption mechanism is quite often observed for some polyaromatic hydrocarbons and heterocyclic compounds. On the other hand, the monomer
first layer exhibits a dense alkyl chains surface towards the organic phase that might
enable co-adsorption of some nanoaggregates whose periphery is composed of alkyl
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chains as depicted in Figure 2-5). Asphaltenes were actually shown to adsorb selfassembled monolayers of alkyltrichlorosilanes [87]. This would resolve the apparent
contradiction between detection of nanoaggregates at water surface [88] and the low
mass loading at equilibrium (few 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 ). On the kinetic side, Pauchard et al. [89]
further demonstrated that monomer adsorption is largely controlled by steric hindrance and follows random sequential adsorption kinetics (up to monolayer jamming
near full coverage).
The applicability of a similar adsorption mechanism to mineral surfaces can be
considered in the light of the extensive bibliography on the accumulation of polyaromatic hydrocarbons in soils and sediments. The dominant mechanism is reported to
be that of pi electrons of the polycyclic aromatic core with cations present at the solid
surface [25]. On the sorbate side, large aromatic cores and presence of substituents
such as nitrogen increase the interaction energy. On the sorbent side the situation
depends upon the presence or not of water. In anhydrous environment, the harder
the cation, the stronger the interaction with pi electrons. Such observations have
actually been reported for adsorption of petroleum heavy ends of modified clays [77].
In aqueous environment (i.e. trace amounts of PAH dissolved in water) interactions
are lowered by hydration of cations (the more hydrated, the lower the interaction)
but seem to be high enough to cause significant adsorption onto sediments. Presence
of electrolytes in aqueous phase generally magnifies PAH adsorption onto mineral
surfaces. This would enable explaining not only the adsorption of asphaltenes onto
originally water wet reservoir rock but also the effect of low salinity flooding.
Therefore, there is a strong incentive to extend the work from asphaltenes adsorption on water-oil interfaces to its adsorption on oil-solid interfaces by incorporating
the outcomes of environmental research and industrial development.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Approach
In this section, the experimental techniques that are implemented to study asphaltene
adsorption at water-oil interface and its deposition onto solid surface will be discussed
in details.

3.1

Measurement of interfacial tensions at water-oil
interfaces

3.1.1

Materials

The asphaltenes sample used in the present study was standard conventional asphaltenes extracted from UG8 crude oil, a type of Kuwaiti crude oil. The samples
are provided by Schlumberger and used without further purification. The solvent
used in the current study is pure toluene (reagent grade, Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.).
Asphaltenes are premixed with pure toluene and sonicated (SONICS vibra-cell, USA)
for 5 minutes to make a stock solution of 1000 𝑝𝑝𝑚, which is then stored in a sealed
glass vial wrapped in aluminum foil to prevent exposure to light. To prepare 25 𝑝𝑝𝑚
asphaltenes solution, the stock solution is sonicated for 5 minutes before 5 𝑚𝐿 is
withdrawn from the glass vial, which is then mixed with 195 𝑚𝐿 of pure toluene and
sonicated for 5 minutes to obtain the 200 𝑚𝐿 sample. The aqueous phase is deionized (DI) water (Milli-Q grade, with a conductivity of approximately 0.05 𝜇𝑆/𝑐𝑚)
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saturated with toluene that could help minimize the droplet volume decrease during
the long adsorption process.

3.1.2

Experimental set-up and procedure

The dynamic interfacial tension of water-oil interface is measured using the pendant
drop technique (Attension Theta Tensiometer, Biolin Scientific, Finland). A quartz
cell (Biolin Scientific) is applied to accommodate the aqueous phase. Instead of
forming a flat monolayer film at the interface like that in Langmuir trough, a pendant
drop of the mixture is formed at the tip of an inverted needle (13-gauge diameter),
which is connected to a gastight syringe (1 𝑚𝐿, Hamilton Co., USA). The volume of
the droplet can be controlled by a micro-syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) as well
as a syringe valve (SUPELCO, Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) and kept constant for a total
aging time of approximately 16 ∼ 24 hours in order for the interfacial asphaltene film
to form at the water-oil interface. Images are recorded at the rate of 2.5 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠/𝑠
for the first 3 minutes and then 1 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒/𝑠 thereafter. Experiments are repeated for
at least three times and only data where the droplet volume remains constant are
presented here.
Measurements of clean surface tension between DI water saturated with toluene
and a mixture of 50% by volume toluene and 50% various solvents without asphaltenes
are performed right before the experiments of corresponding mixture with 25 𝑝𝑝𝑚
asphaltene are conducted. Images are recorded at the rate of 2.5 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠/𝑠 for the
first minute and then 1 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒/𝑠 for 30 minutes to ensure there is no change in droplet
volume and its surface tension with water.

3.1.3

Small amplitude periodic surface deformation

A pulsating drop module is implemented in the KSV Tensiometer to perform interfacial rheological measurement. The pulsating drop module is a compact module with
the piezoelectric membrane which creates the harmonic oscillations to the droplet
surface. This allows the measurement of the surface dilatational elasticity based on
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the modified pendant drop technique.
After the long-term adsorption, start the experiment of oscillating the droplets
under the preset frequencies and amplitude and the images of the droplet shape
change will be recorded. From the analysis of the drop shape using Young-Laplace
equation, the surface tension will be obtained and used for calculating the surface
dilatational modulus.

3.2

Measurement of asphaltenes depositions

In the crude oil production system, due to the change in temperature and pressure,
the solubility of the oil blend decreases during the depressurization process so that
asphaltenes start to precipitate and deposit onto the production facilities. In order
to study the effect of the solubility change, in our experimental setup, we are using
heptane / toluene solvent mixture at different mixing ratios to achieve the same
solubility that is present during the depressurization process.

3.2.1

Materials

The crude oil sample used in this study is a stock-tank oil and the composition is
unknown. The solvents, toluene (99.8+%, ACROS Organics) and n-heptane (HPLCgrade, submicron filtered, Fischer Chemical), are directly used without further purification. Millipore water is used for cleaning and rinsing purpose and high purity
nitrogen (Gasco, part no. 10L-114) is applied for drying at the end of cleaning procedure.
The instruments used in the QCM-D experiments include but are not limited to
Ismatec peristaltic pump, Tygon tubes, Kalrez (o-ring, sealing gasket), and QSense
Analyzer (Nanoscience Instruments). The acquired experimental data will be analyzed by QSense Dfind software (Nanoscience Instruments) and in-house developed
Mathematica tools.
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3.2.2

Principles of quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation technique

The QCM-D system allows real-time kinetic analysis of adsorbed mass and viscoelastic
property of adsorbed films. It can be used to study the adsorption through measurement of mass changes with time and rigidity / softness changes of formed film on
the coated crystal surface. This feature enables QCM-D to detect a transition from
a monomer monolayer to aggregates multilayer and analyze adequately adsorption
kinetics / experiments.
The primary configuration for QCM-D experiments will be adsorption from an organic phase (either stagnant or flowing, with variable composition) onto a dry mineral
surface of variable properties (e.g. density and strength of exposed cations) to study
variations of adsorption kinetics/equilibrium in monolayer regime and transition to
multilayer regime. Using the energy dissipation capability of the QCM-D one can
determine if the adsorbed film is rigid or viscoelastic, which is not possible looking
only at the frequency response. In addition to such structural analysis, QCM-D also
allows real-time, kinetic analysis of both mass and viscoelastic changes.
The controlling unit in QCM-D technique is the quartz crystal sensor, which oscillates when the given frequency reaches the intrinsic resonance frequency of the quartz
sensor. If molecules adsorb onto the sensor surface, they will bind with the sensor and
oscillate together with the sensor. The frequency of the system will decrease due to
the increase in its mass. For molecules that are rigidly attached to the sensor surface,
there is no slip of the deposited molecules on the crystal surface and hence there is no
dissipation in the oscillations. In this case, one can apply Sauerbrey equation [90]and
calculate the amount of adsorbed mass density from the measured frequency change:
𝐶
∆𝑚 = − ∆𝑓
𝑛

(3.1)

where C is a constant of the quartz crystal (i.e. 17.7 𝑛𝑔/(𝐻𝑧.𝑐𝑚2 ) for a 5 𝑀 𝐻𝑧
crystal) and n is the number of the overtone. This is valid when the adsorbed mass
is small compared to the crystal itself and the adsorbed molecules are assumed to be
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evenly distributed.
In addition to the adsorption of molecules, the liquid that transports the solid
molecules through the flow module and the liquid that is trapped inside the adsorbed
molecules also contribute to the change of frequency [90, 91, 92]. The frequency
change due to liquid loading can be calculated from:
√︂
∆𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = −

3/2

𝑛 𝑓0 √
√
( 𝜌𝑙 𝜂𝑙 − 𝜌𝑠 𝜂𝑠 )
𝜋 𝜌 𝑞 𝜈𝑞

(3.2)

1/2

1 2𝑓0 √
√
( 𝜌 𝑙 𝜂𝑙 − 𝜌 𝑠 𝜂𝑠 )
∆𝐷𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = − √
𝑛𝜋 𝜌𝑞 𝜈𝑞

(3.3)

where 𝑓0 is the fundamental frequency of quartz crystal, 𝜌𝑞 is the specific density
of the quartz crystal, and 𝜈𝑞 is the shear wave velocity in quartz. The subscript
𝑙 and 𝑠 refers to liquid mixture and pure solvent, respectively. It can be observed
from Equations 3.2 and 3.3 that ∆𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 /∆𝐷𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = −𝑛𝑓0 /2, in other words, if this
relations holds true in the experimental data, the effect of liquid trapping can be
considered as negligible.

3.2.3

Experimental set-up and procedure

The setup of the QCM-D experiments is illustrated in Figure 3-1 and the following
procedure is performed in each experiment.
The stainless-steel-coated quartz crystal needs to be cleaned before each experiment as QCM-D technique is based on the frequency resonance change and any
contaminants attached to the sensor surface will greatly affect the accuracy of the
experiment. The following procedure describes how the stainless-steel coated quartz
crystal is cleaned before each experiment. First, the sensor is placed near the lamp
in a UV / ozone chamber for 5-10 minutes The sensor surface is treated with the UV
wavelength at 254 𝑛𝑚 as well as the ozone generated by the UV wavelength at 184
𝑛𝑚. The application of the UV / ozone treatment is to decompose the deposited
organics into volatile substances by ultraviolet rays and strong oxidation so that they
can be removed from the contaminated surfaces. Second, deionized water is used to
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Figure 3-1: Schematics of experimental setup

rinse the sensor for several times and the sensor is then gently blow-dried under a
flow of nitrogen gas. Last, the sensor is placed back to the UV / ozone chamber for
another 10-minute treatment.
After cleaning the sensor and flow module, the cleaned crystal sensor is mounted
flat in the measurement chamber modules. Set the temperature before the experiment. All the resonances are tested to verify that the sensor is functional and there
is no contamination on the sensor before the experiment starts. Then, start the experiment by pumping the reference solvent at the speed of 50 𝜇𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛 and check if
the measured frequency difference and dissipation equilibrate in 15 minutes. If the
fluctuation of both curves is within 10%, it is considered as steady condition. If the
fluctuation is more than that, restart the experiment several times because the temperature in the chamber may take a long time to equilibrate to the set value. After
equilibration in the reference solvent for 15 minutes, the inlet will then be switched to
the freshly prepared samples that are kept stirring and run for a certain time period.
The variations of resonance frequency and the energy dissipations during oscillations
are measured, recorded, and transmitted to the computer. The waste will be collected
at the end of the peristaltic pump.
After each experiment, the flow module and the connecting tubing will be flushed
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according to the relevant cleaning protocol and the used sensor will be disposed.

3.2.4

Validation of QCM-D techniques

The effect of introducing liquid mixture into the QCM-D chamber has been discussed
earlier [47, 93]. Pure solvent mixture composed of heptane and toluene at different
ratios has been tested using the previously described experimental procedure. The
acquired frequency change and dissipation data are plotted against the calculated
values from Sauerbrey equation [90] for comparison.

Figure 3-2: Validation of frequency change and dissipation using solvent mixture with
various heptane / toluene ratios. (H stands for heptane; T stands for toluene; HT4060
refers to the solvent mixture with 40% in volume as heptane and 60% in volume as
toluene).
As can be seen from Figure 3-2, the measured frequency change and dissipation
data agree well with the corresponding values calculated from Sauerbrey equation.
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The percent errors all fall within the range of ±3%. This confirms the applicability
of the equation for liquid loading and validates the use of QCM-D technique with the
current experiment setup. All the direct measurements from QCM-D experiments
will have to be processed with the exclusion of the variation in frequency due to the
density and viscosity change of the fluid after the inlet is switched to the sample in
the data analysis.

3.2.5

Sample preparation

For each experiment, the crude oil sample is first heated to 60∘ 𝐶 for 10-15 minutes.
This is to dissolve the wax fractions that have precipitated due to low temperature
and to facilitate the flow of viscous crude oil in the following sampling procedure.
Next, the heated sample is diluted at a certain ratio by the heptane / toluene solvent
mixture and the mixture is kept stirred on a heated stirring plate. This step should
be completed just before the mixture solution is pumped into the QCM flow module
at a certain flow rate in order to avoid early precipitation.
As the composition of the crude oil sample is unknown, the density and viscosity
of crude oil samples and prepared sample solution needs to be measured for each test.
After the sample is freshly prepared, its density is measured at the shear rate of 3500
𝑠−1 using Anton Paar Stabinger Viscometer SVM 3000 (viscosity range: 0.2 𝑚𝑃 𝑎.𝑠
∼ 20000 𝑚𝑃 𝑎.𝑠, temperature range: −56∘ 𝐶 ∼ 105∘ 𝐶). The viscosity of the sample
is measured through flow sweep tests in parallel-plate configuration using Discovery
H-3 Hybrid Rheometer. The measured properties are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Measured
Dilution ratio
1:20
(in pure toluene)
Density (𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 )
0.8677
0.700
Viscosity (𝑚𝑃 𝑎.𝑠)
Hep/Tol ratio
50/50
(dilution ratio = 1:20)
Density (𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 )
0.7808
0.565
Viscosity (𝑚𝑃 𝑎.𝑠)
Hep / Tol ratio
50/50
(dilution ratio = 1:1)
Density (𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 )
0.8332
2.132
Viscosity (𝑚𝑃 𝑎.𝑠)

density and viscosity of samples
1:4
1:1
1:0.25 Crude oil
0.8705
0.948
60/40

0.8768
2.370
70/30

0.8846
12.382
80/20

0.8909
115.180
90/10

0.7629
0.542
60/40

0.7458
0.534
70/30

0.7282
0.527
80/20

0.7108
0.513
90/10

0.8241
2.108

0.8155
2.209

0.8071
2.251

0.7991
2.613
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Chapter 4

Diffusion-Controlled Adsorption
Kinetics

Given the amphiphilic nature of asphaltene molecules, the classical surfactant approach will be taken to examine the adsorption kinetics and isotherm for the asphaltene mixtures. The fundamental theoretical aspects of developing the diffusioncontrolled multi-component mixture model will be discussed in Chapters 4 - 5. Starting with the one-dimensional diffusion-controlled adsorption model for nonionic surfactants, the governing equation, i.e. the well-known Ward-Tordai equation, will be
introduced first in single component systems and later in the mixture case. This will
be followed by the development of numerical algorithms to solve the multi-component
equations with the non-linear adsorption isotherms. The numerical results obtained
using the numerical scheme developed will be validated with both experimental data
and numerical simulation results from the literature. Similarly, the numerical scheme
for extracting the information of individual components in the original surfactant
mixture by inversely solving the Ward-Tordai equation will be discussed and validated.
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4.1

The Ward-Tordai equation

Consider one-dimensional dynamic adsorption of non-ionic surface-active agent mixture from the semi-infinite medium onto a planar interface. The surfactants are
uniformly distributed in the bulk initially. The adsorption process is usually considered as controlled by the following process: i) diffusion from the bulk phase to the
subsurface; ii) adsorption from the subsurface to the interface (see Figure 4-1). The

Figure 4-1: Adsorption process of surface-active components.

asymptotic analysis of the mixed controlled kinetics under critical micelle concentration showed that the long-time adsorption approximates diffusion-controlled process
[94]. To describe the diffusion of the surfactants in the bulk phase, Fick’s law is
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applied:
𝜕 2𝐶
𝜕𝐶
=𝐷 2
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥

𝑡 > 0, 𝑥 > 0

(4.1)

The initial conditions and the boundary conditions in the bulk phase are:
𝐶(𝑥, 0) = 𝐶𝑏
lim 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑏

(4.2)

𝑡>0

(4.3)

𝐶(0, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠 (𝑡)

(4.4)

𝜕Γ(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝑠 (𝑡)
|𝑥=0 = 𝐷
|𝑥=0
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥

(4.5)

Γ(0) = 0

(4.6)

𝑥→∞

where Γ is the surface coverage of the surfactant in the adsorption layer, D is diffusion
coefficient, 𝐶𝑏 is the initial bulk concentration, and 𝐶𝑠 is the concentration in the
subsurface layer. Using Laplace transform, Ward and Tordai [95] derived the integral
solution of the diffusion process:
√︂
Γ(𝑡) = 2

√
𝐷
(𝐶𝑏 𝑡 −
𝜋

√

∫︁

𝑡

√
𝐶𝑠 (𝜏 )𝑑 𝑡 − 𝜏 )

(4.7)

0

This diffusion equation is applicable to each individual component in the surfactant
mixture for the evolution of its surface coverage.

4.2

Numerical methods to solve the Ward-Tordai equation

The numerical methods to solve Ward-Tordai equation were explicitly described in
the literature [96, 97, 98]. Assume 𝐶𝑠𝑖 is linear in each small time-interval (𝑡𝑛−𝑗 −
𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1 ). Unlike the previous numerical methods [96, 97, 98], the time step adopted
in the current model has been modified to be quadratic instead of being uniform.
This modification, which is compromised by less accuracy, however, improved the
computation speed and simplified the computation steps. Moreover, using a quadratic
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time step, the fast evolution of surface tensions in the early stage of experiment can
be captured at a comparably important status as that in the long term while the
total computation time is still kept within a reasonable range. In each time step,
the trapezoidal rule is adopted since our system is a smooth and continuous curve
without singularity and outliers. Unlike other integration methods involving several
simultaneous quadrature points, trapezoidal rule only takes two points in each step
and proved to be able to improve the numerical integration performance compared
with higher order numerical methods. Hence, the convolution of integral 𝐶𝑠𝑖 can be
computed using the trapezoidal rule:
√

∫︁

𝑡𝑛

√
𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡𝑛 − 𝜏 )𝑑 𝜏 =

0

√

𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−1
[2𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡𝑛 ) + 𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡𝑛−1 )]
3

𝑛−1
∑︁
𝛼(𝑡𝑛−𝑗 − 𝑡𝑛 ) + 𝛽3
𝛼(𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1 ) − 𝛽3
𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡𝑛−𝑗 ) +
𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1 )] (4.8)
+
[
𝑡𝑛−𝑗 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1
𝑡𝑛−𝑗 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1
𝑗=0

where
𝛼 = (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1 )1/2 − (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗 )1/2
𝛽 = (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗−1 )3/2 − (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑗 )3/2
With a given initial concentration and diffusion coefficient, the dynamic surface coverage of each component can be easily computed for any time.

4.3

Dynamic surface equation of state

To study the physical properties of surfactants, the starting point is the surface
isotherm and the surface equation of state that relates the surface pressure Π to
the surface coverage Γ. The simplest case is the Henry isotherm and equation for
ideal gas:
Γ = 𝐾𝐻 𝐶

(4.9)

Π = 𝛾0 − 𝛾 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 Γ

(4.10)
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where 𝐾𝐻 is the surface Henry’s law constant, 𝛾 is the surface tension, 𝛾0 is the
clean surface tension of the liquid surface free of the surfactants, 𝑛 is an integer (1
for non-ionic surfactants and 2 for disassociated ionic surfactants), 𝑅 is the universal
gas constant and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature.
The linear isotherm, however, holds only when inhomogeneity is absent on the
surface, which is not the case for asphaltene mixture. Langmuir adsorption isotherm
is one among those proposed to describe adsorption of asphaltenes molecules at the
oil-water interface and recent studies show that experimental data of surface pressure
and elasticity of different types of asphaltenes at water-oil interface can be successfully
described by Langmuir EoS [29]. Langmuir isotherm describes ideal and localized
adsorption and normally the size of adsorbent is smaller than the adsorption site.
It is also assumed that there is no interaction between adsorbed molecules. The
interaction energy between aromatic cores and water is much larger than that between
two aromatic plates and that between the short alkyl side chains in the organic phase.
Hence, the interaction between two adjacent adsorbed molecules is negligible. For a
single surfactant, the fractional surface coverage is defined as
𝜃=

Γ
𝑘𝐶𝑠
=
∞
Γ
1 + 𝑘𝐶𝑠

(4.11)

where Γ∞ as the maximum adsorbed amount at the interface is defined as Γ∞ =

1
,
𝐴

𝑘

is the adsorption coefficient and 𝐶 is the subsurface concentration of the surfactant.
The equation of state in the Langmuir case is then expressed as:
𝛾(Γ) = 𝛾0 − 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 Γ∞ ln(1 − 𝜃)

(4.12)

There are other surface isotherms and equations of state available, to name a few,
Volmer equations, Frumkin equations, and lattice gas equations. Some of the physical
models such as lattice gas theory, which could take into account the bigger adsorbate
size effect and delocalized adsorption, might also be promising to capture the features
of the asphaltene system but this study will only focus on the Langmuir type to discuss
how the adsorption dynamics will evolve in the diffusion-controlled regime.
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4.4

Diffusional mixture model

Assuming a local equilibrium between the subsurface and surface layer, dynamic
surface coverage and subsurface concentration of i th component in the mixture at
a certain time (i.e. Γ𝑖 (𝑡) and 𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝑡)) can be obtained by solving the adsorption
isotherm in combination with the Ward-Tordai equation. The adsorption isotherms
available to account for mixture of asphaltenes at water-oil interface are based on
ideal assumptions, as the distribution of different components is unknown [13, 29].
In the limiting case with Henry adsorption isotherm, i.e. when surface coverage is
linearly dependent on subsurface concentration, the surface pressure simply becomes:
Π = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 Γ∞ 𝑘𝐶𝑠 (𝑡)
where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant.

(4.13)

The analytical solution for the diffusion-

controlled adsorption model with a linear isotherm has then been worked out as
[99]:
√︂
𝑡
𝑡
Π = ∆𝛾𝑒𝑞 [1 − exp( )𝑒𝑟𝑓 𝑐(
)]
𝜏𝐷
𝜏𝐷
where ∆𝛾𝑒𝑞 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝐾𝐻 𝐶𝑏 and the characteristic diffusion time is 𝜏𝐷 =

(4.14)
2
𝐾𝐻
𝐷

with 𝐷 the

diffusion coefficient.
In the mixture case of Langmuir type adsorption, the surface excess coverage, Γ∞ ,
is assumed to be the same for all the components and the fractional surface coverage
becomes:
𝜃𝑖 =

𝑘𝑖 𝐶𝑠𝑖
∑︀
1 + 𝑘𝑗 𝐶𝑠𝑗

(4.15)

As can be observed from the equation 4.15, the relation between surface coverage and
subsurface concentration is non-linear and hence its combination with Ward-Tordai
equation requires to be solved numerically. On the other hand, the product of each
component’s adsorption coefficient (k ) and its subsurface concentration (𝐶𝑠 ) should
be comparable with each other so that the mixture effect is accounted for and each
component could play a role. The adsorption coefficient of each individual component
can then be approximated to be inversely proportional to its subsurface concentration.
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Furthermore, it can be inferred that the majority of constituents in asphaltenes are not
surface-active components, i.e. they have a low adsorption coefficient k. The mixture
model of the multi-component system is proposed based on the above-mentioned
correlation between adsorption coefficient and subsurface concentration. For example,
in the binary model, the system will consist of one component with higher surface
activity (𝑘1 ) but lower concentration (𝐶𝑠1 ) and the other one with lower surface
activity (𝑘2 << 𝑘1 ) but higher concentration (𝐶𝑠2 >> 𝐶𝑠1 ).
The mixture Langmuir EoS is then derived to obtain the dynamic interfacial
tension:
𝛾(Γ) = 𝛾0 − 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 Γ∞ ln(1 −

∑︁

𝜃𝑖 )

(4.16)

where 𝜃𝑖 is the fractional surface coverage of surfactant i and Γ∞ for the mixture
surface excess coverage is defined as Γ∞ =

4.5

∑︀
∑︀ 𝜃𝑖 .
𝜃𝑖 𝐴𝑖

Experimental and numerical confirmation

The developed algorithms were implemented in Python and the numerical method
was first validated with the analytical solution in the Henry isotherm case for single
component. The root mean squared deviation (RMSD) was found to be less than
10−3 for a time frame of 105 s, which is trivial.
To investigate the effect of time step discretization, the numerical results obtained
using quadratic time step were then compared with that using uniform time step for
a single component system. As a result, it gives a higher order of RMSD value for
the same time frame but a dramatic decrease in computation time as predicted.
The numerical solutions for a binary mixture were also checked against the experimental data and simulation results of Bogaert and Joos as shown in Figure 4-2
[100]. In their paper, the authors presented using the Nelder-Mead method to solve
the Ward-Todai equation for a binary mixture at each time step [100]. This method
is gradient-free and works well in high dimension but collapses on ill-conditioned
problem (i.e. very anisotropic function).
The numerical method to solve the Ward-Tordai equation with the Langmuir
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Figure 4-2: Numerical IFT curve generated using binary mixture model (in black).
Experimental data (in blue) and numerical results (in vermillion) from Bogaert and
Joos.
adsorption and EoS for a binary mixture model proved accurate and efficient to
replicate the reference data using the same initial parameters. The RMSD value
between the current numerical method and the experiment data was found to be less
than 10−3 .

4.6

The short-time approximation and long-time approximation of the Ward-Tordai equation

Using the developed diffusional models, the surface tension for a single component
system was numerically generated and compared with calculations from the other
models. It can be observed that in the short time, our calculation fits better with
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the ideal gas behavior (Henry isotherm) when the surface coverage is small and the
adsorption energy is independent of the surface coverage. In the long time, Hansen’s
equation [101] is more accurate but completely blow up in the short-time range. It
is more sensitive to an accurate measurement of dynamic surface tensions, which is
not that practical in the experiment. Moreover, to our knowledge, it only has the
analytical solution for single component and no solution for mixture model is available
to compare with our current model.

Figure 4-3: Comparison of Ward-Tordai equations with Langmuir isotherm, WardTordai equation with Henry isotherm, and Hansen equation with Langmuir isotherm.
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4.7

Optimization method for inversely solving the
Ward-Tordai equation and adsorption isotherm.

As the pendant drop experiment only provides the data on surface tensions, a methodology is needed to inversely solve the mixture model in order to extract the information
of each individual component from the dynamic interfacial tension measurement of
the compositional mixture, which could be very useful in the following analysis of
dilatational rheology.
With the experimental data of dynamic interfacial tensions, to obtain the set
of multiple variables 𝑥 = 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥𝑛 in the mixture model, i.e. the initial bulk
concentrations and the adsorption coefficients of each fraction, numerical approach
is needed given the nonlinearity of adsorption isotherm and the complexity of the
Ward-Tordai equation. The problem can be formulated as a constrained nonlinear
minimization problem [102]. The goal is to estimate the optimal set of variables, x,
from minimizing the objective function, f(x), i.e. the difference between the known
experimental dataset and the unknown data which will be numerically computed from
the set of variables. In our case, it reads:
∑︀𝑛
min 𝑓 (𝑥) = min
𝑥

𝑥

𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖 (𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚 (𝑥) − 𝛾𝑖𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑥))2
∑︀𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖

(4.17)

where 𝑤𝑖 is the weighting factor.
To solve the constrained minimization problem, an initial guess of 𝑥0 is required
to start the following computation and then the selected interior-point algorithm will
search possible solutions first by a direct step. If the local convex is not found at
the current point, a quasi-Newton approximation, i.e. the limited-memory BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [103, 104, 105, 106, 107], will be applied to estimate the Hessian of the Lagarangian of 𝑓𝜀 using the following equations:
𝐻𝑘 = 𝐻𝑘−1 +

𝑦𝑦 𝑇
𝐻𝑘−1 𝑠𝑠𝑇 𝐻𝑘−1
−
𝑦𝑇 𝑠
𝑠𝑇 𝐻𝑘−1 𝑠
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(4.18)

where
𝑠 = 𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥𝑘−1
𝑦 = ∇𝑓 (𝑥𝑘 ) − ∇𝑓 (𝑥𝑘−1 )
The next step is to compute the jump direction using the Hessian matrix from LBFGS update,
−1
∆𝑥 = −𝐻𝑘−1
∇𝑓 (𝑥𝑘−1 )

(4.19)

and the new variable to be attempted becomes:
𝑥𝑘 = 𝑥𝑘−1 + 𝑡∆𝑥

(4.20)

where 𝑡 is the time step size. When the objective function is less than a preset limit,
e.g. 0.01%, the optimization process is stopped and returns the optimal set of 𝑥
variables.
Compared to Newton’s method, the limited-memory BFGS update of inverse Hessian
is less costly and more stable, especially when the optimization problem goes to high
dimensions and computation becomes expensive. It is also the preferred optimization
method when the gradient of the objective function is unknown.
For the 𝑛-component mixture model, the current optimization problem is an 𝑛dimension and non-convex problem, which means multiple local minima exist for the
applicable variable domain. In order to get the global minimum, a multi-dimensional
grid of starting points was constructed in a wide distribution range and each point
was randomly generated within the given range as an initial guess for each optimization process. The weighted RMSDs are then compared to select the optimal solution
that gives the minimum value.
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4.8

Validation with experiments and numerical simulation results

To validate the developed optimization method, the experimental data of interfacial
tensions for a binary surfactant mixture from Bogaert and Joos [100] were used as
the reference data. Using the binary mixture model based on Langmuir adsorption
isotherm and the Ward-Tordai equation, the optimized parameters are listed in Table 4.1:[100].
Table 4.1: Optimized parameters for a binary surfactant mixture.
𝐶
𝑎*
3
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
Sodium myristate
0.069
0.00046
Sodium laurate
0.562
0.30800
*a is the Langmuir von Szyszkowski constant

Compared to the original values used in the reference data (see Table 4.2), our
optimization method proved a high accuracy in the prediction of the binary mixture’s
composition and surface activity. The numerically generated surface tensions curve
fits well with the experimental data points as shown in Figure 4-4 [100]. The activity
coefficient of the minor group seems to be underestimated in the optimization probably because there were not sufficient data points available in the long time when the
more surface-active component dominated the adsorption process.
Table 4.2: Material parameters used in the experiments.
𝐶
𝑎*
𝐷
3
3
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 )
(𝑚2 /𝑠)
Sodium myristate
0.1
0.029
2.8 × 10−10
Sodium laurate
0.5
0.297
2.8 × 10−10
*a is the Langmuir von Szyszkowski constant

In the case of ternary mixture model, few experimental / numerical data are available. The optimization method was then verified with a reference numerical dataset
generated using the diffusion-controlled ternary mixture model. With a random and
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Figure 4-4: Numerical IFT curve generated from experimental (in green) and optimized (in black) parameters for a binary mixture. Experimental data (in blue) from
Bogaert and Joos.
reasonable set of six variables (i.e. concentrations and adsorption coefficients of three
components), the evolution of the dynamic interfacial tensions for a three-component
mixture was computed by the previously described numerical method that solves
the Ward-Tordai equations. The dataset was then analyzed with the algorithm for
optimization to extract the initial input parameters and to verify the efficiency and
accuracy of the optimization method.
The optimized result is shown against the self-generated reference data in Figure 45 [100] and the original values with the optimized set of values are listed in Table 4.3.
Again, the optimized solution proved close to the real composition of the ternary
mixture and the optimization method was shown to be able to generate and predict
the composition and surface properties of the original mixture.
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Figure 4-5: Numerical IFT curve generated from optimization for a ternary mixture
model (in black). Reference dataset from numerical computations of the diffusioncontrolled ternary mixture model (in blue).

Table 4.3: Original and optimized variables from the 3-component mixture model.
𝐶𝑏1
𝐶𝑏2
𝐶𝑏3
3
3
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
Reference
0.00032
0.0093
0.0387
Optimization
0.00028
0.0092
0.0357
*
*
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3*
3
3
3
(𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
Reference
630.90
102.94
1.75
Optimization
691.42
105.17
1.96
*k is the adsorption coefficient and is the ratio of adsorption rate constant over
desorption rate constant.
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Chapter 5
Small Periodic Surface Deformation
The ability to control the stability of water-in-oil emulsion or the rate of droplet coalescence is important in crude oil recovery. The rheological properties of asphaltenescovered interface can significantly affect the droplet coalescence time. In this chapter, the deformation of asphaltenes-covered interface under periodic expansions and
contractions will be discussed with the diffusion-controlled relaxation and adsorptionbarrier-controlled relaxation theory. Section 5.2 was published as a journal article in
Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 532, pp.140-143,
2017.

5.1

Surface dilatational modulus and limiting elasticity

Surface properties of adsorbed molecules have been studied in terms of shear and
dilatational rheology caused by shear forces and contraction / compression stresses.
Dilatational rheology is an important subject in studying surfactant-adsorbed interface since expansion / contraction of interface is very common. However, dilatational
properties such as surface dilatational viscosity and dilatational complex modulus
are difficult to measure and their accuracy depends upon the experimental methods [108, 109]. Meanwhile, the compositional change in the interface that comes
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along with the dilatation also adds complexity to the problem [109]. Nonetheless,
dilatational elasticity of interfacial films was found to correlate with coarsening and
rupture of droplets in emulsions and the stability of water-oil emulsions greatly corresponds to the presence of critical gel behavior at interface in dilatational rheology [19, 110, 111, 112]. Dilatational elasticity of surfactant-adsorbed fluid interfaces
can be measured using experimental techniques such as oscillating drops / bubbles
method, capillary / longitudinal wave methods, and light scattering methods [113].
Dilatational rheology is very sensitive to adsorption and desorption kinetics of surfaceactive agents as well as stability of the interfacial films against rupture [114, 115].
Surface dilatational modulus is also known as surface elasticity, which represents restoring energy stored in the interfacial film. It is an elastic property of the
surfactant-adsorbed layers and describes the response of a fluid-fluid interface covered
by surfactants under oscillatory variations in area. It is defined as the proportion relating the relative variation in area to subsequent variation in interfacial tension or
surface pressure:
𝐸=𝐴

d𝛾
dΠ
= −𝐴
d𝐴
d𝐴

(5.1)

where 𝛾 is surface tension, Π is surface pressure, and A is the interfacial area. The
physical origin of the variations of interfacial tension during area changes is the variations in surface coverage Γ (i.e. the variation of the number of surfactant molecules
per unit interfacial area).
On the other hand, exchanges between the interface and the bulk solution tend to
resolve the variation in surface coverage. When the interface undergoes contraction,
surface coverage of surfactants increases because the total amount of surfactants at the
interface is now distributed over a smaller interfacial area. This results in a decrease in
surface tension and a local surface tension gradient, which tends to restore its original
shape and equilibrium surface concentration. Hence, the surfactants were forced to
desorb or to diffuse from the interface and move to subsurface layer. On the other
hand, when the interface is expanded, the concentration of surfactants at the surface
is reduced and the surface tension is increased and higher than the surrounding. The
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resulting local surface tension gradient leads to a driving force to drag surfactants
from the subsurface layer and to restore the original equilibrium concentration. This
gives the interface the property of elasticity.
When the interfacial expansion / compression occurs very slowly, the dilatational
elasticity is often known as the Gibbs elasticity. Gibbs elasticity represents a temporal restoring force of the interfacial film to a local disturbance [109] and the reequilibration between the deformed surface and the adjoining liquid is considered
much faster than that between neighboring parts of the film [114]. Gibbs elasticity
takes into account the thickness of the interfacial film and relaxation process, which
involves diffusional interexchange between the interface and subsurface layer due to
expansion or contraction [114]. Gibbs elasticity is determined from isothermal equilibrium experiment and usually very small since it occurs in thin films and adsorbed
molecules are so few to restore the equilibrium surface concentration after deformation
[116].
On the contrary, when the rate of interfacial expansion / compression is much
higher than the rate of surfactant adsorption, the dilatational elasticity is often called
Marangoni elasticity [113]. Marangoni elasticity is an instantaneous non-equilibrium
property determined from dynamic measurement and depends on the stress applied
to the system. To add to its complexity, the measurement of Marangoni elasticity
usually involves some contribution from surface dilatational viscosity. In the present
project, only Gibbs elasticity will be discussed as it is rather simple and most available
experimental data are Gibbs elasticity.
As the relaxation process during expansion and contraction takes time (either due
to diffusion or adsorption kinetics), the variations in surface tension will be smaller
than in the previous case and time-lagged compared to oscillations. As a consequence,
the modulus will be a complex quantity (with an elastic part and a viscous part)
varying with the frequency of oscillations. The exact form assumed by the dilatational
modulus depends upon the nature of the area oscillations and the kinetics controlling
the dynamic exchange.
When the interfacial film is pure elastic, i.e. surface viscosity is neglected, the
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surface dilatational modulus is equal to its surface elasticity in such limiting case,
i.e. 𝐸 = 𝐸0 . Two conditions have to be satisfied for the limiting case: the exchange between the interface and the adjoining fluid should be negligible and the
re-equilibration of the surface tension with the change in surface coverage has to be
within the experimental time scale [117].
In the limiting case of pure diffusion relaxation mechanism, the number of surfactant molecules at the interface is assumed to be constant (i.e. there is no exchange
between the interface and the adjoining bulk surfactant solution). The dilatational
modulus is a real and constant quantity called limiting elasticity that can be calculated as
𝐸0 = Γ

𝑑Π
𝑑Γ

(5.2)

As seen from its definition, the limiting elasticity is merely determined by surface
equation of state. At low surface pressure, limiting elasticity is approximately the
same as surface pressure. In the non-linear regime, limiting elasticity is no longer
equal to surface pressure and may display non-Newtonian behavior at high surface
expansion rates [113].

5.2
5.2.1

Diffusion-controlled periodic surface deformation
Background

The dynamic rheological properties of surfactant-covered interfaces have been reported to play a crucial role in many important processes.

For example emul-

sion coarsening (important in cosmetics, food industry, water / crude oil separation) slows down as interfacial viscoelasticity increases [35, 110, 111, 118, 119]. The
rheology and dispersion state of emulsions also largely depends on the dynamic
response of the interface to flow induced stresses [120]. On the other hand, the
viscoelastic properties of a surfactant-populated layer also have great influence on
the dynamic wetting and dewetting phenomena in biological systems such as pulmonary surfactant coating the alveoli and the Meibomian lipid layer coating the
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tear film of the eyes [121, 122]. Surface dilatational rheology of certain human
fluids such as saliva can even serve as a potential diagnostic method for pathology [123, 124, 125]. Beyond experimental measurements in laboratory conditions
[13, 26, 29, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136], it is therefore
highly desirable to understand the nature and be able to predict the magnitude of
dilatational rheology for those applications which most of the times involve mixtures
of surface active molecules (crude oils [13, 16, 118, 130, 137, 138, 139, 140], Arabic
gum for food products [141, 142], Triton surfactants used in textile, agrochemical,
and detergent manufacturing industries [143, 144, 145], blood serum [124, 146], lung
surfactants [147, 148, 149]).
Historically, the first case to be sorted out was the harmonic oscillations of a flat
interface with diffusion-controlled exchange with a submicellar solution of a single
surfactant [133, 150]. It was later extended to the case of a binary surfactant solution
[136]. The underlying assumption is that for each surfactant, the surface coverage
is in instantaneous equilibrium with the solution layer in the immediate vicinity of
the interface (the so-called subsurface concentration). Variations in area induce variations in coverage, leading to variations in subsurface concentration, which in turn
induce diffusive mass transport of surfactants to and from the bulk solution. The governing equations are a coupled diffusion / mass conservation equation and linearized
versions of the adsorption isotherm and equation of state. For any component j in
the surfactant mixture, the coupled diffusion / mass conservation equation reads:
∆𝐴
𝑖∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖Γ𝑗
+
𝐴

√︂
𝑖

𝐷𝑗
∆𝐶𝑗 = 0
𝜔

(5.3)

where 𝐷𝑗 is the diffusion coefficient of component j in the solution, ∆𝐶𝑗 is the amplitude of variations in its surface concentration, ∆Γ𝑗 is the amplitude of variations
in its surface coverage, and 𝜔 is the angular frequency of oscillations. ∆𝐶𝑗 and ∆Γ𝑗
are linked through the adsorption isotherm:

∆Γ𝑗 =

𝑛
∑︁
𝜕Γ𝑗
∆𝐶𝑘
𝜕𝐶
𝑘
1
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(5.4)

with n the number of surfactants.
After solving this set of 2×𝑛 equations, values of ∆Γ𝑗 can then be used to calculate
the variation in surface pressure:
𝑛
∑︁
𝜕Π
∆Π =
∆Γ𝑗
𝜕Γ𝑗
1

(5.5)

The most straightforward mathematical procedure to solve analytically the above
explained set of 2 × 𝑛 equations is to use Laplace transform. For a single surfactant
and a flat interface it leads to the famous Lucassen and van den Tempel (LVDT)
model [133]:
𝐸 = 𝐸0
where the parameter 𝜁 =

√︁

1
2𝜏𝐷 𝜔

1 + 𝜁 + 𝑖𝜁
1 + 2𝜁 + 2𝜁 2

with 𝜏𝐷 =

1 𝑑Γ 2
( )
𝐷 𝑑𝐶

(5.6)
the characteristic diffusion

timescale.
Moreover, the original form of the solution (Equation 5.6) can easily be separated
into real / elastic part (E’ ) and imaginary/viscous part (E") with the introduction of
the dimensionless number. Hence, limiting elasticity can be directly calculated from
experimental moduli:
𝐸0 =

𝐸 ′2 + 𝐸”2
𝐸 ′ − 𝐸”

(5.7)

Although the LVDT model was developed for equilibrium adsorption, this restriction can be negligible when the contribution of the ongoing macroscopic equilibration
between bulk and interface is small compared to the change in surface coverage due
to oscillations and local equilibration.
For a binary mixture, the mathematical derivation is so cumbersome that it initially led to some erroneous equations in Jiang et al. [132] and Joos [151], which were
later corrected in Aksenenko et al. [134].
√︂
√︂
𝑖𝜔
Γ2 𝑖𝜔
𝑖𝜔
1 𝜕Π
)Γ2 [𝑎11
+ 𝑎12
+ (𝑎11 𝑎22 − 𝑎12 𝑎21 ) √
]
𝐸= (
𝐵 𝜕𝑙𝑛Γ1
𝐷1
Γ1 𝐷2
𝐷1 𝐷2
√︂
√︂
1 𝜕Π
𝑖𝜔
Γ1 𝑖𝜔
𝑖𝜔
+ (
)Γ1 [𝑎22
+ 𝑎21
+ (𝑎11 𝑎22 − 𝑎12 𝑎21 ) √
]
𝐵 𝜕𝑙𝑛Γ2
𝐷2
Γ2 𝐷1
𝐷1 𝐷2
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(5.8)

where the coefficient 𝑎𝑖𝑗 =

𝜕Γ𝑖
|
𝜕𝐶𝑗 𝐶𝑘̸=𝑗

is the partial derivative which could be calcu√︁
lated from adsorption isotherm and the parameter 𝐵 is given as 𝐵 = 1 + 𝑎11 𝐷𝑖𝜔1 +
√︁
𝑎22 𝐷𝑖𝜔2 +(𝑎11 𝑎22 − 𝑎12 𝑎21 ) √𝐷𝑖𝜔1 𝐷2 . Besides, the equation is so complex that it does not
give any direct insight into the evolution of rheology with parameters such as concentrations of the two surfactants. When it comes to a ternary system or above, the
analytical solution has never been derived and seems intractable. In previous studies
[13, 130, 135, 152, 153, 154, 155], such a surfactant mixture was often taken as a
single component or as binary system when the adsorption kinetics and dilatational
rheology of the mixture was analyzed. The main characteristics are captured in the
analysis but the contribution from individual surface-active compound is missing.

5.2.2

Numerical methods to solve for ternary and above mixture model at flat surface

To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, one could proceed numerically as will
hereafter be explained. The unknowns in Equation 5.3 can be expressed as:
∆Γ𝑗 = 𝑎𝑗 + 𝑖𝑏𝑗

(5.9)

∆𝐶𝑗 = 𝑐𝑗 + 𝑖𝑑𝑗
where 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑐𝑗 are the real parts while 𝑏𝑗 and 𝑑𝑗 represent the imaginary parts. All
of them are unknown real numbers.
On the other hand, observing that

√

𝑖=

1+𝑖
√ ,
2

Equation 5.3 can be rewritten as:

𝑖∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝑝𝑗 + (1 + 𝑖)𝑙𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑗 = 0
with the real constants 𝑝𝑗 = Γ𝑗 Δ𝐴
and 𝑙𝑗 =
𝐴
rewritten as:
∆Γ𝑗 =

𝑛
∑︁

√︁

𝐷𝑗
.
2𝜔

𝑚𝑗𝑘 ∆𝐶𝑘

(5.10)

Similarly, Equation 5.4 can be

(5.11)

1

with the real numbers 𝑚𝑗𝑘 =

𝜕Γ𝑗
.
𝜕𝐶𝑘

Then Equation 5.9 can be substituted in Equa69

tions 5.10 and 5.11. Separating the real and imaginary parts leads for each surfactant
to 4 linear equations only involving 4 real unknowns:
𝑎𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑐𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = −𝑝𝑗
−𝑏𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑐𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = 0
∑︁
𝑏𝑗 −
𝑚𝑗𝑘 𝑑𝑘 = 0
∑︁
𝑎𝑗 −
𝑚𝑗𝑘 𝑐𝑘 = 0

(5.12)

Such a system can easily be solved numerically in MATLAB, Mathematica or even
Excel using the matrix inversion. The matrix form that contains all the information
from Equation 5.12 for a binary mixture is:
⎡
1 0
𝑙1
𝑙1
⎢
⎢
⎢0 −1
𝑙1
−𝑙1
⎢
⎢
⎢0 1
0
−𝑚11
⎢
⎢
⎢1 0 −𝑚11
0
⎢
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢0 0
0
−𝑚21
⎣
0 0 −𝑚21
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

−𝑚12

1

0

𝑙2

0 −1

𝑙2

0

1

0

1

0

−𝑚22

⎤

⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑚12 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
𝑙2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑙2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑚22 ⎥
⎦
0

⎡ ⎤
𝑎
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑏1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑐1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑑1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢𝑎2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑏2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑐2 ⎥
⎣ ⎦
𝑑2
𝑈 𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

=

⎤
⎡
−𝑝1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢−𝑝2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎦
⎣
0
𝑃 𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
(5.13)

Inverting the matrix of coefficients and multiplying it with the matrix of products,
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we can obtain the matrix of unknown parameters, i.e.
⎡ ⎤
𝑎
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑏1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑐1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑑1 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢𝑎2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑏2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑐2 ⎥
⎣ ⎦
𝑑2

⎡
1 0
𝑙1
𝑙1
⎢
⎢
⎢0 −1
𝑙1
−𝑙1
⎢
⎢
⎢0 1
0
−𝑚11
⎢
⎢
⎢1 0 −𝑚11
0
⎢
= ⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢0 0
0
−𝑚21
⎣
0 0 −𝑚21
0

𝑈 𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

−𝑚12

1

0

𝑙2

0 −1

𝑙2

0

1

0

1

0

−𝑚22

0

⎤−1

⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑚12 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
𝑙2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑙2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−𝑚22 ⎥
⎦
0

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

⎡
⎤
−𝑝
⎢ 1⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢−𝑝2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
⎣
⎦
0
𝑃 𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
(5.14)

From the result of the matrix inversion, the oscillations of the interfacial tension can
be obtained:
∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
𝑎𝑗 + 𝑖
𝑏𝑗
𝜕Γ𝑗
𝜕Γ𝑗

(5.15)

𝐴 ∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
𝐴 ∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
𝑎𝑗 +
𝑖
𝑏𝑗
∆𝐴
𝜕Γ𝑗
∆𝐴
𝜕Γ𝑗

(5.16)

∆𝛾 =
Then the modulus becomes as:
𝐸=

One can easily see from Equations 5.9 and 5.13 that values of 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑏𝑗 are proportional to ∆𝐴/𝐴 and therefore that 𝐸 is independent from ∆𝐴/𝐴 as expected. In the
above calculations, ∆𝐴/𝐴 could therefore be taken at the convenient value of 1 so
that
𝐸=

5.2.3

∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
∑︁ 𝜕𝛾
𝑎𝑗 + 𝑖
𝑏𝑗
𝜕Γ𝑗
𝜕Γ𝑗

(5.17)

Numerical methods to solve for ternary and above mixture model at other geometries

With respect to spherical interfaces (of particular importance due to the extensive use
of the pendant droplet tensiometer [13, 19, 128, 156]), only the single surfactant case
has been analytically sorted out so far. Its basics are similar to the planar case, except
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that the coupled mass conservation / diffusion equation must account for the fact that
diffusion occurs over a volume of constant solid angle but variable cross section. For
a spherical droplet with diffusion of surfactants from the outside medium, it reads
[151]:
∆𝐴
𝐷𝑗
𝑖∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖Γ𝑗
+
(1 +
𝐴
𝜔𝑅

√︃

𝑖𝜔
𝑅)∆𝐶𝑗 = 0
𝐷𝑗

(5.18)

where R is the droplet radius. It can be easily verified that when the radius R
approaches infinity, i.e. 𝑅 ≫ 1, Equation 5.18 reduces to Equation 5.3, the expression for the flat interface. Again, the analytical solution to the system composed of
Equations 5.4 and 5.18 can be obtained by means of Laplace transform. It reads:
𝐸=
where 𝑛2 =

1+

𝐸0
1 𝑑𝐶
(1
𝑛2 𝑅 𝑑Γ

+ 𝑛𝑅)

(5.19)

𝑖𝜔
.
𝐷

On the other hand, the form of Equation 5.18 enables using the same matrix
′

inversion procedure as previously. Introducing the real constant parameters 𝑝𝑗 =
√︁
√︁
′
′
′
𝐷𝑗
𝐷
𝐷𝑗
𝐷𝑗
Γ𝑗 Δ𝐴
,
𝑙
=
,
and
𝑞
=
+
= 𝜔𝑅𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 , Equation 5.18 yields to
𝑗
𝑗
𝐴
2𝜔
𝜔𝑅
2𝜔
′

′

′

𝑖∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝑝𝑗 + (𝑞𝑗 + 𝑖𝑙𝑗 )∆𝐶𝑗 = 0

(5.20)

Substituting Equation 5.9 and separating real parts from imaginary parts then again
leads to 4 linear equations and 4 real unknowns per component:
′

′

′

𝑎𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑐𝑗 + 𝑞𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = −𝑝𝑗
′

′

−𝑏𝑗 + 𝑞𝑗 𝑐𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = 0
∑︁
𝑏𝑗 −
𝑚𝑗𝑘 𝑑𝑘 = 0
∑︁
𝑎𝑗 −
𝑚𝑗𝑘 𝑐𝑘 = 0

(5.21)

The equation set can then be put in a matrix form. The inversion method would
then yield variations in surface coverage from which variations in interfacial tension
and finally modulus can be calculated. The same analysis can be done for diffusion
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inside a spherical droplet or for a cylindrical interface provided the correct diffusion
/ mass conservation equation is used.

5.2.4

Validation with LVDT model and binary mixture model

To evaluate the performance of this approach, the numerical values for the real and
imaginary modulus have first been compared to available analytical models (flat interface for single and binary mixture, spherical interface for a single surfactant) for
surfactants assuming mixture Langmuir isotherm and equation of state. In most of
the cases the relative deviation is less than was less than 10−10 . In a few cases (when
the determinant of the matrix is close to 0) the relative deviation increases up to 10−6 ,
which remains trivial. It was further checked if the increase in the number of surfactants could introduce some numerical noises impacting detrimentally the accuracy
of the matrix inversion method. This has been done by using the mixture matrix
method with surfactants of same properties. The outcome of the mixture model
∑︀
should then correspond to the single surfactant analytical with 𝐶 =
𝐶𝑗 . Again,
the observed deviation between the analytical and the numerical solution remained
trivial (< 10−6 ).

5.2.5

Summary

The current method has been derived under the assumption that relaxation of the
surface tensions is purely diffusion-controlled. This model is restricted to solutions
with nonionic surfactants which undergo a small-amplitude deformation as the surface
equation of state and adsorption isotherm has to stay in the linear regime. In such
condition, the variation in surface tension due to the sinusoidal area variation can
be quickly compensated by the diffusional exchange of surfactant molecules between
the subsurface layer and the adsorption layer within the timescale. Nevertheless, for
the surfactant-covered interfaces containing polymers or proteins which have internal
compressibility and involve conformational change or surface aggregation upon deformation [152, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163], the current developed technique
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might not be appropriate to describe the complexity of the dilatational rheology
data. However, it is possible to develop a similar approach for a mixed kinetics taking into account the effect of adsorption barriers. This can be achieved by varying
the boundary conditions for local equilibrium between the subsurface concentration
of a surfactant and its adsorption, which will be discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3

Adsorption-barrier-controlled periodic surface deformation

5.3.1

Background

The study on dilatational rheology of surfactant(s)-covered interface has become popular as it is one of the most important interfacial properties in studying foam and
emulsion stability [19, 126, 130]. The dynamic surface coverage of surfactants determines the surface tension of the interface, which governs the coalescence and breaking
of droplets upon collision [164]. The surface rheological properties of the adsorption
layers are effective indicators to identify various interfacial processes such as surface
re-orientation [165], phase transition [166] and surfactant aggregation [167]. On the
other hand, artificial emulsifier and surfactants used in industry are usually surfactant
mixtures with a wide range of distribution in concentrations and properties rather
than a single component by their nature. Surfactant mixture usually gives better
performance than single component and hence mixed surfactant systems are very
popular in many industrial applications [168]. The widely used industrial emulsifiers
/ surfactants mixture include but not limited to Sorbitane monooleate (Span 80)
[169], saponions [170], asphaltenes [139, 171], octyl phenol ethoxylate (Triton X-100)
[168, 172]. Recent development in experimental techniques including oscillating drop
shape tensiometry [145] and capillary pressure tensiometry [173] enables the investigation of the surface tension variation and the surface viscoelasticity measurement
for mixed surfactant system during dilatational deformation. However, for native
surfactant mixture, it is still treated as one single component in most cases when
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the experimental data of adsorption kinetics and interfacial rheological properties are
analyzed using theoretical models. Moreover, for different processes, it is important
to select the appropriate assumptions and models so that the principal controlling
process is revealed and the adsorption behavior can be correctly predicted.
Lucassen and van den Tempel [133] first studied the dilatational surface properties
of the interface occupied by a single surfactant under low frequencies and developed
a model to describe the relaxation of surfactants based on the diffusional exchange
between the bulk and the interface. Joos [151] generalized the diffusion-controlled dilatational model for mixture but did not give any analytical solution. Later, Miller’s
group [134, 136, 168] derived the analytical form of diffusion-controlled dilatational
rheology for binary mixture and applied the model in mixed polymer/surfactant system. For system with three components and above, there are no available analytical
solutions available because of the difficulties in derivation process brought by the
nonlinearity of most commonly used adsorption isotherm. Liu et al. [174] reported
a simple numerical method to compute the diffusion-controlled dilatational rheology
of complex surfactant mixtures at any geometry of interfaces. It works for surfactant
mixtures with any number of components and leaves out the troublesome derivation
process of analytical solution for surfactant mixtures with more than two components. However, this approach works only when the relaxation of interfacial tensions
is purely diffusion-controlled and all the dissipations occur in the bulk phase.
Recent studies found that below critical micellization concentration, the adsorption relaxation of nonionic surfactants was controlled by mixed diffusion-barrier kinetics. The short-time relaxation asymptotic is adsorption-controlled while the long-time
relaxation approximates diffusion-controlled model [175]. In most systems, the adsorption kinetics can be well described by the diffusion-controlled model. This means
the characteristic diffusion timescale is much larger than the adsorption timescales,
i.e. the time to transfer surfactant from / to the subsurface layer to / from the interface. The transport step is so fast that it can be assumed that the local equilibrium
exists between the subsurface and the surface concentrations. When the diffusion coefficient becomes sufficiently large or the adsorption coefficient becomes small enough,
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diffusion is no longer a limiting factor. The rate of diffusion becomes higher than the
rate of mass transfer from / to subsurface to / from the interface and the transport process becomes dominant, for example, the low surface-active agents at high
concentrations [176]. For a purely barrier-controlled adsorption, the diffusion step is
considered as fast enough so that the subsurface concentration is the same as the bulk
concentration. The previously used boundary condition of the diffusion equation, i.e.
adsorption isotherm, does not hold any more and a kinetic relation is required as the
new boundary condition for the barrier-controlled adsorption.
Several attempts have been made to examine barrier-controlled / mixed kinetics
process in adsorption and surface rheology for single component system. Starting
from the assumption of small amplitude harmonic perturbations, Ravera et al. [177]
has presented a general theoretical approach to evaluate the viscoelastic behavior of
the adsorption layer using linear system formalism by considering different surface
relaxation processes, for example, surfactants with varying average molar area and
those with chemical reaction. To account for the charge effect of ionic surfactants,
Danov et al. incorporated the time evolution of diffuse electrostatic double layers
into surface-tension relaxations and developed a numerical approach to solve the integral form of mixed barrier-diffusion kinetics equation after a small and large initial
perturbations from equilibrium [178, 179]. Including but not limited to the planar
surface, Jin et al. [180] has also explored adsorption and desorption to spherical particles and explored the change of surface tensions and concentrations under different
controlling transport mechanisms in process such as mixed-controlled adsorption to
an initially surfactant-free surface or desorption from a compressed, surfactant-rich
spherical surface. Although the current research has shown significant progress in the
study of barrier-controlled / mixed-kinetics-controlled adsorption at different geometries of interface, the different numerical approaches that have been developed for
single component system are complicated and cannot be easily extended to multiplecomponent system. Consider a single component system composed of surface-active
agents that adsorbed to the flat fluid-fluid interface and subjected to a periodic deformation with small amplitude of compressions and expansions from equilibrium.
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Assuming the oscillating amplitude is small so that the convective term and higher
order harmonic terms can be neglected, Joos [151] simplified the governing equation
that describe the variation of concentration with oscillations for single surfactant system to the simple diffusion equation and applied the following boundary conditions
for mass conservation at the interface:
𝑖𝜔𝑃 + 𝑖𝜔Γ𝑒

∆𝐴 √︀
+ 𝑖𝜔𝐷𝑗 𝐻 = 0
𝐴

(5.22)

where 𝜔 is angular frequency, P is the amplitude of surface coverage oscillations, Γ𝑒
is the surface coverage at equilibrium, A is the surface area, ∆𝐴 is the amplitude of
surface area variation, D is the diffusion coefficient, and H is the amplitude for the surface concentration oscillation calculated from integrating the diffusion equation. This
boundary condition is applicable to both diffusion-controlled and barrier-controlled
adsorption process.

To solve the equation, one more relation is required to correlate the two unknown
parameters, i.e. the oscillation of surface coverage and the variation in surface concentration. The local equilibrium between the surface and subsurface concentration does
not apply any more as in the diffusion-controlled mixture model. Hence, a kinetic
equation was implemented to account for the deformation of surface in adsorptionbarrier-controlled relaxation:
𝜕Γ
Γ
𝑑 ln 𝐴
Γ
+ Γ𝑒
= 𝑘𝑎 𝐶𝑠 (1 − ∞ ) − 𝑘𝑑 ∞
𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Γ
Γ

(5.23)

where 𝐶𝑠 is the subsurface concentration, Γ∞ is the excess surface coverage, and 𝑘𝑎 and
𝑘𝑑 are the rate constants of adsorption and desorption, respectively. This boundary
condition is valid when surfactants exhibit ideal behavior both in bulk phase and at
the surface. If the process is purely dominated by transfer rate, the concentration
at the subsurface becomes equal to the bulk concentration. And the mixed-kineticscontrolled dilatational moduli of single component system for small periodic surface
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deformation from equilibrium was then derived:
𝐸 = 𝐸0

0 1/2
1 + ( 𝑖𝜔𝜔
)
𝑘2
𝑖𝜔𝜔0 1/2
𝑘
1 + ( 𝑖𝜔 )( 𝑘2 )

(5.24)

)2 , k is the
where 𝜔0 is the diffusion relaxation frequency defined as 𝜔0 = 𝐷( 𝑑𝐶
𝑑Γ
adsorption parameter, and 𝐸0 is the limiting elasticity.
The obtained general solution of kinetic equations for transfer-rate-controlled adsorption kinetics [151] proved to be a useful analytical tool in fitting with experiment
data and predicting the equilibrium interfacial tension and elasticity for non-ionic surfactant. However, this only works for single component system. To our best knowledge, no studies for surfactant mixture on adsorption-barrier-controlled or mixed
kinetics relaxation in dilatational rheology have been performed and no analytical solutions are available for dilatational complex moduli of a multi-component system. To
fill the gap, next, we will focus on adsorption-barrier-controlled dilatational rheology
mixture model and develop a simple numerical approach to compute the dilatational
moduli of multi-component mixture at the interface. The present model only applies to surfactants that are nonionic and incompressible at the interface and do not
undergo chemical reactions or multiple stages of surface orientation like proteins.

5.3.2

Numerical methods to solve for ternary and above mixture model at flat surface

Our previous work showed that the inverse matrix method that has been developed
for solving the equations in diffusion-controlled relaxation under periodic deformation proved to be practical and efficient [174]. Hence, the inverse matrix method
is attempted here to compute the dilatational moduli for mixed-kinetics-controlled
adsorption process.
Similar to the single surfactant system, for surfactant mixtures, the governing
equation, i.e. the mass conservation equation of the concentration at the interface,
is applicable to all the cases, diffusion-, adsorption-barrier-controlled, and mixedprocess. The coupled diffusion/mass conservation equation for the surfactant j in the
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mixture at the planar surface that oscillates with frequency 𝜔 and small magnitude
∆𝐴 is:
𝑖𝜔∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝜔Γ𝑒,𝑗

∆𝐴 √︀
+ 𝑖𝜔𝐷𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
𝐴

(5.25)

where ∆Γ𝑗 is the variation in surface coverage of component j and ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 is the change
in the subsurface concentration of component j. The two unknowns, i.e. ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 and
∆Γ𝑗 , requires an additional equation or relation.
When both diffusion process and adsorption process are important, i.e. the diffusion and adsorption timescales are of the same or comparable orders of magnitude,
the change in surface concentration cannot be taken as trivial and the adsorption
isotherm for local equilibrium does not hold any more. The new boundary condition
for periodic surface deformation becomes the kinetic relation involving a generalized
blocking function. In the mixture case, the blocking function has to take into account
the adsorption of all the individual components in the mixture that has previously
adsorbed at the surface and for each component j, the new relation becomes:
𝜕Γ𝑗
𝑑 ln 𝐴
Γ𝑗
Γ𝑇
+ Γ𝑒,𝑗
= 𝑘𝑎,𝑗 𝐶𝑠,𝑗 (1 − 𝐵( ∞ )) − 𝑘𝑑,𝑗 ∞
𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Γ
Γ

(5.26)

where 𝐵(Γ𝑇 /Γ∞ ) is the blocking function of the total surfactant mixture. The blocking function is developed based on size exclusion effect in the adsorption of hard
spheres on the solid surface and describes the adsorption without surface diffusion
at both low and high coverage [181]. In the simplest Langmuir case, the blocking
function is equal to the ratio of the surface coverage of the total surfactants over the
excess surface coverage at the interface. However, the blocking function can be more
complicated depending on the surface coverage.
In the periodic oscillations, the dynamic surface coverage and surface concentration can be represented in the following forms:
Γ𝑗 = Γ𝑒,𝑗 − ∆Γ𝑗
𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 𝐶0,𝑗 − ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗
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(5.27)

By substituting Equation 5.27 into Equation 5.26 and neglecting higher orders of
harmonics, we can derive a linearized form of the relation between ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 and ∆Γ𝑗 .
As the fluctuation of adsorption from equilibrium is small, the kinetic equation can
be written as:
(𝑖𝜔 + 𝑘𝑗 )∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝜔Γ𝑒,𝑗
where the constants are given by 𝑘𝑗 =

∆𝐴
′
− 𝑘𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
𝐴

𝑘𝑎,𝑗 𝐶0,𝑗 +𝑘𝑑,𝑗
Γ∞

′

and 𝑘𝑗 = 𝑘𝑎,𝑗 (1 −

(5.28)
Γ𝑒,𝑗
).
Γ∞

Combining this linearized relation with Equation 5.25 and solving for each component j in the surfactant mixture, one can then use the obtained surface coverage
variation and subsurface concentration variations to calculate the dilatational modulus for surfactant mixture.
Starting from the nature of periodic deformation involving complex numbers, the
current approach implemented the decomposing method as used in the previous section, i.e. the two unknowns ∆Γ𝑗 and ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 are written in the form of complex
numbers (see Equation 5.3).
Before substituting the new forms of ∆Γ𝑗 and ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 from Equation 5.9, Equation 5.25 can be simplified by grouping those known real parameters together as several real constants. This will not introduce any approximations or errors but make
the computation more efficient and simplified. The Equation 5.25 can be rewritten
as:
𝑖∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝑝𝑗 + (1 + 𝑖)𝑙𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
(5.29)
√︁
𝐷
Δ𝐴
with the real constants 𝑝𝑗 = Γ𝑒,𝑗 𝐴 , and 𝑙𝑗 = 2𝜔𝑗 . As can be seen, 𝑝𝑗 is a constant
value and 𝑙𝑗 can be obtained when pulsation and diffusion coefficient of surfactant j in
the solution are available. Similarly, the linearized relation between surface coverage
variation and surface concentration variation can be expressed in the form of:
(𝑖 + 𝑞𝑗 )∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝑝𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
where the real constants are given as 𝑞𝑗 =

𝑘𝑗
,
𝜔

(5.30)

′

and 𝑡𝑗 =

𝑘𝑗
.
𝜔

Substituting ∆Γ𝑗 and ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗

in the complex form (i.e. Equation. 5.9) in Equations 5.29 and 5.30 and separating
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the real part and imaginary part of the two equations leads to the following four
equations:
𝑞𝑗 𝑎𝑗 − 𝑏𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗 𝑐𝑗 = 0
−𝑏𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑐𝑗 − 𝑙𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = 0

(5.31)

𝑎𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑐𝑗 + 𝑙𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = −𝑝𝑗
𝑎𝑗 + 𝑞𝑗 𝑏𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗 𝑑𝑗 = −𝑝𝑗
The four linear equations for four unknowns, i.e. 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑐𝑗 , and 𝑑𝑗 , can be easily solved
in the matrix form using computing software such as MATLAB and Mathematica.
To exemplify how the inversion matrix method works, the matrix form of a binary
mixture representing Equation 5.31 is given as:
⎤
⎡
𝑞 −1 −𝑡1 0
0 0
0
0
⎥
⎢ 1
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 −1 𝑙1 −𝑙1 0 0
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢1 0
𝑙1
𝑙1 0 0
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 1 𝑞1
0 −𝑡1 0 0
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0 𝑞2 −1 −𝑡2 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
0 −1 𝑙2 −𝑙2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0
0
0
1 0
𝑙2
𝑙2 ⎥
⎦
⎣
0 0
0
0
1 𝑞2
0 −𝑡2

⎡ ⎤
𝑎
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 𝑏1 ⎥
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𝑃 𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

The unknowns can then be solved by inverting the coefficient matrix and multiplying
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it with the matrix of products, i.e.,
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𝑃 𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

With the solved parameters a, b, c, and d for each component, the variation of the
surface tensions and the complex dilation modulus can be then computed and the
complex dilatational modulus using Equations 5.15 and 5.16, accordingly.
The method has been developed for the mixed-kinetics-controlled adsorption process. In the extreme cases, for example, at low frequency or long time, diffusion takes
the leading role and becomes the limiting factor. The periodic variation in surface
tensions is purely relaxed by diffusion. The Equation 5.24 reduces to the well-known
Lucassen and van den Tempel model [133], i.e. the diffusion-controlled dilatational
modulus equation for single component. The current inversion matrix method for
mixed-kinetics-controlled adsorption can also be simplified to the numerical method
that was described in our previous work for diffusion-controlled adsorption process
[174]. In the case of large frequencies or short times, the diffusion step is negligible
and the subsurface concentration is assumed to remain unchanged during the periodic deformation. Surfactant transport becomes the rate-limiting step, and hence the
Equation 5.24 reduces to [151]:
𝐸 = 𝐸0

1
𝑘
1 + 𝑖𝜔

(5.34)

Nevertheless, both transport-controlled and mixed-kinetics-controlled adsorption
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process asymptotically approaches the diffusion-controlled curve over the long time.

5.3.3

Numerical methods to solve for ternary and above mixture model at other geometries

After the inversion matrix method is introduced for planar interfaces, one can also
apply this numerical method for spherical surfaces and cylindrical particle surfaces.
In the case of surfactant diffusion from the outside medium of a spherical droplet,
the mass conservation equation at the interface that takes into account the radius of
curvature effect becomes:

𝑖𝜔∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝜔Γ𝑗

∆𝐴 𝐷𝑗
+
(1 +
𝐴
𝑅

√︃

𝑖𝜔
𝑅)∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
𝐷𝑗

(5.35)

where R is the radius of the droplet. In the corresponding boundary condition, i.e.
the kinetics relation, one has to consider the curvature effect on the concentration
oscillations and incorporate it into the linearized relation between ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 and ∆Γ𝑗 .
Similarly, for the diffusion of surfactants from the outside medium of a cylindrical
particle to its surface, one can solve the diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates
and the mass conservation equation at the surface becomes:
∆𝐴
𝑖𝜔∆Γ𝑗 + 𝑖𝜔Γ𝑗
+ 𝐾1 (𝑅
𝐴

√︃

𝑖𝜔 √︀
) 𝑖𝜔𝐷𝑗 ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 = 0
𝐷𝑗

(5.36)

0 (𝑛𝑅)
where 𝐾1 (𝑛𝑅) = − 𝑑𝐾𝑑(𝑛𝑅)
is the Bessel functions of the first kind of first order,

𝐾0 (𝑛𝑅) is Bessel function of the first kind of zero order, and the constant n is defined
√︁
as 𝑛 = 𝐷𝑖𝜔𝑗 . The linearized ration between ∆𝐶𝑠,𝑗 and ∆Γ𝑗 should inherit 𝐾0 from
the expression of the concentration oscillations.

5.3.4

Validation with single component system

To verify the reliability and evaluate the efficiency of the developed numerical method,
a single component system and a binary system with surfactant adsorption to a planar
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interface were selected and the numerical solutions obtained using inverse matrix
method were compared with the dilatational moduli calculated using Equation 5.24
from Joos [151] for mixed-kinetics-controlled adsorption. The discrepancy is trivial
and negligible.

5.3.5

Summary

In summary, this section has discussed about theoretical models of different processes
in adsorption kinetics of nonionic surfactants at fluid-fluid interfaces and presented
a simple numerical method to compute adsorption-barrier- and mixed-kinetics- controlled dilatational moduli for multi-component adsorption layer. This is particularly
important in understanding the short-time response (i.e. at high frequencies) of
surfactant-covered interface under small amplitude oscillatory deformation and enables the explanation of deviations between the experimental data of viscoelastic
moduli and the diffusion-controlled dilatational rheology model for some frequency
range. On the other hand, the current approach is more applicable to ionic surfactants with complex structure compared to diffusion-controlled model which applies to
short-chain alcohols and simple nonionic molecules [182]. Nevertheless, for complex
surfactants or molecules that have similar function as surfactants, like proteins, the
method is potentially useful to predict the rheological behavior of surfactant-covered
interface when mass transfer rate is not negligible and molecule re-organization or
compressibility plays a role in adsorption process.
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Chapter 6
Mixture Effects in Dilatational
Rheology
In this chapter, the previously neglected mixture effects of asphaltene solubility class
on dilatational rheology will be discussed in the light of diffusional relaxation models.
An extensive bibliographical review of experimental datasets on asphaltene adsorption
will be conducted and re-analyzed using the developed diffusional mixture model.
This chapter was published as a journal article in Langmuir, 33(8), pp.1927-1942,
2017 [139].

6.1

Background

The most prevalent explanation for the stabilization of water in crude-oil emulsions is
the formation of a rigid film at the interface between the two phases. This originates
from the early observation of interface crumpling / wrinkling upon contraction of
water droplets aged in crude oils [183, 184, 185]. From a mechanistic point of view,
the initial interpretation of wrinkle formation was similar to the collapse of insoluble
monolayers [183, 185, 186]. The slow adsorption of amphiphilic molecules would
first cause both progressive crowding of the interface and a decrease in interfacial
tension. Because of a slow rate of desorption, a fast enough contraction of an aged
interface would then cause an increase in surface coverage beyond packing and finally
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the collapse of the monolayer. Upon relaxation, slow desorption would decrease the
surface coverage below packing, and wrinkles would then disappear.
It was also shown that high asphaltenes content caused both films that were
less prone to redissolve after contraction and more stable emulsions [186]. Similar
observations have later been made on the interfaces formed between water and asphaltenes solutions. However, despite the fact that wrinkles have also been observed
to fade away (at least partially over an experimental relaxation time) [26, 39, 155],
crumpling is almost systematically said to be the proof of irreversible adsorption of
asphaltenes rather than that of slow desorption. This "irreversibility" is often ascribed to some lateral interactions between asphaltenes, assimilated to gelation or
cross-linking [17, 187, 188]. Correlations between the chemical conditions causing
both emulsion stability and asphaltenes aggregation (high asphaltenes concentration
and poor solvency) suggested a physical mechanism for this "gelation" process: the
PI stacking of asphaltenes adsorbed at the interface [17, 188].
Rheological evidence of gelation has also been provided. The shear rheology of
the oil / water interface shows the transition from a fluid-like interface to a solidlike interface at long adsorption times (several hours) [20, 34, 35, 36]. In the solidlike regime, elastic and viscous moduli follow a power law over frequency with the
same exponent 𝑛, whereas the phase shift is almost equal to 𝑛 × 90∘ [36]. This
behavior (that can also be verified with data from [20] and [34]) is similar to that
of cross-linking polymers at the gel point [189, 190, 191, 192, 193], thus apparently
confirming the asphaltenes gelation hypothesis. Furthermore, chemical conditions
for which asphaltenes efficiently stabilize emulsions the most are the same as the
ones causing the fastest and the strongest rise of shear elasticity [20]. Similarly, the
aging time at which shear elasticity rises is correlated with the aging time at which
the coalescence between a droplet and a planar homophase is strongly delayed [35].
Dilatational rheology is also thought to provide evidence of asphaltenes interfacial
gelation. First, the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes does not follow in detail
the Lucassen-van den Tempel (LVDT) model [133] for diffusional relaxation, thus
"revealing" a non-surfactant-type behavior [26, 40]. Second, Bouriat et al. [37] have
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shown that dilatational modulus follows both the gel point rheology described above
and a time-temperature superposition analyzed in terms of a glass transition within
the interfacial material. Similar observations have been reported subsequently [19,
194, 195, 196, 197].
We shall, however, pinpoint several issues with this interpretation of rheological
and emulsion stability data in terms of slow interfacial gelation. The first issue relates
to the timescales of the different observations. On the one hand, asphaltenes are
able to stabilize emulsions over a few minutes of mixing [18, 49, 187, 197, 198, 199,
200, 201, 202, 203], even if the viscosity of the organic phase is too low to delay
sedimentation and to allow for aging before the droplets come into contact. On the
other hand, dilatational and shear elasticity develop over hours. Consequently, if
interfacial gelation (i.e., a time-consuming reorganization or reaction of molecules
adsorbed at the interface) was to explain the slow rise of interfacial elasticity, then
the same slow gelation would not explain the fast emulsion stabilization. A second
issue is the absence of correlation between shear and dilatational rheology. On the one
hand, shear elasticity is only observable at high asphaltenes concentrations (typically
a few grams per liter or above), whereas dilatational elasticity generally exhibits a
steep decrease in the same concentration range [187, 197, 200, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208].
On the other hand, dilatational elasticity develops much faster than shear elasticity:
during the first few hours, dilatational elasticity almost reaches a plateau whereas
shear elasticity remains null [35]. These observations are hardly compatible with the
theory of linear elasticity of solids. For isotropic materials, elastic moduli (bulk, shear,
Young, etc.) are indeed linked to each other [209, 210]. As demonstrated in [211],
for an isotropic membrane assuming a Laplacian shape, the dilatational modulus (𝐸)
and shear modulus (𝐺) are linked through
𝐸 = 2𝐺

1+𝜈
1−𝜈

(6.1)

where 𝜈 is the Poisson ratio, which can take values between 0.2 and 0.5 [209, 210].
This implies that 3𝐺 < 𝐸 < 6𝐺. For anisotropic materials, such a straightforward
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relationship does not exist. Nevertheless, for any random orientation of deformation, there exists a strong coupling between extension and shear (i.e., a unidirectional
extension of an isotropic material causes a transverse shear stress) [212]. As a consequence, measurable moduli couple shear and extensional elastic constants. Furthermore, for anisotropic but homogenous materials including oriented polymers, shear,
and extensional elastic constants as measured in different directions (e.g., extensional
compliance along the principal axis 1 𝐶11 and shear compliance in the principal plane
23 𝐶44 ) are known to be of the same order of magnitude [212, 213, 214]. Considering
finally that both a pendant drop tensiometer and an interfacial shear rheometer probe
the response of the interface in all directions of the plane, there is little chance that
the anisotropy could explain why the dilatational modulus could be much higher than
the shear modulus at low concentrations or short time (and conversely why the shear
modulus could be much higher than the dilatational modulus at high concentrations
and long time). This implies that at least one of the two rheological experiments does
not probe the gelation of the interface. A third problem relates to the occurrence of
the gel point rheology over time. In bulk cross-linking polymers, the gel point rheology
only occurs at the very gel point [189, 190, 191, 192, 193]. The same occurs for bulk
physical gels [215]. On the contrary, for asphaltenes-laden interfaces, the gel point
rheology is observed at arbitrary long adsorption times. This could mean that the
gelation stops at the gel point. Nevertheless, the shear moduli of asphaltenes-covered
interfaces still evolve at long times while following the gel point rheology [36].
Our recent articles proposed a new paradigm for asphaltenes-laden interfacial
properties that enables restoring some consistency among the different phenomenological observations. Using the pendant droplet as a Langmuir trough, it has been
shown that asphaltenes from the Norwegian continental shelf have a unique surface
pressure isotherm irrespective of adsorption history: no trace of slow gelation can
be found [13]. The use of the Langmuir equation of state (EoS) to analyze this interfacial tension isotherm is robust enough to predict the relationship between the
surface pressure and dilatational modulus when measured at a high frequency with
a poor solvent [13]. Furthermore, the molecular surface excess coverage extracted
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from the Langmuir EoS is around 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 , that is, 6 ∼ 7 aromatic rings
lying flat on water, which is particularly coherent with the asphaltenes average core
size [45, 216, 217, 218, 219] and interfacial conformation [220] found in the literature. Such analysis has recently been confirmed by comparing the Kuwaiti petroleum
asphaltenes, coal asphaltenes, and synthetic asphaltenes of a known core size [29].
These results have further enabled reanalyzing the conditions for the observation of
a solid-like behavior. Upon expansion, asphaltenes-covered droplets do not lose their
Laplacian shape (which they should do if they were covered by a solid membrane
[211]). Upon compression, the same droplets depart from the Langmuir EoS and lose
their Laplacian shape, but this occurs only when the surface pressure exceeds a critical value (circa 20 ∼ 22 𝑚𝑁/𝑚). This critical value corresponds to the maximum
surface pressure that seems to be asymptotically reachable in static (i.e., constant
area) adsorption conditions [22]. It could hence correspond to the maximum packing
of asphaltenes at the interface. If so, the fluid-solid transition could be a glass or
jamming transition: upon an increase in the density of rigid objects crowding a volume or a surface, steric interactions increase until the caging effects prevent further
relative movements and the system becomes solid [221]. Interestingly, a reanalysis of
the data published in [20] shows that the asphaltenes concentration range for which
the shear elasticity becomes measurable at long aging times corresponds to "equilibrium" surface pressures above 17 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 [39]. This has been further investigated
on a compressed asphaltenes layer [166]. The shear rheology exhibits all features of
the soft glass rheology model [222, 223, 224], including a power law dependence on
frequency similar to the gel point rheology. As expected from the soft glass model,
the corresponding power exponent decreases upon approaching the critical surface
pressure of 20 ∼ 22 𝑚𝑁/𝑚. Finally, converting a molecular surface excess coverage
of 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 into a mass surface excess coverage (using an average molecular
weight of 750 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 [225]) yields a value of 4.1 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 , which is just slightly higher
than the mass coverage measured in stable emulsions of variable compositions [38].
This could mean that asphaltenes stabilize emulsions in the same way as particles
do: upon initial droplet coalescence, asphaltenes accumulate at the interface up to
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the maximum packing and then block further coalescence [89]. This scenario further
enables relating both emulsion stability and the rise of shear elasticity to asphaltenes
partitioning: the higher the bulk concentration and the poorer the solubility in the
solvent, the easier it is to reach maximum packing at the droplet surface. It would
also explain the time discrepancy between the slow rise of shear elasticity at a static
interface and the fast emulsion stabilization: the evolution of coverage at a static
interface depends upon adsorption kinetics (including diffusion kinetics), whereas in
an emulsion, it depends upon advection (due to mixing) and coalescence kinetics [89].
In this framework, the discrepancy between shear and dilatational rheology would
be because during static adsorption, surface coverage largely remains away from the
maximum packing. The dilatational rheology would then be dominated by the dependency of surface pressure on surface coverage and the evolution of the latter during
oscillations. Coupling diffusional equilibration kinetics and adsorption isotherm could
then explain the above-mentioned decrease in dilatational modulus above a certain
bulk concentration. This is actually an important outcome of the diffusional relaxation of changes in surface coverage during harmonic oscillations.

𝐸0 =

𝐸 ′2 + 𝐸”2
𝐸 ′ − 𝐸”

(6.2)

Admittedly, most of the literature has concluded so far that the adsorption kinetics of asphaltenes has non-diffusional character (see [204] and [226] and references
therein): the evolution of interfacial tension is too long compared with the diffusion
timescale, and it shows different regimes (fast initially and slow at long times). The
same timescale argument has recently been used to discard diffusional relaxation in
dilatational rheology experiments [226]. This reasoning (often used to confirm the
idea of gelation), however, neglects mixture effects. By definition, asphaltenes are
a solubility class comprising diverse molecular structures with different interfacial
activities [41, 42, 43, 227, 228]. More precisely, a small fraction of asphaltenes has
been shown by extraction to be much more surface-active than the bulk of them
[42, 43, 228]. In such a context, diffusion-limited adsorption is initially fast until the
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less surface-active but more numerous asphaltenes equilibrate. On a longer term,
more surface-active but less numerous asphaltenes will sustain a slow but prolonged
adsorption. It is, therefore, difficult to exclude with the above-mentioned timescale
arguments that asphaltenes adsorption kinetics is controlled by diffusion. The same
reasoning can be opposed to the studies concluding from washout experiments that
asphaltenes are only partially reversely adsorbed and hence that their relaxation behavior cannot be due to a diffusional process [26]. If adsorption is very slow and
gradual owing to the presence of a minority component of extremely high adsorption
coefficient, then desorption will also be gradual and very slow (be it controlled by
diffusion through the hydrodynamic boundary layer in case of imperfect mixing or by
potential barrier desorption in the case of perfect mixing [229, 230]).
On the other hand, some studies (including our most recent one) have directly
compared dynamic interfacial tension data to diffusion controlled models that do not
require any a priori knowledge of adsorption properties [28, 38, 130, 231, 232]. A good
agreement was found over large time intervals for both asphaltenes solutions: bitumen
solutions and crude oils. The objective of the present study is to further show that
all experimental features of the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes-laden interfaces
(including gel point rheology and other deviations from the LVDT model) can be
qualitatively explained by diffusional relaxation models, provided that the mixture
nature of asphaltenes is accounted for. Finally, a numerical application of a binary
mixture model (the only one available so far) will demonstrate that both dilatational
rheology and dynamic interfacial tension can be well captured with a unique set of
parameters.

6.2

Mixture model

The main features of the LVDT model was found to be preserved for a mixture case
(Figure 6-1): a bell-shaped curve for a plot of modulus versus total concentration
or surface pressure, and the phase shift increasing with concentration but remaining
lower than 45∘ . On the left-hand side of the bell-shaped curve, the modulus is almost
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equal to the limiting elasticity as defined by the composition of the interface. As
seen in Figure 6-1, up to the maximum of the bell-shaped curve (i.e., when relaxation
remains limited), the mixture case can decently be fitted by an average LVDT model.
Contrarily, on the right-hand side, the binary model increasingly deviates from LVDT
model because the two surfactants relax with different timescales.

Figure 6-1: Dependence of moduli on bulk concentration at finite frequency. Moduli
for single component (blue) and binary mixture (red) are obtained from Equations. 5.6
and 5.8 (complex moduli: solid; elastic moduli: dashed; viscous moduli: dotted).
Black curves are limiting elasticity determined from Equation 5.7 (single component:
solid; binary mixture: dashed).
The distribution of relaxation timescales certainly also impacts the frequency dependence of the modulus and the phase shift. Two cases must be considered. If the
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timescales are different by many orders of magnitude, a decrease in frequency leads
to a stepwise decline in the modulus and a bimodal evolution of phase shift (first increasing up to an intermediate value, then decreasing to 0 before finally reincreasing
up to 45∘ ). If the timescales are not very different (as it would be for a continuum of
molecular structures), the decrease in modulus only shows an inflection point, and the
bimodal increase in phase shift transforms into a kind of plateau at an intermediate
frequency (Figure 6-2). In this intermediate frequency range, the modulus and phase
shift exactly follow the gel point rheology (see Figure 6-2 for theoretical calculations
and for actual mixtures exhibiting the same behavior [134, 136, 233]). The position
of the gel point regime is shifted to higher frequencies and higher phase shift values as
the concentration is increased. As a consequence of a finite experimental frequency
window and an increasing bulk concentration, the phase shift will initially be frequency dependent, then frequency independent (and of gel point type) and finally
frequency dependent again.

A comparison of the concentration and frequency dependencies of the mixture
model systematically shows that the gel point rheology occurs on the right-hand side
of the bell-shaped curve, that is, when the relaxation is strong. This feature could be
a good way to discriminate between gel relaxation and diffusional relaxation, as one
would expect a higher concentration of molecules in the bulk to lead to a denser and
stiffer gel. On the other hand, the fact that the mixture model follows an average
LVDT model when relaxation is limited should enable extracting the limiting elasticity
from experimental measurements, according to Equation 6.2. The accuracy of such a
calculation up to the maximum on the modulus-versus-concentration curve is verified
in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-2: Frequency dependence of complex moduli (dashed lines) and phase shift
(solid lines). Moduli for single component (blue) and binary mixture (red) are obtained from Equations 5.6 and 5.8. Both models are fitted by power law equations
(dotted lines).
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6.3

Application of diffusional models to non-equilibrium
(i.e. transient) adsorption

Admittedly, the LVDT model and the corresponding binary model were developed for
the oscillations performed after the adsorption equilibrium has been reached. Nevertheless, this restriction can easily be relaxed. From a theoretical point of view, the
same fundamental equations (Fick’s law, mass conservation, adsorption isotherm, and
EoS) apply to describe a great variety of experimental configurations:
∙ Harmonic perturbations of an equilibrated interface
∙ Step relaxation of an equilibrated interface
∙ Adsorption on an initially clean interface
∙ Steady state of a continuously expanded interface
These different experimental configurations correspond to different boundary conditions leading to different equations for the time variations of interfacial tension
(LVDT, Sutherland, Ward-Tordai, etc.). It has, however, been demonstrated both
experimentally and theoretically that they probe the same physics and yield the same
type of information [234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240].
It is, therefore, fully valid to apply the same approach to the harmonic perturbations of non-equilibrated interfaces. It just requires the determination of the corresponding boundary conditions. Mathematically, the determination of the modulus
from experimental oscillations of interfacial tension relies on their sinusoidal nature.
This implies two conditions. First, during the course of the experiment, the average
interfacial tension must not evolve significantly compared with the amplitude of interfacial tension oscillations. Second, the amplitude of oscillations must be kept small
enough so that the system stays in the linear regime. From the linear superposition
principle, it can be concluded that the concentration gradients due to the ongoing
macroscopic equilibration are negligible compared with the concentration gradients
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due to oscillation. Similar reasoning could be made regarding anharmonic perturbations of non-equilibrated interfaces, provided that the relaxation is short enough
compared to the dynamics of global equilibration.
In other words, dilatational rheology or step relaxation during transient adsorption
should probe the exchange dynamics between the interface and a layer of unknown but
almost even concentration. For a single-surfactant system, the frequency dependence
of the LVDT model and the time dependence of the Sutherland model should therefore
also be verified for transient adsorption. Such observations have been reported for an
ethylene oxide-based surfactant [239]. Furthermore, even if the concentration close
to the interface is a priori unknown, one can safely say for a single surfactant that
a certain surface pressure corresponds to a certain surface coverage, which in turn
corresponds to a certain subsurface concentration. In other words, the modulusversus-pressure plot should be insensitive to bulk concentration and time (the system
being at equilibrium or not). Again, such features can be observed for an ethylene
oxide-based surfactant by comparing Figures 4 and 5 in the reference article [114].
Transient adsorption is more complex for a mixture because the interfacial composition is not constant, neither over time for a given concentration nor at a given
∑︀
time for variable concentrations (even keeping composition 𝐶𝑖 / 𝐶𝑗 constant). As
explained in an earlier study [100], the surface coverage evolution for each of the
𝑖 surfactants can be obtained by numerically solving the system composed of the 𝑖
Ward-Tordai equations and 𝑖 equilibria equations between subsurface concentrations
and surface coverages (see Equations 4.7 and 4.15).
For a binary mixture, the result of these calculations can be reinserted into Equations 4.15, 4.16 and 5.8 to predict the evolution of dilatational rheology with time
and concentration. The analysis hereafter summarized will be restricted to the case of
two surfactants having similar sizes (and hence similar molecular areas and diffusion
coefficients) but different adsorption constants. The mixture surface excess coverage
will consequently be invariant regardless of the adsorption conditions (concentration
and time). It will be later demonstrated that this assumption applies to asphaltenes.
Figure 6-3 displays the actual outcome of such calculations in terms of modulus
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versus concentration for variable adsorption times. In all cases, a typical bell-shaped
curve is obtained, but its width and maximum vary with time. These variations can
easily be explained in a qualitative manner. To start with, one can observe that at
any finite time, a high enough concentration ensures that near equilibrium is reached.
In other words, the curves obtained at different times converge at high concentrations.
On the other hand, at low concentrations, a finite adsorption time leads to a coverage
lower than the equilibrium one. This tends to shift the left-hand side of the bellshaped curve downward. If the system was composed of a single surfactant, the
maximum attainable modulus would, however, remain constant with adsorption time
because the composition of the interface would not change (i.e., the limiting elasticity
and relaxation timescale would only depend on the coverage). Contrarily, for a binary
mixture, the composition of the interface varies with time. The univocal correlation
between limiting elasticity and relaxation timescale is then lost, which implies some
possible changes in the maximum attainable modulus with time. To proceed further,
one can observe that mixture effects will only manifest themselves if:
∙ The interface is effectively populated by the two surfactants (i.e., 𝑘1 𝐶1 and 𝑘2 𝐶2
are of similar orders of magnitude)
∙ The relaxation properties of the two surfactants are sufficiently different (i.e.,
one of the two components is at a much lower concentration than the other but
has a much higher adsorption constant)
This implies that the component with the highest bulk concentration is the major
constituent of the interface at short time but that the contribution of the component
with the lowest concentration progressively increases as time evolves. Coupled with
the global increase in coverage, this further implies that the maximum on the modulusversus-concentration curve increases as time passes by.
If the same data are plotted as modulus versus pressure (Figure 6-3), one can
observe that even if the maximum attainable modulus increases with adsorption time,
both of the right-hand side and the left-hand side of the bell-shaped curves superpose.
On the right-hand side, this is again because a sufficiently high concentration ensures
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Figure 6-3: Outcome of Equations 4.7, 4.15, 4.16 and 5.8 in terms of effect of adsorption time on the modulus vs concentration (a) and surface pressure (b) dependencies for a mixture of surfactants with the same molecular area (𝑘1 𝐶1 ≈ 𝑘2 𝐶2 and
𝐶1 ≫ 𝐶2 ). Each color represents a different adsorption time. The upward arrows indicate an increasing adsorption time. The topmost curve represents infinite time (i.e.,
equilibrium). Note: If 𝐶1 is larger than 𝐶2 by more than 2 or 3 orders of magnitude,
the transient dilatational rheology curves can be somewhat bimodal. This is because
adsorption kinetics becomes stepwise: component 1 equilibrates before component
2 starts effectively populating the interface. Consequently, at a finite time and low
concentration, the interface is almost only composed of component 1, which can reach
its maximum attainable modulus before the influence of component 2 manifests itself.
Such a case is unexpected for asphaltenes that comprise a continuum of molecular
structures and do not exhibit stepwise dynamic interfacial tension curves.
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that the equilibrium is reached even after a finite adsorption time. On the lefthand side, this is because the modulus is almost equal to the limiting elasticity and
components 1 and 2 have been assumed to have the same molecular area (hence the
relationship between pressure and limiting elasticity is independent of the composition
of the interface). If the two components had significantly different molecular areas,
the superposition of the left-hand side of the curves would only be observed in the
very low coverage range where 𝐸0 ≈ Π.
With respect to phase angle, observations are very similar to the equilibrium case
(an increase from 0∘ to 45∘ as concentration increases at any time).

6.4

Comparison with the published data on asphaltenes

From the above, one can identify the key features to be expected from diffusional
relaxation during dilatational rheology experiments on a mixture of surfactants such
as asphaltenes.
The most important one (because it should be observed whatever the experimental
conditions are) is that phase shift should be lower than 45∘ (i.e., the viscous modulus
should always be lower than the elastic modulus). Provided that enough information
is given, this can be verified in all publications that can be found in the literature
about asphaltenes, crude oil, and bitumen solutions [17, 19, 20, 26, 34, 35, 36, 37,
39, 40, 133, 155, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 200, 204, 205, 206,
207, 208, 232, 241, 242, 243, 244], which represents more than 1,400 data points
corresponding to a wide range of experimental conditions: frequency from 10−6 to
0.5 𝐻𝑧, aging time from minutes to days, asphaltenes concentrations from 101 to 105
𝑝𝑝𝑚 (i.e., 10% in weight), different solvents, different water phases, and samples of
different origins. It should be emphasized here that cross-linking polymers or physical
gels very often exhibit phase shifts higher than 45∘ (either before or after the gel point)
[189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 215].
The second point is the concentration dependence of modulus and phase shift. In
the framework of diffusional relaxation, phase shift should gradually increase from
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0∘ to 45∘ as concentration increases. From the literature, this feature is also largely
verified [40, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208]. On the contrary, the modulus should first increase and then decrease with concentration. The actual observation of this maximum
depends upon the width of the concentration range. Nevertheless, many publications show this behavior [40, 197, 200, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208]. Again, it should be
noted that gels generally do not exhibit similar features: the higher the concentration
of gelling / cross-linking agents, the lower the phase shift and higher the modulus
[21, 190]. To accommodate this discrepancy, it could be argued that at high concentrations, some small molecules (entrained with asphaltenes during extraction) act as
plasticizers and soften the interfacial gel [40]. One would, however, have to explain
why this does not happen at low concentrations and why it does not impact the shear
rheology measurements.
With respect to frequency dependence, diffusional relaxation models indicate that
the modulus should increase, whereas phase shift should decrease (or show a plateau)
as frequency increases. This behavior is again systematically observed for the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes-laden interfaces [37, 40, 205, 232, 244]. For cross-linking
polymers or physical gels, the modulus also increases with frequency but the phase
shift exhibits a much more complex evolution. In particular, before the gel point,
their behavior is dominated by viscosity which causes an increase in phase shift with
frequency [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 215]. If dilatational rheology probed the gelation
of asphaltenes at the water / oil interface, one would expect that this behavior would
sometimes be reported.
Finally, the shape of the curves presented in Figure 6-2 is strikingly similar to
the master curves presented by Bouriat et al. after the horizontal rescaling of data
obtained at different temperatures (Figure 6 in [37]). One could then assume that
this rescaling mainly accounts for the change in bulk viscosity with temperature
(already accounted for in Figure 6-2 using the dimensionless pulsation 𝜔𝜏𝐷 ). The
postulation that the viscosity of the asphaltenes solutions used by Bouriat et al. (100
𝑔/𝐿) follows the Williams-Landel-Ferry activation would then explain all of their
observations. Such an activation is actually observed for bitumen, heavy oils, or
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concentrated asphaltenes solutions (e.g., 100 𝑔/𝐿) [245, 246, 247, 248, 249].
The following section will now present a more detailed analysis of the most comprehensive database available so far on the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes (partly
presented in [40] and kindly shared with authors by Pr. Yarranton). It consists of 400
experiments performed on asphaltenes from Athabasca bitumen over a wide range of
experimental conditions:
∙ Concentrations from 0.0002 to 50 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (i.e. 𝑔/𝐿)
∙ Adsorption times from 10 min to 16 h
∙ Frequencies from 0.033 to 0.5 𝐻𝑧
∙ Various solvents (pure toluene and mixtures of heptane / toluene)
The impossibility to fit all these points with the LVDT model and a single set of
parameters led Pr. Yarranton and co-authors to conclude that the system did not
obey diffusional relaxation. It can, however, be verified throughout the dataset openly
shared by Pr. Yarranton that all expected diffusional rheology features are actually
observed. It will be exemplified first for 10 min adsorption in toluene. Figure 64 [40, 187] presents the modulus versus asphaltenes concentration. A typical bellshaped curve can be observed. On the other hand, the phase shift gradually increases
with concentration but always remains lower than 45∘ (Figure 6-5 [40]). Besides,
the phase shift is frequency dependent at low concentrations and largely frequency
independent at high concentrations. Finally, in the frequency-independent regime,
the phase angle is very close to the value predicted from the gel point analysis of the
modulus presented in Figure 6-6 [40]. As expected from the diffusional model, the
gel point rheology is observed in the concentration range where the modulus declines.
The least to say is that the opposite would be expected if measurements probed the
formation of a gel at the interface.
With respect to the effect of adsorption time (as exemplified in Figure 6-7 [40]), the
observations are very similar to the outcome of the binary model presented in Figure 63. The modulus develops with time at any concentration but it increases more at low
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Figure 6-4: Modulus versus concentration at different frequencies. Data from Yarranton. 10 min of adsorption, pure toluene. Red: 0.5; black: 0.2; green: 0.1; and blue:
0.033 𝐻𝑧. Note: it has been verified throughout the database from Pr. Yarranton
that the concentration corresponding to the maximum in modulus is not correlated
with the concentration at which the surface pressure levels off under the same adsorption conditions (i.e., time and solvent). This proves that the hypothesis of attributing
the origin of the maximum in modulus to the "collapse" as proposed in Sztukowski
et al. (2003) does not hold, at least in this case.
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Figure 6-5: Phase shift vs concentration at different frequencies. Data from Yarranton. 10 min of adsorption, pure toluene. Red: 0.5; black: 0.2; green: 0.1; and blue:
0.033 𝐻𝑧. The empty circles for 2, 10, and 20 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 correspond to the prediction
from the gel point rheology with exponents extracted from Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6: Example of frequency scaling of modulus beyond the maximum of the
bell-shaped curve. Data from Yarranton. 10 min of adsorption, pure toluene. Red:
2; blue: 10; and green: 20 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 .
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concentrations than at high concentrations. The maximum attainable modulus rises
with time, and the higher value is obtained at a lower concentration with longer
adsorption time (i.e., the maximum modulus is shifted upward and leftward on the
modulus-vs-concentration curve). When the same data are plotted versus pressure,
the left-hand side of the curves obtained at different times largely superpose, which
tends to indicate that the surface excess coverage is independent of the composition
of the interface (i.e., asphaltenes with different adsorption coefficients have similar
molecular areas). This can be further confirmed by plotting the limiting elasticity as
obtained from Equation 6.2 versus surface pressure (Figure 6-8 [40]). The scattering
is almost within the repeatability interval of the two experiments performed under
the same conditions.

Finally, the effect of solvency can be checked by plotting together the limiting
elasticity versus pressure data for the three solvents, the four aging times, and the
four frequencies. Again this generates a unique curve. Furthermore, the curve largely
overlaps with the direct measurement of limiting elasticity performed for other asphaltenes in aliphatic solvents [13]. For the latter experiments, it should be noted that
Equation 6.2 could not be applied to extract 𝐸0 because owing to the very aliphatic
nature of the solvent, adsorption kinetics proved not to be diffusion controlled beyond
a certain surface coverage [22]. The plotted 𝐸0 values therefore correspond to the experimental 𝐸 ′ values, which are expected to be lowered by a slight relaxation (𝐸"
values are very small but not null). An adsorption barrier relaxation model would be
necessary to treat these points, which is beyond the scope of the present article.

To summarize this comparison, it can be stated that a diffusional relaxation model
enables explaining all phenomenological observations including the "gel-type" rheology, whereas the gelation assumption fails to explain some observations (the phase
shift always lower than 45∘ , decrease in modulus above a certain concentration, observation of the critical gel rheology above the maximum of the bell-shaped curve,
etc.).
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Figure 6-7: Modulus vs (a) concentration and (b) pressure at different times. Pure
toluene, 0.5 𝐻𝑧. Green: 16 h; blue: 4 h; red: 30 min; and black: 10 min. Data from
Yarranton.
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Figure 6-8: Limiting elasticity vs surface pressure. Pure toluene, all frequencies.
Green: 16 h; blue: 4 h; red: 30 min; and black: 10 min. Only data on left-hand side
of bell-shaped curves. Data from Yarranton.
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6.5

Discussion about the mixture EoS of asphaltenes

The first major observation from the previous sections is that asphaltenes from different origins (Norwegian and Kuwaiti crude oils and Canadian tar sands) seem to
have similar EoSs and hence similar molecular areas. This can be understood if this
molecular area corresponds to the area of the polyaromatic core, as claimed in [21]
and [29]. Petroleum asphaltenes indeed often seem to have a similar average core size
(around 7 condensed rings [45, 216, 217, 218]) or core size distribution (with a sharp
maximum in double bonds equivalent to around 20 ∼ 25, which corresponds to a 6 ∼
7 rings pericondensed core [250, 251, 252, 253]). Athabasca asphaltenes do not make
any exception with that respect [254, 255, 256].
The second point is the absence of solvency effect on molecular area. This can
again be understood if the molecular area of asphaltenes corresponds to the area of
their polyaromatic core, whose size is independent of the surrounding medium.
Finally, transient adsorption measurements also reveal the invariance of the EoS
of asphaltenes with adsorption time and concentration. This means that the average
molecular area is independent of adsorption history. This implies that the average
molecular area is the same within asphaltenes subfractions of different interfacial activities. Again, such a situation could occur if asphaltenes molecular areas at the water
/ oil interface correspond to their core sizes. On the one hand, the size distribution of
aromatic cores does not seem to change much among compound classes (pure hydrocarbons, molecules with one nitrogen or sulfur atom, etc.) [250, 251, 252, 253, 255].
On the other hand, the interaction energy between water and polyaromatic molecules
does not depend much on the number of aromatic rings but depends strongly upon
the presence of heteroatoms such as nitrogen [257, 258]. Given that heteroatoms are
known to largely embed in the aromatic structures of asphaltenes [259, 260, 261], the
distribution of asphaltenes adsorption coefficients could then largely be independent
of the distribution of their core sizes.
These conjectures are fairly consistent with the detailed compositional analysis
of interfacial material and parent asphaltenes solution found in [262]: asphaltenes
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containing heteroatoms seem more abundant at the interface than in the bulk, whereas
no size selectivity can be observed.

6.6

Numerical application of the binary mixture model

The previous sections have demonstrated that dilatational rheology of asphaltenescovered interfaces has all the features of diffusional relaxation for a mixture of surfactants with similar molecular areas but different adsorption coefficients. Not knowing
a priori the distribution of the adsorption coefficients within the asphaltenes fractions, it is, however, difficult to obtain a direct quantitative confirmation from the
application of a mixture model. Nevertheless, because for diffusion-limited adsorption
dynamic interfacial tension and dilatational moduli are governed by the same physics,
it should at least be possible to verify if the parameters used to fit dilatational rheology experiments enable predicting dynamic interfacial tension experiments.
At this stage, this can only be performed with a binary mixture model. Obviously,
given the continuum observed in terms of molecular structures [250, 251, 252, 253,
254], using only two pseudo-components to account for mixture behaviors may seem
a bit limited. However, the example provided (for a concentration of 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 of
asphaltenes in toluene data from [40]) already proves enlightening.
To start with, moduli as a function of oscillation frequency after 16 hour of adsorption have been numerically fitted with Equations 4.15, 4.16 and 5.8. The parameters
of these equations are the subsurface concentrations and adsorption coefficients of
components 1 and 2 (𝐶𝑠1 , 𝐶𝑠2 and 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 ), average diffusion coefficient 𝐷, and surface excess coverage Γ∞ . Consistently with Figure 6-9 [13, 40] (showing a similar
EoS for Athabasca asphaltenes and Norwegian asphaltenes), a Langmuir EoS with
a surface excess coverage of 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 has been retained from [13]. This
further imposes to use the infinite dilution (i.e., monomer) diffusion coefficient (𝐷
= 2.5 × 10−10 𝑚2 /𝑠 was obtained by averaging the values found in the literature
[263, 264, 265, 266]). This leaves four optimization variables (𝐶𝑠1 , 𝐶𝑠2 and 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 )
for eight experimental data points (moduli and phase angles at four frequencies). An
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additional constraint for optimization is the experimental surface pressure under the
same conditions (solvent, concentration, and time). The fact that the chosen concentration is located above the maximum of the modulus-versus-concentration curve
(i.e., relaxation is significant) ensures that the rheology model is sensitive to the individual value of each variable (and not only to the sum 𝑘1 𝐶𝑠1 + 𝑘2 𝐶𝑠2 as it would be
below the maximum of the modulus-vs-concentration curve).

Figure 6-9: Limiting elasticity as a function of surface pressure. Data from Rane et
al. for petroleum asphaltenes in black. Data from Yarranton for bitumen asphaltenes:
toluene in red; 75% toluene - 25% heptane in green; and 50% toluene - 50% heptane
in blue. Adsorption times vary from 10 min to 24 h.

Figure 6-10 [40] displays both experimental and fitted values of the modulus and
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the phase shift. The deviation is less than 1 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 for modulus and 1∘ for angle
(except for 𝑓 = 0.5 𝐻𝑧 for which it is 4∘ ). With respect to surface pressure, the
deviation is also less than 1 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 (13.7 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 fitted vs 13 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 experimental).
These deviations are largely within the experimental scattering. It can further be
observed that both experimental and theoretical data exhibit the gel point frequency
dependence. The frequency range of the gel point rheology is slightly shifted toward
lower values for the model than that for the experiments. One reason for this shift
is that the selected EoS slightly underestimates the limiting elasticity (from Equation 6.2, experimental data around Π ≈ 13 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 yield 𝐸0 ≈ 26 𝑚𝑁/𝑚, whereas
the Langmuir EoS with Γ∞ = 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 yields 𝐸0 ≈ 22 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 for the
same surface pressure). To balance this underestimation, the optimization process
tends to slightly increase the surface pressure and relaxation timescales. It should
also be kept in mind that the binary mixture model lumps all asphaltenes into two
pseudo-components. As a consequence, the extreme behaviors (i.e., the most and
the less surface-active asphaltenes) are most probably not well-captured. All of the
above-mentioned points combine to lead to some discrepancies between theoretical
and experimental data at both ends of the frequency space.
The following step is to determine which bulk concentrations 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 lead to
the fitted values of subsurface concentrations 𝐶𝑠1 (16ℎ) and 𝐶𝑠2 (16ℎ) after 16 hours
of adsorption. This can be done by first equating 𝐶𝑠1 (16ℎ) and 𝐶𝑠2 (16ℎ) to 𝐶1 and
𝐶2 , respectively, and then using Equations 4.7 and 4.15 to calculate the adsorption
kinetics. Regarding component 2, the subsurface concentration reaches 99% of the
bulk concentration within 700 s, which validates the approximation 𝐶2 ≈ 𝐶𝑠2 (16ℎ).
Regarding component 1 (which is in a much lower concentration), the subsurface
concentration only reaches 75% of the bulk concentration after 16 hours. This implies that 𝐶1 must be increased so that the adsorption kinetics predict a subsurface
concentration equal to the fitted value 𝐶𝑠1 (16ℎ) at 16 hours. Equation 4.16 can then
be used to calculate the dynamic interfacial tension (again with a surface excess coverage value of 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 ). The result is illustrated in Figure 6-11 [40] and
proves to capture the essential features of the experimental dynamic interfacial ten111

Figure 6-10: Fit of experimental dilatational rheology (empty circles, 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
of asphaltenes in toluene, 16 hours of adsorption, data from Yarranton) by Equations 4.15, 4.16 and 5.8 (full black line). Optimized variables (defined in text) are
𝐶𝑠1 (16ℎ) = 1.22 × 1021 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑚3 , 𝑘1 = 9.47 × 10−22 𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒, 𝐶𝑠2 (16ℎ) =
3.08 × 1022 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑚3 , and 𝑘2 = 2.13 × 10−23 𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒. Other parameters
(diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 2.5 × 10−10 𝑚2 /𝑠 and surface excess coverage Γ∞ = 3.3
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 ) were obtained separately from the bibliography as explained in the
text. The red dashed line represents the gel point rheology analysis of the experimental points).
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sion provided by Pr. Yarranton. Quantitatively, the absolute and relative standard
errors between the model and the experimental dataset are less than 0.4 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 and
1.5%, respectively. Three regions contribute the most to the standard deviation: initial times (𝑡 < 4𝑠), intermediate times (t between 100 and 500 s), and long times
(𝑡 > 3000𝑠). This can easily be understood considering that asphaltenes contain a
continuum of molecular structures that are lumped into two pseudo-components. The
deviation at intermediate times comes from the fact that the two pseudo-components
have fairly dissimilar adsorption coefficients and concentrations (leading to a gap
in their equilibration dynamics). The deviation at short and long times originates
from the fact that the two pseudo-components represent the average behaviors of the
mixture and hence cannot capture extreme behaviors. Besides these discretization
effects, there is also a distortion effect coming from the fitting procedure. Actually,
pseudo-components 1 and 2 are representatives of the composition of the interface
at long time (i.e., the most surface-active fraction among asphaltenes) instead of the
composition of the whole solution. As a consequence, the fitted parameters fail to
capture the behavior of the less surface-active molecules, which impacts the short
time dynamic interfacial tension (during the first few seconds). The importance of
this aspect can be appreciated by comparing the mass concentration of the most
surface-active asphaltenes (𝐶1 + 𝐶2 ) × 𝑀 𝑤 (with Mw the molar mass of monomer
asphaltenes taken as 750 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙) with the nominal mass concentration. The outcome
is that less than 8% of asphaltenes are significantly surface-active in toluene. This
proportion drops down to 0.3% when only the most surface-active ones are considered
(𝐶1 × 𝑀 𝑤). Such estimates are fairly coherent with the proportion of asphaltenes
that is said to effectively contribute to emulsion stability when dissolved in toluene
[42, 43, 228]. To close the loop, the adsorption kinetics can be further used to predict
the evolution of interfacial rheology with time under the same conditions (0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
of asphaltenes in toluene). Figure 6-12 shows that for 10 min, 30 min, and 4 h, the
deviation of the predicted modulus is within 1.5 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 from experimental one and
that of the predicted phase angle is within 2∘ from the experimental one.
The same analysis has been performed for all experimental conditions for which
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of predicted (black line) and experimental (empty circles,
data from Yarranton) dynamic interfacial tension for 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 of asphaltenes in
toluene. Predictions come from Equations 4.7, 4.15, and 4.16. Parameters 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 ,
𝐷, and Γ∞ are the same as those from the fitting of dilatational rheology at 16
hours of adsorption (Figure 6-10). The equilibration of component 2 was found fast
enough for equating 𝐶2 to 𝐶𝑠2 (16ℎ) from the fitting of dilatational rheology. 𝐶1 had
to be increased up to 1.42 × 1021 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑚3 so that the predicted subsurface
concentration after 16 hours was equal to 𝐶𝑠1 (16ℎ) from the fitting of dilatational
rheology. Clean surface interfacial tension was taken to be equal to 35 𝑚𝑁/𝑚, as
indicated by Yarranton.
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Figure 6-12: Comparison of experimental dilatational rheology (open circles, 0.5
𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 asphaltenes in toluene, frequency of 0.033 𝐻𝑧, data from Yarranton) and
predicted dilatational rheology from Equations 4.15, 4.16, and 5.8 (closed circles).
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both 16 h rheology and long enough dynamic interfacial tension data were available:
1, 5, and 10 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 in toluene. The results are qualitatively the same (Figures 6-13
and 6-14 [40]). However, the values of 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are not strictly the same for all
concentrations but rather tend to decrease as the nominal concentration increases
(Table 6.1). Neither are 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 strictly proportional to the nominal concentration
but rather increase more slowly than the nominal concentration increases (Table 6.1).
The reasons for this could be multiple. First, when the concentration is lowered,
the influence of the asphaltenes with low surface activity over the experimental time
range increases mechanically owing to diffusion kinetics. Second, the influence of
nanoaggregation on the concentration and surface activity of the available asphaltenes
monomers might be very complex. If, as the flat adsorption model [13] suggests, the
most surface-active asphaltenes are those with the aromatic core having the strongest
electron donor / acceptor behavior, they might as well be those that are the most
prone to aggregate. This will be studied in a forthcoming publication.
Table 6.1: Summary of parameters in the binary model used to analyze experimental
rheology and dynamic interfacial tension at four nominal concentrations
𝐶𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
(𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 )
0.5
1
5
10

6.7

𝐶𝑠1
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
1.2 × 1021
2.3 × 1021
5.3 × 1021
5.5 × 1021

𝐶𝑠2
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
3.1 × 1021
3.8 × 1022
8.6 × 1022
1.5 × 1022

𝑘1
(𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
9.5 × 10−22
5.0 × 10−22
2.0 × 10−22
1.9 × 10−22
3

𝑘2
(𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
2.1 × 10−23
1.8 × 10−23
1.2 × 10−23
8.6 × 10−24
3

𝐶1
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
1.5 × 1021
2.5 × 1021
5.4 × 1021
5.6 × 1021

𝐶2
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
3.1 × 1021
3.8 × 1021
8.6 × 1021
1.4 × 1021

Summary

The wrinkling of asphaltenes-covered interfaces and the shear rheology transitioning
from that of fluid to solid interfaces previously led to the conclusion that asphaltenes
stabilize emulsions by forming a gel structure on the interface. However, this argument
conflicts with several observed phenomena, for example, the long times required for
gelation as opposed to the short emulsification times for asphaltenes-stabilized emul116

Figure 6-13: Fit of the experimental dilatational rheology (symbols, data from Yarranton) by Equations 4.15, 4.16, and 5.8 (lines). Asphaltenes in toluene, 16 hours of adsorption, black 1, red 5, and blue 10 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 . The diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 2.5 × 10−10
𝑚2 /𝑠 and surface excess coverage Γ∞ = 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 were obtained from the
bibliography as explained in the text.
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of predicted (line) and experimental dynamic interfacial
tension (full circles, data from Yarranton) for 1 (black), 5 (red), and 10 (blue) 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
of asphaltenes in toluene. The predictions come from Equations 4.15 and 4.16.
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sions, the bulk concentration dependence of dilatational modulus, and the uncertainty
of the time frames of the gelation process. On the other hand, these phenomena can
be explained by the "jamming" of asphaltenes. A limiting surface coverage of around
4 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 was obtained using several methods consistent with the 6 ∼ 7 ring polyaromatic core lying flat on the water surface. Above the limiting surface pressure for
irreversible adsorption in a poor solvent, that is 20 ∼ 22 𝑚𝑁/𝑚, the droplet loses the
Laplacian shape, transitioning into the soft glassy interface; this could explain the
rise in the shear elasticity as it has been observed at similar surface pressure values.
Because of the long timescales of interfacial tension evolution, diffusion was excluded
from the contribution. However, this could be explained by considering a mixture
model for asphaltenes. For a binary mixture, if the composition of the bulk solution
is constant with the components differing in relaxation timescales, the main features
of the LVDT model remain the same: a bell-shaped curve for modulus versus total
concentration or surface pressure; phase shift lower than 45∘ ; and on the left-hand side
of the curve, the modulus is almost equal to the limiting elasticity. However, for the
right-hand side of the curve, the binary model should deviate from the LVDT model.
A comparison of the concentration and frequency dependencies of the mixture model
systematically shows that the critical gel rheology occurs on the right-hand side of the
bell-shaped curve. From the extensive literature survey, it was verified that the phase
shift should always be lower than 45∘ ; the phase shift should increase with concentration, and the modulus should first increase with concentration and then decrease.
This model was then compared to the extensive experiments by Yarranton with various solvents, concentrations, and frequency ranges. A typical bell-shaped curve was
obtained, and the relaxation from LVDT held up to the maximum. The phase shift is
frequency dependent at low concentrations and frequency independent and equal to
the prediction of the "critical gel analysis" at higher concentrations. All of the curves
of the limiting elasticity versus surface pressure for various conditions on the left-hand
side of the bell-shaped curve overlapped with the curves from using pendant drop as
the Langmuir trough without any effect of bulk concentration, solvent viscosity and
nature and adsorption times. This seems to validate the average core size of various
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petroleum asphaltenes and their orientation at the interface. From a quantitative
point of view, experimental dynamic interfacial tension and dilatational rheology at
different times are fairly well-captured by a binary mixture diffusional model with the
same set of four adjustable parameters (two bulk concentrations and two adsorption
coefficients). From the values of the fitted concentrations, it seems that a minority
of asphaltenes are much more surface-active than the bulk of them, as previously
observed by fractionation studies. All of these observations tend to indicate that asphaltenes adsorb like surfactants with diffusion-controlled kinetics. Such a conclusion
would have far-reaching consequences in terms of understanding of emulsion stability
and its dependency on physicochemical conditions (crude oil and water composition,
role of demulsifiers, etc.). It would also influence the understanding of the wettability
alteration of reservoir rock surface. In both cases, the relevant question would be
to identify ways to lower either the concentration of adsorbing asphaltenes or their
affinity with the interface.
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Chapter 7

Prediction of Dilatational Rheological
Properties from Long-Term Dynamic
Interfacial Tension Data

Dilatational rheology experiments often generate limited information because they
characterize the behavior of the interface (i.e. its composition) at a given time and
over a fairly limited frequency range. To the contrary, the information provided by
dynamic interfacial tensions is integral by nature and can be enriched by just increasing the observation time. In this chapter, we will demonstrate how to extract
the properties of individual pseudo-components (concentration and adsorption coefficient) from dynamic interfacial tension measurements performed with surfactant
mixtures and predict the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes-covered interface after
a long-term adsorption using the methodology discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. This
will be followed by a discussion on how the mixture effects of asphaltenes enable explaining the "everlasting" decay of interfacial tension in the experimental studies and
the apparent irreversibility of adsorption during washout experiments.
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7.1

Background

Asphaltenes, as one of the most surface-active components in crude oil, play an important role in the stabilization of the water-in-oil emulsion. Although asphaltenes
adsorption at fluid-fluid interfaces has been extensively studied [13, 20, 21, 22, 29, 34,
40, 129, 166, 267, 268], the adsorption mechanism still remains in debate. It was often
observed that the adsorption process is quite slow, even at high asphaltenes concentration [21, 27, 28]. The equilibration time was found to be much longer than the
characteristic timescale of the diffusion-controlled adsorption process, as calculated
with a single component hypothesis [27]. Based on a relatively fair fit of interfacial
tension (IFT) data with a model developed for protein adsorption, Jeribi et al. [27]
concluded that asphaltenes endured an initial rapid diffusion and later a long interfacial reorganization on the surface plane. This argument was advocated by many
studies on dilatational rheology. For example, it was observed that a composite model
combining diffusion-controlled adsorption of a single surfactant (the Lucassen van
den Tempel (LVDT) model) and some intrinsic viscoelastic properties were needed
to match the dilatational rheology of asphaltenes-laden interfaces [26]. Similarly, the
observed power-law dependence of dilatational moduli over frequency (the so-called
critical gel rheology) seemingly confirmed the formation of some kind of gelled interface preventing water droplet coalescence [19, 37, 112, 195]. However, the slow
formation of an interfacial asphaltenes network due to molecular reorientation would
contradict with the observation that water-in-oil emulsion can be stabilized over a
few minutes when mixed with asphaltenes [13, 18, 166, 205, 206, 269].
Recently, a series of articles shed a new light on the subject [13, 22, 29, 39, 89, 130].
Focusing on experimental conditions that prelude dynamic exchange, they demonstrated that in presence of asphaltenes, surface pressure and limiting elasticity follow
an equation of state and they depend on surface coverage only. By means of viscosity
variation and asymptotic analysis, it was also demonstrated that dynamic interfacial
tensions were largely governed by mass transport (i.e. diffusion in quiescent media like a pendant droplet apparatus, advection in a stirred emulsion hence possible
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timescales for different phenomena like emulsion stability and dynamic interfacial
tension). Furthermore, it was observed in the open literature that the experimental dependency of dilatational moduli over asphaltenes concentration always exhibits
the first order features of diffusional relaxation (either for a single surfactant or for
a mixture): elastic and viscous moduli both exhibit a maximum at intermediate
concentration (following a bell-shaped curve) and elastic modulus is always higher
than viscous modulus (i.e. phase angle is always less than 45∘ ) [139] and reference
therein. Consequently, the question arose whether or not the above-mentioned deviation of asphaltene dynamic adsorption behavior from single-component diffusionlimited models could be explained by mixture effects. Essentially by definition, asphaltenes are a solubility class mainly composed of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The detailed composition depends on their origin and the precipitating solvent
[9, 16, 227, 270], but they always exhibit a great variety in molecular structures (aromaticity, molecular weights, lengths of alkyl chains, the presence of heteroatoms)
[9, 14, 16, 18, 39, 89, 130, 187, 227, 270]. Such a variety in structure would be expected to cause a great variety in adsorption properties and particularly in adsorption
coefficient. This point has however received little attention so far. In a seminal work,
Fossen et al. [227] have shown that fractionating asphaltenes using different precipitants yielded very different dynamic interfacial tension curves. On the other hand,
many experimental studies [42, 43, 228, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275] have attempted
to isolate asphaltenes subfractions responsible for water-oil emulsion stability (either
by pre-fractionation or by isolation of interfacial material). All results are consistent:
only a small subfraction of asphaltenes adsorbs significantly at the water-oil interface
and is responsible for emulsion stability.
Based upon all those observations, a dilatational rheology model with diffusioncontrolled relaxation of two surfactants only differing in adsorption coefficients has
recently been tested both qualitatively and quantitatively against dilatational rheological measurements in presence of asphaltenes [139]. It has first proved efficient
to reproduce qualitatively the concentration, time and frequency dependencies of
moduli, including the so-called critical gel rheology. On a quantitative perspective,
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the frequency dependence of dilatational moduli as measured for a toluene / water interface after 16-hour aging has been used to extract the properties (subsurface
concentration and adsorption coefficient) of two pseudo-components. Those were
meant to represent the asphaltenes subfraction dominating the long-term interfacial behavior, i.e. the surface-active fraction. Then, the Ward-Tordai equation (for
diffusion-controlled adsorption towards an initially clean interface) has been used to
adjust the pseudo-components’ bulk concentrations so that the calculated subsurface
concentrations after 16 hours match with the values that are initially deducted from
rheology experiments. The sum of those two bulk concentrations is less than 10% of
the total asphaltenes concentration, which is consistent with the previous estimates
[42, 228]. Furthermore, with those two bulk concentrations, the Ward-Tordai equation has enabled predicting very decently the independently measured evolution of
dynamic interfacial tension over 16 hours, except for the very first seconds.
This short-time discrepancy is however not unexpected for a binary mixture model
calibrated with long-term rheology data. Given the complexity of the asphaltenes
solubility class, even the most surface-active subfraction is bound to exhibit a mixture
behavior, hence the necessity to have two pseudo-components to capture the long-term
rheology. In turn, those two pseudo-components can only represent the long-term
dynamic interfacial tension. To represent the poorly surface-active bulk asphaltenes
dominating the short-term dynamic interfacial tension, a third pseudo-component is
needed and its properties can only be fitted against short-term rheological data.
There are, unfortunately, several obstacles preventing such a strategy combining
the analysis of both short-term and long-term rheological properties. Firstly, there exists no analytical model of dilatational moduli for diffusional relaxation of more than
two surfactants in planar geometry (and more than one for non-planar geometries).
This difficulty has just been alleviated by numerical means, with a matrix inversion
method enabling calculations for any number of surfactants in any simple geometry
(planar, spherical, and cylindrical) [174]. Secondly, there are very few experimental
studies in the literature displaying the frequency dependence of dilatational moduli
after both short and long aging times in presence of asphaltenes. To the contrary,
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there are plenty of experimental studies providing with fairly long-term dynamic interfacial tension measurements. Such data contain the dynamics of adsorption of
the whole asphaltenes fraction in an integral form, provided measurements start in
a sufficiently short timescale and the experimental time stays long enough. Extracting information in terms of pseudo-component properties however requires solving
the inverse Ward-Tordai problem, which has never been done before. In the earlier
chapters (Chapters 4 and 5), we have presented how we developed a novel numerical
scheme for parametric optimization against dynamic IFT data and tested against
some reference cases. In this chapter, we will show how this numerical approach is
applied to real asphaltenes data to characterize their compositional features.

7.2

Simulation of asphaltene adsorption behaviors
with the multi-component mixture model

Our previous work [139] has shown that a binary diffusional mixture model was able
to capture the main characteristics of both interfacial tensions and dilatational rheology. However, the deviation between dynamic surface tension data and binary mixture
model in the short-time range and the presence of multiple dissimilarities throughout
the whole time period indicated the limitation of grouping the polydispersity of asphaltenes into two pseudo-components. Adding more pseudo-components into data
analysis might mitigate these discrepancies between experimental data and diffusional
mixture model. Hence, the same dynamic interfacial tension data of asphaltenes adsorption at water-toluene interfaces [40] were analyzed using the diffusion-controlled
model for ternary- and quaternary-component system.
In the ternary system, the initial total bulk concentration of the surfactant mixture
was given but not the concentrations and the adsorption coefficients of the individual
components, which become six to-be-optimized variables (eight variables in the quaternary case). The optimized variables of the 𝑛-component mixture from fitting with
the experimental data from Yarranton [40] were summarized in Table 7.1 and the
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Table 7.1: Optimized variables from the 𝑛-component mixture model (Yarranton’s
data)
𝐶𝑏1
𝐶𝑏2
𝐶𝑏3
𝐶𝑏4
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
Single
0.0319
Binary
0.0028
0.0666
Ternary
0.0002
0.0069
0.0904
Quaternary
0.0002
0.0000000166
0.0058
0.0767
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3
𝑘4
(𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
(𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
(𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
Single
51.17
Binary
364.21
12.22
Ternary
148694.00
125.22
6.5
Quaternary 5478183.77
124334.35
141.76
8.42

Figure 7-1: Numerical IFT curve generated using multi-component mixture model
(yellow: single component; green: binary mixture; vermillion: ternary system). Experimental data from Yarranton (in blue): 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 asphaltenes in toluene.
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corresponding IFT curves of n-component mixture model are shown together with
experimental data in Figure 7-1.
In order to justify the universal applicability of the mixture model, another set
of experimental data with a wide distribution in measured adsorption time and oscillation frequencies from Freer and Radke [26] were then analyzed using the single-,
binary-, ternary-, and quaternary- system mixture model (shown in Figure 7-2). The
optimized variables of the 𝑛-component mixture can be found in Table 7.2.

Figure 7-2: Numerical IFT curve generated using multi-component mixture model
(yellow: single component; green: binary mixture; vermillion: ternary mixture; black:
quaternary mixture). Experimental data from Freer and Radke (in blue dot): 0.005
wt% asphaltenes in toluene.
Compared to single component and binary mixture model, the ternary and quaternary mixture models fit better with the experimental data of dynamic interfacial
tensions over long time periods. Nevertheless, quaternary mixture model showed no
significant improvement in fitting compared with the ternary case, indicating that a
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Table 7.2: Optimized variables from the n-component mixture model (Freer and
Radke’s data)
𝐶𝑏1
𝐶𝑏2
𝐶𝑏3
𝐶𝑏4
3
3
3
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
Single
0.0119
Binary
0.0036
0.0453
Ternary
0.0002
0.0053
0.1092
Ternary (convex)
0.0001
0.0050
0.1070
Quaternary
0.00006
0.0002
0.0053
0.1446
Quaternary (convex)
0.00002
0.0002
0.0041
0.0759
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3
𝑘4
3
3
3
3
(𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
Single
111.97
Binary
348.56
6.86
Ternary
58146.54
192.59
2.06
Ternary (convex)
11187.80
192.59
2.06
Quaternary
442594.79
3711.52
181.79
1.51
2011.78
173.88
3.37
Quaternary (convex) 548562.25

ternary mixture model can sufficiently grasp the complexity of asphaltene mixture.
From the optimized initial concentrations generated by the ternary mixture model
for both datasets, each pseudo-component was found to account for a similar percentage in the mixture. Less than 10% of asphaltenes are much more surface-active than
the bulk of the asphaltenes group, which was consistent with observations from other
measurements [40, 276]. The smallest fraction (< 0.5%) even seems to be responsible for everlasting interfacial tension decay. The extreme behaviors of this minority
fraction were underrepresented and not fully revealed in the single / binary system.
This can be clearly observed from the evolution of individual fractional coverage in
the ternary system (see Figure 7-3) as an example.
The adsorption of the most abundant but less surface-active components (pseudocomponent 3) quickly reached the maximum coverage within several decades of seconds, indicating that it is the main contributor to the initial fast decrease of IFTs. In
contrast, the tiny fraction with the highest surface-activity (pseudo-component 1) exhibited a slow and prolonged adsorption process. After reaching the maximum surface
coverage within a few seconds, the less surface-active components that had adsorbed
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Figure 7-3: The evolution of the fractional surface coverage for each individual component in the ternary mixture model from fitting with Freer and Radke’s data.
onto the water-oil interface started to gradually be replaced by the more surfaceactive but less numerous components. The most surface-active component seemed
not reaching the maximum surface coverage within the simulated time of around 27
hours, which might enable explaining the everlasting decay of interfacial tensions. In
a recent study, asphaltene fractions that have the surface-active molecules were found
to be responsible to stabilize the water-in-oil emulsion and more difficult to be removed from the interface [42]. The consequence of removing the most surface-active
fraction is that the surface coverage will decrease after a certain time as indicated
in Figure 7-3 and the water-in-oil emulsion will become unstable as observed in the
recent studies [42, 275].
Another observation from the optimized results for Freer and Radke’s data is that
the sum of all the pseudo-components’ concentrations is approximately in the same
order of the nominal concentration, which was calculated using initial bulk concen129

tration and asphaltenes molecules’ average molecular weight of 750 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 from the
literature [277, 278]. For Yarranton’s data, the large deviation between the optimized
sum and the nominal concentration suggests that their asphaltenes might have a
much larger average molecular weight. Moreover, both the majority and the minority
fractions exhibit much higher adsorption coefficients compared to the other case.

7.3

Discussion on the dominating fraction in the asphaltene mixture

The wide distribution in the interfacial surface activity of different asphaltene fractions has actually been observed and confirmed by different experimental techniques
[42, 227, 275]. However, the correlation between the surface property or adsorption
behavior to the structure of asphaltene molecules, especially the functional groups
or molecules, still remains a debate. To identify the dominant factor in asphaltene
adsorption behavior, different approaches have been attempted.
It is believed that the variations in the adsorption behaviors or the surface activity among different asphaltene groups are ascribed to the large diversity in the
polarity. This was supported by the recent fractionation experiment which found
that the most surface-active asphaltene group mainly stayed in the least soluble fraction, i.e. the portion with the highest polarity [275]. It was observed that there
was no significant difference in the molecular weights between more polar and less
polar fraction. The structure among different fractions was found to be of no significant difference confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy, gel permeation chromatography
and elemental analysis [273, 279]. Previous studies on fractionated asphaltenes using
inductively coupled plasma spectrometry and X-ray fluorescence analysis indicated
that the higher polarity was probably due to the presence of metals and heteroatoms
in the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [273, 279]. The most polar fraction seems to
be the most prone to aggregate in the solution and the aggregation rate was found to
be directly proportional to the number of heteroatoms under the electrical field [280].
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However, in these experimental evidences, asphaltenes that have been studied
are mostly obtained by fractionation based on solubility and the composition and
structure of these fractions might not be the same as those of the interfacially active
fractions. In a series of articles [42, 271, 281], Xu’s group separated the interfacially surface-active asphaltenes from the remaining bulk asphaltenes and performed
comprehensive characterization using FTIR, MS, and NMR. It was shown that the
interfacially active asphaltenes are different from the bulk remaining asphaltenes in
the average molecular representation, i.e. the interfacially active asphaltenes are generally composed of larger molecules with a higher amount of heteroatoms.

The interfacial asphaltenes are, however, not a single class of compound, and
they are just enriched in certain types of molecules compared to the bulk ones. For
example, the interfacial material was found to have more oxygen and sulfur than the
supernatant, particularly under the form of sulfoxides but not exclusively [281]. It was
also observed in the MS results of the whole asphaltenes and the interfacial materials
separated at different concentrations [282] that some components are enriched in the
interfacial materials and some others are not. This means that some molecules have
higher adsorption coefficients than the others and the interfacial material is essentially
composed of a mixture of molecules differing in adsorption coefficient. Nonetheless,
these molecules should have similar values of 𝑘𝐶 (the product of adsorption coefficient
and subsurface concentration); otherwise, one would be extremely dominant and the
asphaltene class would behave like a single component system.

As various experiments have confirmed, asphaltenes have wide distributions in
interfacial activities and composition in different fractions. Nevertheless, no fraction
can be claimed to be dominating the interfacial behavior of the whole asphaltenes.
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7.4

Discussion on the irreversibility of asphaltene
adsorption

One of the qualitative arguments used to support the idea of irreversible asphaltenes
adsorption is the wrinkling of water droplets contracted after aging in an asphaltenes
solution [200]: as in the case of irreversibly adsorbed particles, a reduction in interfacial area would cause an increase in fractional coverage up to the saturation of the
interface and its collapse. The irreversible adsorption is, however, not necessary to
observe the collapse, as noted in the first investigations of the relationship between
wrinkling and water / crude oil emulsion stability [183, 185, 186]. The slow disappearance of wrinkles after droplet contraction (as observed not only for crude oil / water
interfaces but also for asphaltenes solution / water interfaces [26, 39, 155]) could be
the trace of a slow desorption.
On a quantitative basis, reversibility of asphaltenes adsorption was reported in
coarsening emulsions: upon a decrease in interfacial area the total mass of asphaltenes
adsorbed at the water-oil interface was observed to decrease by up to 40% over the
course of 24 hours [200]. On the other hand, washout experiments have largely shown
that upon replacement of asphaltenes solutions by pure solvent, interfacial tension
only partly and slowly recovers (i.e. it does not re-increase up to the clean interface
value over an extended period of time) [26, 30]. However, to conclude from those
washout experiments that adsorption is irreversible, one should make sure the duration of washout is long enough for the particular chemical species under investigation
[229].
When washout is performed by replacing the external phase in a pendant droplet
experiment in a recent study [26], a significant hydrodynamic boundary layer can form
around the droplet, in which surfactant mass transfer is governed by diffusion. In such
a case, desorption kinetics are expected to be commensurate with adsorption kinetics
and washout should at least be of the same duration as the initial adsorption. A safety
margin should even be applied in the case adsorption has not reached equilibrium
before washout, because surfactant concentration could still be lower in the immediate
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vicinity of the interface than further away in solution (otherwise mixing associated
to washout would first cause an increase in surfactant concentration close to the
interface). Those conditions are probably not satisfied in this study.

Figure 7-4: The illustration of the concentration evolution during washout (𝐶 * is
the concentration close to the boundary layer, and 𝐶𝑠 is the concentration in the
subsurface layer).
When washout is performed by replacing the internal phase [155], the hydrodynamic boundary layer is extremely thin and desorption kinetics are to be controlled
by the energy barrier to desorption. In the simplest case, this energy barrier is directly related to the adsorption constant of the surfactant: the more surface active
the surfactant, the slower the desorption. The situation gets more complex when the
surfactant solution contains a variety of molecules with diverse surface activity, as it is
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the case for asphaltenes [41, 42, 283]: each surfactant will desorb according to its own
surface activity. When the replacement of the surrounding solution by pure solvent
starts in the washout experiment, due to the mixing of the fluids, the local concentration of asphaltenes’ most surface-active components close to the boundary layer
exhibits an instantaneous increase in the initial few seconds. The equilibrium of these
fractions at the interface has not been established yet before the desorption experiment starts. The concentration gradient between the bulk solution and the subsurface
layer for these fractions still exists and provides the driving force for their diffusion
and adsorption (see Figure 7-4). This means that for a while, the washout will not
cause any desorption because the concentration away from the interface will be higher
than that close to the interface. Unlike the majority asphaltenes molecules, the most
surface-active group keeps moving towards the subsurface layer for a while. The interfacial tension maintains almost the same since the desorption of the abundant and
less surface-active group from the interface frees up more adsorption sites available
for the more surface-active molecules to adsorb. After the initial few seconds, the
concentration of the most surface-active fractions close to the boundary layer reaches
the maximum and then starts to decrease under the mixed kinetics of diffusion and
convection. The subsurface concentration of these fractions keeps increasing until it
becomes larger than the concentration near the boundary layer. The desorption of
the most surface-active fractions starts only when the concentration profile exhibits a
monotonic slope. The kinetics is initially accelerated and then controlled by a mixed
mechanism of diffusion and convection.
The presence of the minority components of high activity but low concentration
(as inferred from the analysis of dilatational rheology data by a diffusion-controlled
adsorption model [139]) would then explain the slow and "stepwise" desorption reported in the earlier studies [30]. Such a scenario would also explain why wrinkling
appears to be less and less reversible as time passes by as reported [155]: the longer
the adsorption time, the higher the proportion of asphaltenes with high adsorption
coefficient at the interface and hence the slower desorption. It would finally enable
resolving the apparent contradiction between the observation of "irreversibility" of
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asphaltenes adsorption at the scale of a single droplet and reversibility of adsorption
at the scale of an emulsion. For a pendant drop, the ratio of droplet volume (asphaltenes reservoir) to interfacial area (asphaltenes sink) is approximately equal to
𝑅, the diameter of the droplet, which is typically 2 𝑚𝑚. For the water-in-oil emulsion,
the ratio of supernatant volume to droplet area is equal to 𝑑32 /2 × (1 − 𝑣𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 )/𝑣𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ,
with 𝑑32 the Sauter mean diameter and 𝑣𝑓 the volume fraction of water. With a 40%
water volume fraction and a mean Sauter diameter circa 10 𝜇𝑚 (data from Yarranton et al. [200]), the volume / area ratio becomes equal to 15 𝜇𝑚 . Depletion effects
imply that the fractional area covered by minority components of high activity will
be much larger in the emulsion than in the pendant droplet setup, which would make
desorption more pronounced in the emulsion.

7.5

Dilatational rheology after long-term adsorption

With the same underlying physics, i.e. diffusion-controlled process, the optimized
parameters extracted from the quantitative fit between the multi-component mixture
model and experimental dynamic interfacial tension data could further be used to
predict the rheology for the same asphaltene solution. Using the optimized initial
bulk concentrations, the subsurface concentrations after long-time adsorption can be
numerically computed from Ward-Tordai equation. The corresponding dilatational
moduli were then computed using the previously reported inversion matrix method
[174] and the predicted numerical values were plotted against the corresponding experimental data in Figure 7-5 and 7-6.
Compared to single component and binary system, the predicted elastic and viscous moduli values by ternary and quaternary systems show smaller deviations from
the experiment data. Similar to the observations in interfacial tensions, adding a
fourth pseudo-component to the mixture model did not produce a significant improvement on the predictions.
When the phase angle was added to the plot, it can be observed in the Yarranton’s
case (see Figure 7-7) that both dilatational moduli and phase angles predicted by
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Figure 7-5: Numerical dilatational rheology curve generated using the optimized result from multi-component mixture model. Experimental data from Yarranton: 0.5
𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 16 hours.

the ternary / quaternary mixture model fit well with the experimental data. The
single component model showed a good prediction of dilatational moduli but failed
to comply with the phase angle. Based on the prediction from ternary / quaternary
model, the dilatational moduli tend to decline as frequencies decrease. This trend
was confirmed by Freer and Radke’s data that spread over a larger range of frequency
decades (see Figure 7-8).
On the other hand, it was observed from both datasets that, as the frequency
decreases, the predicted phase angle in ternary / quaternary model first increases
to a maximum point and then decreases. Although the predictions follow the same
trend as the experimental data in Freer and Radke’s case, the predicted values are
much lower in the frequency range of 0.0001 to 0.001 𝐻𝑧. Moreover, the experimental
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Figure 7-6: Numerical dilatational rheology curve generated using the optimized result from multi-component mixture model. Experimental data from Freer and Radke:
0.005 wt% asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 24 hours.

phase angles go beyond 45∘ in the above frequency range, which contradicts with the
arguments about typical rheological behaviors of surfactant mixture in our previous
work [174].
In Yarranton’s case, the experiment only tested four points in the two frequency
decades, which is not adequate to show the full picture of moduli variations with
frequencies. However, the current mixture model enables the predictions of dilatational rheology data for the missing frequency decades and provides insight on how
asphaltenes-covered interface behaves when experimental data are expensive to obtain. The performance of the developed model was further assessed in the Freer and
Radke’s case, where the predicted moduli match fairly well with experimental data.
The deviation of the generated moduli curve from the experimental one in the low
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Figure 7-7: Numerical dilatational moduli and phase angles generated using the optimized result from multi-component mixture model. Experimental data from Yarranton: 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 16 hours.

frequency range might be contributed by the effect of reduced curvature, which is not
incorporated in the current model and will be discussed later. This effect could be
less dominant when the frequency increases. One can also observe that the generated
elastic moduli curve deviated from the experimental data at high frequencies. That is
because the selected equilibrium equation of state tends to underestimate the limiting
elasticity, the high-frequency elasticity, for the same surface pressure.
After a long period of adsorption, the subsurface near asphaltenes-laden interface
is predominantly occupied by the most surface-active components as observed in the
previous fractional surface coverage curve. Hence, the evolution of viscoelastic behaviors of asphaltenes-laden interface with aging time is primarily led by the prolonged
equilibration of the most surface-active fractions.
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Figure 7-8: Numerical dilatational moduli and phase angles generated using the optimized result from multi-component mixture model. Experimental data from Freer
and Radke: 0.005 wt% asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 24 hours.

7.6

Re-optimization with a binary mixture model by
retaining the most surface-active component’s
property

Previously, the binary mixture model proved to be able to capture the characteristics
of both interfacial tensions and dilatation rheology but failed to represent the extreme
behaviors of the most surface-active component. In this section, we will discuss how
the binary mixture behaves at the interface if we retain the property of the most
surface-active components.
From the optimized parameters for the binary mixture model in Table 7.2, the
value of the larger adsorption coefficient (i.e. 𝑘1 ) was retained and the experimental
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data from Freer and Radke [26] were quantitatively fitted by the binary mixture
model with three to-be-optimized parameters (i.e. 𝐶𝑏1 , 𝐶𝑏2 , and 𝑘2 ). The generated
numerical IFT curves from re-optimization with 𝑘1 fixed were plotted against the
previous optimization and experimental data in Figure 7-9.

Figure 7-9: Numerical IFT curve generated using binary mixture model (green: binary mixture; black: binary mixture with the higher adsorption coefficient fixed).
Experimental data from Freer and Radke (in blue dot): 0.005 wt% asphaltenes in
toluene.
As expected, the re-optimized IFT curve is able to display the slow and long equilibration since the property of the most surface-active fraction was preserved. However,
it shows a large deviation from experimental data at short times, predominantly at
initial few seconds. This indicates that the binary model failed to preserve the mixture effect with two components and the fractions that tend to decrease the interfacial
tensions fast in a few seconds were missing in the current model. A third component
is indispensable in the mixture model in order to fully represent the polydispersity of
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the whole asphaltene solubility class.
When compared with the long-term rheological data, the predicted dilatational
moduli curve generated from the re-optimized parameters for binary mixture model
illustrate a better fit than the original binary mixture model fit (see Figure 7-10).
This is comprehensible as the most surface-active asphaltene fraction dominates the
interface after long aging times and the dilatational rheology after long-time adsorption can be correctly predicted as long as the property of the most surface-active
component is well retained.

Figure 7-10: Predicted dilatational rheology curve generated using multi-component
mixture model. (green: binary mixture; black: binary mixture with the higher adsorption coefficient fixed) Experimental data from Freer and Radke (in blue): 0.005
wt% asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 24 hours.
On the other hand, the experimental data of dilatational rheology are only available at long aging times, i.e. 24 hours in this case, which means that there is no
trace of the less surface-active components from rheological data. Nevertheless, in
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the corresponding dynamic interfacial tension data, the whole asphaltenes group is
present and contributes to the bulk adsorption behavior including the less surfaceactive molecules. Adding a third pseudo-component into analysis enables one to
capture both mixture effects of different asphaltene fractions and the dominating
behavior of the most surface-active component in the long-term adsorption process.
This allows one to predict the long-term rheological behavior while preserving the
short-term IFTs. This might also explain why the ternary model gives a better fit
and predictions and the sum of all the pseudo-components concentration is closer to
the original total nominal concentration compared to the binary mixture model.

7.7

Simultaneous optimization of multiple dynamic
interfacial tensions curves

With the powerful computational methods that we have developed for the current
diffusion-controlled mixture model, it enables one to analyze multiple datasets simultaneously with the same set of adsorption parameters but different composition within
a reasonable simulation time. In order to examine how different fractions varies with
the total bulk concentration, experimental data from Yarranton [40] for three different concentrations were analyzed using the ternary mixture model (see Figure 7-11)
and the optimized variables are summarized in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Optimized variables from simultaneous optimization of multiple IFT curves
using ternary mixture model
𝐶𝑏1
𝐶𝑏2
𝐶𝑏3
3
3
(𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚 ) (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3 )
𝐶0 = 0.1𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
0.00006
0.00788
0.05115
𝐶0 = 0.5𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
0.00029
0.01009
0.10834
3
𝐶0 = 1.0𝑘𝑔/𝑚
0.00026
0.01153
0.13025
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3
(𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙) (𝑚3 /𝑚𝑜𝑙)
For multi-curves 4334524
88.59
4.63

As the total concentration increases, the optimized concentration of the most
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of numerical data generated from simultaneous optimizations of experimental data at three different concentrations using a ternary mixture
model. Experimental data from Yarranton (by empty circle): asphaltenes in toluene
with the concentration of 0.1 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (in black), 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (in blue), and 1 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (in
vermillion).

surface-active fraction almost has no variation and the fraction with intermediate
adsorption parameters shows a little increase in concentration. The majority fraction,
which is the least surface-active, exhibits a proportional increase with the mixture
concentration. These trends could be clearly observed when plotting the optimized
concentration from each IFT dataset versus the respective nominal concentration (see
Figure 7-12).
The evolution in the concentrations of the three pseudo-components can well explain what was observed in the previous work where nanoaggregation of asphaltenes
in toluene was studied using NMR [130]. The bi-modal increase in the NMR signal of
asphaltenes samples [130, 265, 266] and conductivity measurement [276] can be jus143

Figure 7-12: Optimized individual concentrations versus nominal concentrations.
tified by the finding that the most surface-active component levels off after a critical
concentration and the majority fraction keeps increasing with the total concentrations. This also supported the consensus that the most surface-active component in
asphaltenes group is the fraction that is most prone to nanoaggregate [284].

7.8

Effect of radius of curvature

The measurement of surface tensions between water and oil interfaces and dilatational
rheology properties are sometimes performed using oscillating drop method, where
the fluid-fluid interface is convex rather than planar. To our knowledge, there is no
available model which couples both curvature effect and mixture effect in the study
of asphaltenes interfacial behaviors.
To account for the effect of radius of curvature, an additional item has to be added
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into the diffusion and mass conservation equations in the mixture model. Hence, the
governing equations for convex surface with surfactants diffusing from outside semiinfinite medium become:
√︂
Γ𝑖 (𝑡) = 2

√
𝐷𝑖
[𝐶𝑏𝑖 𝑡 −
𝜋

√

∫︁
0

𝑡

√

𝐷𝑖
𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝜏 )𝑑 𝑡 − 𝜏 ] +
[𝐶𝑏𝑖 𝑡 −
𝑅

∫︁

𝑡

𝐶𝑠𝑖 (𝜏 )𝑑𝜏 ]

(7.1)

0

where 𝑅 is the radius of the spherical droplet and the Equation 5.18 was adopted to
describe the periodic surface deformation. Using the optimization algorithm coupled
with the new governing equations, the optimized set of parameters for convex surface are numerically computed in Table 7.2 for Freer and Radke’s data from ternary
mixture model.

Figure 7-13: Comparison of numerical IFT curve generated from optimizations for a
ternary mixture model at flat surface (in black) and at convex surface (in vermillion).
Experimental data Freer and Radke (in blue): 0.005 wt% asphaltenes in toluene,
aging time 24 hours.
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Figure 7-14: Comparison of numerical dilatational rheology curves generated from
optimizations for a ternary mixture model at flat surface (in black) and at convex
surface (in vermillion). Experimental data Freer and Radke (in blue): 0.005 wt%
asphaltenes in toluene, aging time 24 hours.
Compared to the simulation results of the flat surface, there is less than 1% difference in the two optimized interfacial tension data (see Figure 7-13) and dilatational
moduli data (see Figure 7-14). The predominant difference lies in the percentage
and adsorption parameter of the most surface-active fraction. In the case of convex
surface, water exists in the form of a droplet while asphaltenes are present in the
surrounding semi-infinite toluene medium.
Compared to planar surface, as the relative interface area of the droplet with
respect to the same amount of asphaltenes molecules is smaller, the number of asphaltenes molecules available to diffuse from the bulk to the surface layer per unit
interfacial area is higher and hence the diffusion process gets faster than planar case.
For the same reason, during the expansion or the contraction in oscillatory experi146

ments, the surface tension of the asphaltenes-laden interface gets back to the equilibrium faster in convex case. This contrast is especially dominant at low frequencies,
where the relaxation of the surface tension has a long experimental timescale. Hence,
to achieve the same surface tensions, it requires fewer fractions of asphaltenes and
those fractions with less surface activity. It can be concluded that although taking
up to less than 1% of the whole solubility class, the adsorption behavior of the most
surface-active component is extremely sensitive to the geometry of the interface.

7.9

Discussion on the incompatibility between the
Langmuir EoS at low concentrations and multilayer adsorption at high concentrations

When the bulk concentration of asphaltenes goes above a certain value, the physical
adsorption of asphaltenes was found no longer restricted to monolayer [47, 62, 64,
78, 285] and a multilayer adsorption model was needed to describe their adsorption
behavior. Multilayer models are much more complex than monolayer ones because
they require many assumptions about the state of each layer. Historically, the first
multilayer model was introduced by Brunauer, Emmet & Teller (the so-called BET
model) and originally derived with kinetic arguments by means of the Gibbs isotherm
[286]. It is an extension of Langmuir theory of monolayer adsorption to the formation
of adsorbed multilayers with infinite thickness. Langmuir isotherm describes ideal
localized monolayer adsorption based on the following assumptions: i) there are a
limited number of adsorption sites and each adsorption site can only accommodate
one adsorbed species; ii) all the adsorption sites are energetically identical; iii) there
is no lateral interaction between adjacent adsorbed molecules. BET model was derived from the same assumptions and extend those assumptions to multilayer. In
multilayer adsorption theory, each molecule adsorbed on the interface acts as a potential condensation site for a second molecule, that would in turn act as a potential
condensation site for a third molecule etc.
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The derivation using statistical physics approach has also been attempted [287,
288] and will be demonstrated here. The adsorbed molecules can be considered as
lattice gas and they are assumed to occupy specific adsorption sites in all layers.
Among the N adsorbed molecules, X can be located on the M adsorption sites of the
first layer and N-X piled up in higher layers. The separate partition functions of the
first layer (subscript 1 ) and higher layers (subscript L for liquid) are [289]:
𝑄1 =

𝑀!
𝜀1
(𝐽1 exp( ))𝑋
(𝑀 − 𝑋)!𝑋!
𝑘𝑇

(7.2)

The combined distribution function for all possible values of X is
𝑄𝐿 =

(𝑁 − 1)!)
𝜀𝐿 𝑁 −𝑋
𝑁!
𝜀𝐿
(𝐽𝐿 exp
)
≈
(𝐽𝐿 exp( ))𝑁 −𝑋
(𝑁 − 𝑋)!(𝑋 − 1)!
𝑘𝑇
(𝑁 − 𝑋)!𝑋!
𝑘𝑇

(7.3)

with 𝑇 = 𝑁 if 𝑁 < 𝑀 and 𝑇 = 𝑀 if 𝑁 > 𝑀 . From this point, it is clear that if
the potential energy of a molecule in the first layer is much higher than the potential
energy of a molecule in the higher layers, the first layer will be "completed" before the
higher layers start filling up. Then for 𝑁 < 𝑀 , 𝑋 ∼ 𝑁 and the partition function is
almost the same as the one of a monolayer. In turn, the multilayer EoS will be almost
the same as the Langmuir one until the first layer is almost completed. The observation of a Langmuir type EoS at low concentrations is therefore not incompatible with
the possibility for multilayer adsorption at high concentrations.

To be more quantitative, one must further derive the Helmholtz free energy from
the partition function. It is generally assumed that ln(𝑄) is equal to the logarithm
of the largest term in the sum, which is calculated from
𝑋)(𝑀 − 𝑋) = 𝛼𝑋 2 with 𝛼 =

𝐽𝐿
𝐽1

𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑋

= 0. This yields (𝑁 −

−𝜀1
exp 𝜀𝐿𝑘𝑇
. Reinjecting this expression directly in

the calculation of the Helmholtz free energy and surface pressure yields intractable
calculations. In the case of a reversible condensation, equating the chemical potential
of the molecules in the different parts of the systems yields useful simplifications.
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Finally comes the adsorption isotherm:

𝜃=

𝐶
𝛼𝐶0

(1 −

𝐶
)(1
𝐶0

−

and the EoS is then:

𝐶
𝐶0

+

𝐶
)
𝛼𝐶0

(7.4)

𝐶

𝑘𝑇
Π=
ln(1 + 𝛼𝐶0𝐶 )
𝐴0
1 − 𝐶0

(7.5)

with 𝐶0 the saturation concentration in the bulk. This complex formalism should

Figure 7-15: Comparison of the Langmuir and BET EoS for various values of 𝛼.
not hide that surface pressure only depends upon surface coverage 𝜃 and partition
between the first and higher layers 𝛼; it does not rest with the concentration required
to reach a certain coverage. For having the same coverage in the two cases where 𝛼
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is the same and 𝐶0 is different, 𝐶/𝐶0 and surface pressure should be the same.
A variety of values of 𝛼 were studied with both the BET EoS and the Langmuir
one (see Figure 7-15). The BET EoS first follows the Langmuir EoS and then levels
off. The deviation from the Langmuir EoS starts at a later time when the value of
𝛼 decreases. The whole question is then to evaluate 𝛼 for asphaltenes adsorption in
order to determine if the experimental data in use are in the range where the BET
model is close to the Langmuir model.
To get a flavor of it, the adsorption isotherm obtained by the quartz crystal
microbalance technique at the interface between a solution of asphaltenes and a hydrophilic gold surface [80] was analyzed using the BET model.
As shown on Figure 7-16, the surface coverage increases up to 3 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 from 0
to 1000 𝑝𝑝𝑚, and then keeps increasing at a slower pace for larger concentrations.
Assuming a surface excess coverage of 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 and an average molecular
weight of 750 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 for asphaltenes (i.e. a full monolayer of circa 4 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 ), one
can try to fit the presented data with the BET isotherm by adjusting 𝐶0 and 𝛼. A
preliminary result is shown in Figure 7-16 for 𝛼 = 1/143 and 𝐶0 = 62,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚.
The optimized parameters can be further injected in the BET EoS, which is compared to the experimental results presented in Pauchard et al. [39]. One can see
in Figure 7-17 that the BET EoS is not only fairly close to the Langmuir EoS over
the whole range of investigated surface coverage but is closer to the experimental
data than the Langmuir EoS at high coverage until the Laplacian shape is lost and
measurements of surface pressure by the drop shape analysis lose physical meaning.
The bulk saturation concentration 𝐶0 also serves as the threshold for flocculation
of asphaltenes monomers. In this context, multilayer adsorption can be regarded as
the adsorption of nanoaggregates on the adsorbed monolayer of monomers. The asphaltenes monomers adsorb at the water-oil interface in the monolayer with aromatic
cores lying flat and side alkyl chains straightened up, and then the nanoaggregates
formed in the bulk adsorb on the previously adsorbed monolayer through the interaction with those alkyl chains. This physical explanation is consistent with the fact
that adsorption energy is lower in the higher layers than that in the first layer. It is
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Figure 7-16: Fit of the adsorption isotherm obtained by depletion technique in a
water / toluene + asphaltenes emulsion by the BET adsorption isotherm (full monolayer 3.63 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 , 𝛼 = 1/143 and 𝐶0 = 62,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚). (For the sake of comparison,
the corresponding Langmuir adsorption isotherm is also plotted with the adsorption
constant 𝐾 = 1/𝛼𝐶0 ).
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Figure 7-17: Comparison of the BET EoS (Γ∞ = 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 , 𝛼 = 1/143),
Langmuir EoS (Γ∞ = 3.3 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑛𝑚2 ) and experimental data from Pauchard
et al. The arrow indicates the loss of the Laplacian shape during the contraction
experiments.
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also congruous with the observation of asphaltenes adsorption on alkyl chain-covered
QCM crystals and the negative interaction energy of wax and asphaltenes.

7.10

Summary

The dynamic interfacial tensions from asphaltenes’ adsorption kinetics were studied using a diffusion-controlled ternary and quaternary mixture model. The numerical and optimization methods to solve the non-linear governing equations for
multi-component system have been demonstrated and validated against both experimental data and numerical solutions from Bogaert and Joos [100]. From the analysis
of experimental IFT data from Yarranton [40] and Freer and Radke [26] using the
developed computational methods, a ternary mixture model proved to capture the
evolution of IFTs from a few seconds up to 24 hours very well and enable a fairly
precise prediction of dilatational rheology over 7 frequency decades. From the optimization with the multi-component mixture model, it was found that the most
surface-active asphaltenes fraction is less than 1% and the optimized initial concentrations of all pseudo-components approximately add up to the nominal bulk concentrations. Compared to single component and binary mixture model, the introduction
of the additional pseudo-component makes the mixture model able to preserve the
fast equilibration of the majority fractions at short time while well predicting the
long-term dilatational rheology. The minority surface-active molecules, which are enriched in the interfacially active asphaltenes as observed in previous studies [42, 281],
are probably the asphaltene molecules with larger sizes and more heteroatoms in their
structure. The consequences for the presence of such different adsorption parameters
in various fractions of asphaltene solubility class are that the bulk IFTs can keep
decreasing for a long time as predicted by the mixture model and no sign of equilibration was observed within the simulation time. This hypothesis was confirmed
by the recent fractionation experiment where the water-in-oil emulsion proved to be
unstable with the interfacially active fraction removed [281]. From the simultaneous
optimization of the IFT datasets at three different concentrations, the most surface153

active component was found to stop increasing after a critical concentration while the
majority fraction keeps increasing with the total concentrations. Adding the radius
of curvature effect into the mixture model was found to have little impact on the
optimization results. The applicability of Langmuir isotherm in study of asphaltenes
adsorption kinetics has also been discussed and justified by considering the reversibility at different scales (pendant drop experiment and emulsions) and introducing the
BET model for multilayer adsorption.
The ternary mixture model enables the explanation of the discrepancy between
the long-time equilibration observed during the experiment and the characteristic
timescale of a diffusion-controlled adsorption process while retaining the characteristics of fast decrease in surface tensions by a typical representation of the polydispersity
of the whole asphaltene mixture. Although the ternary mixture model gives better
fitting, as the number of the to-be-optimized variables increases, the complexity of
the optimization problem and the computational time also confronts an exponential increase. Nevertheless, this can be compensated by implementing a larger time
discretization and allowing a larger tolerance for selected numerical methods.
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Chapter 8
Deposition onto Solid Surfaces
In this section, we conducted an experimental investigation of crude oil asphaltenes
depositions onto stainless steel surfaces using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) technique and studied the effect of asphaltene concentrations and
solvent solubility in the formation of asphaltene deposits. We aim to understand
how asphaltenes deposit onto the stainless steel surface for a better management of
asphaltenes problems in upstream production.

8.1

Background

Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) technique is believed to be a
promising tool to study asphaltenes adsorption onto solid surfaces. In a recent study
using QCM-D, Xie and Karan [79] found that the adsorption of asphaltenes in toluene
or toluene / heptane mixture did not achieve equilibrium in a long time and indicated
that the adsorption was controlled by diffusion. However, the precipitation issue and
the concentration effect [79] were not adequately addressed in this study. To evaluate the adsorption kinetics of more complex mixture, Tavakkoli et al. [290] studied
crude oil asphaltene deposition under flow conditions by varying the ratio of heptane
/ toluene and showed that the precipitation onset happened near 75 vol% heptane
[290] for their particular oil. The deposited asphaltenes were found to first increase
until the precipitation onset point and then decreases with the heptane content. The
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authors proposed a transient model to describe the transport of asphaltenes in the
QCM-D chamber after asphaltenes start to precipitate, which involved different processes including precipitation, aggregation, diffusion, advection, and deposition [290].
The perturbed-chain statistical associating fluid theory (PC-SAFT) [291] is believed
to be a promising equation of state to predict the precipitation of asphaltenes in the
wellbore at high temperature and pressure conditions. However, the PC-SAFT model
is very sensitive to the accuracy of measuring the precipitated asphaltenes. [93] Another attempt is a parametric scaling model based on transport and diffusion-driven
deposition by fitting with experiment results of precipitating asphaltenes solution
passing through metal pipes at different flow conditions [292]. Nevertheless, the interaction between the metal surface and the deposited molecules was not taken into
consideration. Ekholm et al. [80] studied the adsorption of redissolved asphaltenes
from heptane / toluene mixture onto gold surface and found that at low concentration, adsorbed asphaltenes molecules form a rigid layer; at higher concentration, due
to the formation of aggregates in bulk concentration, the amount of adsorption further increases. However, the kinetics of deposit formation has not not fully explored
and the correlation between the concentration and deposition was missing. Despite
of extensive experimental and theoretical studies in asphaltenes-metal interactions,
there is not much information available on asphaltenes deposition kinetics and the underlying physics of asphaltenes deposition mechanisms is still poorly understood. The
effect of solvent solubility, the deposition kinetics, and the mechanism of asphaltene
depositions would need further investigation.

8.2

Adsorption of crude oil in toluene on the stainless steel surface

The adsorption kinetics curves of crude oil in toluene solutions are shown in Figure 81. It can be observed that the amount of adsorbed mass increases with time regardless
of the toluene content. The adsorption initially undergoes a rapid increase and then
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slows down to asymptotically approach the equilibrium. With the decreasing toluene
in the sample mixture, the adsorption reaches the equilibrium faster since there are
more asphaltene molecules available for adsorption.

Figure 8-1: Adsorption kinetics of crude oil in pure toluene at different dilution ratios.
To get the idea of how asphaltenes start to deposit onto the solid surface, the
adsorption kinetics data in the rapidly increasing regime will further be analyzed.
After the initial rapid increase, most of the adsorption kinetics curves for the crude
oil in toluene solution exhibit an undulate shape (see Figure 8-2). As time proceeds,
the kinetics curve tends to level off for a short period (several seconds) and then
continues its growth towards the equilibrium repeatedly, especially at low asphaltene
concentrations. One could attribute these variations of surface adsorption to the
peristaltic pump, which introduces the oscillatory waves. However, this hypothesis
could not explain the relatively quiescent and stable frequency signals measured in the
long-term period. Another possible explanation will be proposed in the Section 8.4
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based on our observations from the QCM-D experiments. It can also be observed
that at low concentrations, the adsorption seems to reach a plateau within a few
minutes and the adsorbed mass is in the range of 4 ∼ 6 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 , which corresponds to
a monolayer adsorption regime as reported in the literature [46, 47, 61, 81, 139, 187,
267]. For higher concentrations, the adsorbed mass blows up within several seconds
and goes beyond a much higher value.

Figure 8-2: Dynamic adsorption versus square root of time for crude oil in toluene
with different mixing ratios.

8.3

Initial diffusion-controlled kinetics

From the close-up subplot of the initial several seconds inside Figure 8-2, the mass
change for all concentrations was found to be linearly varying with square root of
time, which implies a diffusion-controlled process. Using the classical Ward and
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Tordai equation (Equation 4.7) for surfactant diffusion, the time variation of the
surface concentration can then be calculated. In the short time, the second term in
the equation that accounts for desorption can be considered as negligible and the
surface concentration only varies linearly with the square root of time:
√︂
Γ=𝐶

𝐷𝑡
𝜋

(8.1)

The apparent diffusion coefficient, which could be estimated from the slope of ∆Γ
versus 𝑡1/2 curve at the initial several points, is a function of concentration:
√︂
𝑆 = 2𝐶

𝐷
𝜋

(8.2)

where C is the bulk concentration of asphaltene molecules. Assuming the adsorbed
molecules are with a spherical shape, the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles can
be then approximated using the Stokes-Einstein equation for steady-state flow:
𝑑=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
3𝜋𝜂𝑠 𝐷

(8.3)

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 ×10−23 𝑚2 .𝑘𝑔/(𝑠2 .𝐾)), T is the temperature, and 𝜂𝑠 is the viscosity of the surrounding fluid.
Extracting the slope of the initial adsorption kinetics curve and implementing into
the above equations, the diameters of the adsorbed species for crude oil in toluene at
different dilution ratios were then estimated (see Table 8.1) and plotted in Figure 8-3.
At low concentrations (< 1 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ), the adsorbed molecules have an approximate diameter of several hundred nanometers; when the samples become more concentrated
(> 10 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ), the diameter could go up to tens of micrometers, in line with the previously reported values [293], indicating the formation of larger asphaltene aggregates
on the solid surface.
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Table 8.1:
Dilution ratio
(𝑣 : 𝑣)
1:100
1:50
1:20
1:5
1:1
4:1

8.4

Estimated size of adsorbed species.
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑛
3
2 1/2
(𝑘𝑔/𝑚 ) (𝑘𝑔/(𝑚 𝑠 )) (𝑚2 /𝑠)
0.356
8.63
4610
0.713
13.33
2750
1.782
8.08
161
7.127
9.68
14.5
17.818
14.32
5.08
28.509
26.60
6.83

Γ∞
(𝜇𝑚)
0.154
0.254
3.840
31.582
36.046
5.130

Transition to multilayer adsorption

The dissipation change was plotted against the frequency change in Figure 8-4. It
was observed that all the curves almost fall into the same straight line regardless of
dilution ratios and the slopes of the curves for lower asphaltene concentrations are approximately the same as the one calculated in the case of pure liquid loading and mass
loading without liquid trapping effect. The correspondence of the multiple D-f curves
indicates that the molecules adsorbed from crude oil solution at low asphaltene concentrations almost form films with similar structure or properties. Nevertheless, for
higher asphaltene concentrations (i.e. lower dilution ratios), there appears to be two
regions where the D-f curve tends to have different slopes. The adsorbed molecules
seem to first build similar films as that is formed at low asphaltene concentration,
which is indicated by the same slope. At some point, the D-f curves then start to
deviate from the theoretical one without liquid trapping effect and continue growing
with a larger ratio of ∆𝐷 over −∆𝑓 . This suggests that after reaching a certain
critical point, the adsorbed molecules start to form a film with different structure
from the previous process. Indicated by a higher dissipation values, there seems to
be an increase in the formation of voluminous and loose aggregates and the inclusion
of solvent inside the adsorbed films on the solid surfaces with time.
When plotting the ratio of ∆𝐷/(−∆𝑓 ) versus the adsorbed mass (see Figure 8-5),
it was found that the ratio of ∆𝐷 over −∆𝑓 was initially independent of surface
coverage and then significantly increased until it reaches a plateau. For highly con160

Figure 8-3: The estimated molecular size from the initial diffusion-controlled adsorption kinetics for different asphaltene concentrations.

centrated solutions, this feature is repeated in the next cycle where the adsorbed mass
keeps growing.
This could further be explained by a two-step deposition model, which was originally proposed for amphiphile adsorption from organic solvents to liquid / solid interfaces [294]. Based on the two-step adsorption model (Figure 8-6), first, asphaltene
monomers adsorb through the interaction between the pi-electrons of the polyaromatic hydrocarbon rings and the hydrophilic surfaces. This has been advocated by
the interactions between polyaromatic hydrocarbons [25] and asphaltenes adsorption
at water-oil interface [13]. This step could lead to the formation of a Langmuir
monolayer adsorption on the solid surface and the mechanism is similar to that of
asphaltene adsorption onto the liquid / liquid interface found in the previous studies
[13]. Next, the adsorption increases significantly as aggregates start to form on sev161

Figure 8-4: The dissipation versus frequency change plot for crude oil in toluene
solution at different dilution ratios.

eral active sites through the interaction between the freshly adsorbed molecules and
the molecules that have adsorbed earlier in the first step. The binding energy between the already adsorbed and the next layer of the adsorbing molecules significantly
decreases due to the weak interaction between the alkyl chains of the polyaromatic hydrocarbons and the physisorption of the aggregates tend to be voluminous and loose.
This implies the possibility of a large space in-between the adsorbed molecules, which
could accommodate and trap more fluid and hence increase the dissipation during
oscillations.
This two-step adsorption model was justified to be applicable to asphaltene molecules
because asphaltene molecules tend to adsorb onto liquid / liquid interface or aggregate in the solution due to the amphiphilic characteristics [13]. It was shown to be
successful to fit with experimental data in an earlier study on asphaltene adsorption
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Figure 8-5: The ∆𝐷/(−∆𝑓 ) ratio versus the adsorbed mass at different dilution
ratios.
from toluene onto some reservoir rock surfaces such as dolomite and Berea sandstone
[64]. The model proved accurate to predict the adsorption amount in the concentration range up to 30,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚 [64] and the adsorption isotherm is calculated according
to [294]:
Γ = Γ∞

𝑘1 𝐶( 𝑛1 + 𝑘2 𝐶 𝑛−1 )
1 + 𝑘1 𝐶(1 + 𝑘2 𝐶 𝑛−1 )

(8.4)

where Γ is surface coverage, Γ∞ is surface excess coverage, 𝑘1 is the first adsorption
step parameter, i.e. the adsorption of asphaltenes in solution to the solid surface,𝑘2 is
the second adsorption step parameter, i.e. the adsorption of asphaltenes in solution
to those asphaltene molecules that have already adsorbed to the solid, C is bulk
concentration, and n is the mean aggregation number of the adsorbed molecules.
When the second adsorption step parameter, i.e. 𝑘2 , becomes negligible, the above
equation becomes Langmuir type adsorption isotherm. By implementing the two163

Figure 8-6: Illustration of the two-step adsorption model. (a) asphaltene monomers
adsorb onto the substrate (b) asphaltene molecules adsorb onto the previously adsorbed molecules and form nanoaggregates.

step deposition model [294] and fitting with the experimental data, the maximum
surface coverage and the adsorption parameters could be numerically computed in
the optimization process.
The adsorbed mass from asphaltene solutions at different concentrations was plotted in Figure 8-7 with the fitting curves generated from the two-step deposition model
(i.e. ZG model) and the Langmuir monolayer case using the optimized adsorption
parameters and the maximum mass surface coverage. As observed from the figure,
the adsorbed mass shows an increasing trend as the asphaltene content increases and
it exhibits multiple regions with different characteristics. After a rapid increase with
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asphaltene content, the adsorbed mass does not reach the equilibrium and the change
of adsorbed mass slows down but later the mass builds up quickly again with the
increasing concentration. It seems that after reaching a certain critical asphaltene
concentration, the adsorbed films would go through a transition from monolayer to
multilayer adsorption of asphaltene molecules. The Langmuir curve fits well with the
experimental data till 9,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚 and then levels off with the increasing concentration while the ZG model agrees well with the experiment data at both low and high
concentrations. The ZG model is particularly consistent with the transition behavior
from monolayer to multilayer adsorption. The obtained mean aggregation number
of adsorbed molecules is 5.28, which is quite consistent with the values for Bedford
limestone and dolomite rock in the previous study [64].

Figure 8-7: Adsorption isotherm of crude oil in pure toluene as a function of asphaltene concentrations.
To get an idea of how the adsorbed films look like, the sensor surfaces were scanned
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under a microscope after 30-min asphaltene adsorption. As shown in Figure 8-8,
at higher concentration, the deposited molecules formed thick films with uniformly
distributed dark spots; at lower concentrations, they only form a thin film layer, which
can barely be seen from the image. Recent studies [295] obtained the optical images of
the gold surface after 24-hour immersion in oil with heptane using confocal microscopy
and laser scanning and showed similar results. The multiple dotted regions indicate
the presence of active sites and the corresponding adsorbed complex.

Figure 8-8: Microscope images of steel-coated quartz surface after 30-min asphaltenes
adsorption. Left: dilution ratio is 1:1; Right: dilution ratio is 1:20.

8.5

Comparison with different surfaces

Previous studies [47, 80, 81, 84, 290, 296] have shown that crude oil dissolved in pure
toluene could adsorb onto different coating surfaces. Comparing with the reported
deposited mass at different types of surfaces in the literature, our values seem to be
comparable in the lower concentration range (see Figure 8-9 and Table 8.2). When it
goes to higher concentration, there are very limited data available on crude oil samples. On one hand, the adsorbed mass measured from the experiment does not show
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Figure 8-9: Comparison with the reported values of asphaltene adsorption on different
surfaces in the literature.

any clear correlations with the surface coating type. On the other hand, as the concentration of crude oil increases, the adsorbed mass starts to deviate from the monolayer
adsorption regime from very low concentration and then significantly increases with
the increasing concentration. This observation could be explained by the proposed
multilayer adsorption mechanism. After asphaltene molecules interact with the solid
surface, the following step is mainly through the interaction between the first layer
of the adsorbed asphaltene molecules and the subsequent asphaltene molecules in the
bulk solution that diffuse to the surface. The structure or molecular orientation of the
initially deposited asphaltene molecules might be altered due to the bonding energy
difference of various solid surfaces, which results in the widely distributed surface or
functional groups from the previously deposited molecules available at the surface.
Nonetheless, the observed slight difference in the adsorbed amount at different coating
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Table 8.2: List of QCM-D studies on different coating surfaces using real crude oil
No.

Surface

Crude Type

Solvent

1

EM crude

Toluene

Tensleep crude

Toluene

3.2

Crude oil (S)

Heptane

2.8

4

Stainless
steel
Stainless
steel
Carbon
steel
Iron oxide

Asph
(𝑤𝑡%)
4.0

Crude oil (S)

Heptane

2.8

5

Gold

Crude oil (S)

Heptane

2.8

6

Gold

Cold Lake bitumen

Toluene

59.5

7

Gold

Tensleep crude

Toluene

3.2

8

Gold

North Sea crude

2.9

9

Silicon
dioxide
Silica

Tensleep crude

50:50
Hep/Tol
Toluene
Toluene

10.2

2
3

10

Brazilian
crude

heavy

3.2

References
Current
study,
2019
Abudu & Goual,
2009
Tavakkoli et al.,
2014
Tavakkoli et al.,
2014
Tavakkoli et al.,
2014
Zahabi et al.,
2012
Abudu & Goual,
2009
Ekholm et al.,
2002
Abudu & Goual,
2009
Hannisdal et al.,
2006

surfaces seems to confirm that the deposition shows little dependence on the nature
of the surface but instead is probably relied on the interactions between asphaltene
molecules in the subsequent adsorption step. The remarkable increase in the deposition amount at higher concentration could probably be attributed to the presence
of resins and other compositions of crude oils, which could form a large and complex
system with asphaltene molecules and decrease their solubility [80]. The polydisperse
crude oil composition also adds to the complexity of the adsorption problem.

8.6

Effect of solubility

To investigate how the solvent solubility affects asphaltenes deposition, the samples
were prepared by mixing crude oil and the solvent mixture composed of heptane and
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toluene at different volume ratios. The dilution ratios of crude oil to solvent mixture
used here are 1:20 and 1:1 so that the solvency effect at low and high concentrations
could be compared.
The adsorbed mass after 2-hour adsorption was plotted against the volume fraction
of heptane in Figure 8-10 for both dilution ratios. Theoretically, as the percentage
of heptane increases in the mixture, the solvent solubility for asphaltenes will decrease until it reaches a critical point where asphaltenes become unstable and start to
precipitate out from the solution. Previous studies [56, 227, 297, 298] have revealed
the accumulation in the amount of precipitates with heptane increment. To the contrary, our experimental results showed that the amount of deposition after 2-hour
adsorption does not monotonically increase with heptane content. Instead, from the
point beyond 50% heptane content, it seems that the adsorbed mass first increased
to a maximum value and then exhibited a decreasing trend as the heptane content
increases. This bell-shaped curve was observed for both low and high dilutions and
was also reported in an earlier study of crude oil adsorption onto gold surfaces [290].
The asphaltene fraction that has precipitated out at the solubility with 70% heptane
content seems to be the fraction that produces the largest deposition. From an earlier study of asphaltenes solubility fractions using fluorescent depolarization technique
[277], it was found that different solubility fractions have the same molecular species
but differ in the ratios of each species. Asphaltenes tend to form aggregates even in
a good solvent [299]. Upon decreasing the solvent aromaticity, the asphaltene aggregates grow in average size and molecular weight along with the increasing heptane
content [34, 277, 284, 300] and the adsorbed film thickness increases with the size of
aggregates in the solution [301]. The average aggregate size continues to grow until
the solution reaches the solubility limit, above which the addition of heptane would
lead to significant agglomeration and precipitation, leaving smaller asphaltene aggregates in the solution [284]. As explained in the previous section, asphaltene molecules
adsorb onto the solid surface through the interaction between their pi-electrons and
the hydrophilic surface and they tend to expose their non-polar parts to the oil phase
in bad solvent conditions (i.e. higher percentage of heptane) [73], which would po169

tentially interact with the alkyl chains of the asphaltene aggregates in the solution.
This is highly dependent on the aggregate size because large aggregates whose size
exceeds a certain value did not appear to adsorb at the interface [187]. It could be
inferred that the percentage of the molecular species that form aggregates with the
optimal size reaches the maximum in the solubility fraction at 70% heptane content
and these aggregates are the most prone to interact with the adsorption sites.

Figure 8-10: Adsorbed mass plotted as a function of heptane fractions at different
dilution ratios.
On the other hand, at lower concentration, the precipitated asphaltene aggregates
at higher heptane fraction seem to have less affinity to the solid surface or active sites
as most of the precipitated mass was carried out by the flowing solvent without depositing onto the solid surface as implied by the measured small amount of adsorption
(Figure 8-10) and low dissipation values (Figure 8-11). When the heptane volume
fraction goes beyond 70% by volume, the dissipation becomes less than 10 𝑝𝑝𝑚 in170

dicating that the adsorbed films are rigid. Compared to the lower concentration, i.e.
the dilution ratio is 1:20, the amount of adsorption and the dissipation values at the
dilution ratio of 1:1 are much higher (see Figure 8-12). At higher concentration, the
dissipation values with heptane addition are ranged from 220 ∼ 280𝑝𝑝𝑚, which are
almost the double of the values for pure toluene. This suggests that with less toluene
in the mixture, the increase in the heptane content could lead to a totally different
composition of molecular species and mean aggregate size at different dilution ratios.
At higher concentration, with the addition of flocculants, i.e. heptane, the adsorbed
films would be more voluminous and viscoelastic.

Figure 8-11: The dissipation change versus the adsorbed mass plot for crude oil in
solvent mixture with different heptane / toluene ratios (dilution ratio is 1:20).

These observations in the study of solvent solubility provided the evidence to support the argument that the deposition problem was not the same as the precipitation
problem. In other words, the deposition does not have the same dependence on the
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Figure 8-12: The dissipation change versus the adsorbed mass plot for crude oil in
solvent mixture with different heptane / toluene ratios (dilution ratio is 1:1).
solvent solubility as the precipitation does. This information on the solvent effect can
aid the industry avoid the operation condition that produces the maximum amount
of asphaltene deposition when developing asphaltene management strategies during
crude oil recovery.

8.7

Assessment of an asphaltene inhibitor (AI)

Using the developed testing metrics, the effect of a commercial model inhibitor on
asphaltene deposition was tested under different conditions as shown in Figure 8-13.
In the case of no asphaltene inhibitor addition (i.e. crude), the deposited mass is
around 8 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 after 2-hour adsorption, which is above the Langmuir monolayer
adsorption regime and implies the existence of multilayer buildup. With the addition
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Figure 8-13: Measurement of the adsorbed mass under different conditions (the dilution ratio of crude to solvent mixture is 1:20 and the mixing ratio of heptane to
toluene in the solvent mixture is 80:20).

of asphaltene inhibitors (i.e. AI:crude = 1:20), it was observed that the deposited
amount showed a significant decrease and reduced to around 4 𝑚𝑔/𝑚2 , which corresponds to the monolayer regime. In order to explore the effect of the inhibitor
concentration, the amount of asphaltene inhibitor was increased to 20 times of the
previous case (i.e. AI:mixture = 1:20) and the deposition was found to dramatically
increase instead of showing further decrease. This could be caused by the formation
of aggregation composed by inhibitor and asphaltene molecules upon the increase of
AI concentration as reported earlier [295]. The composition of the model inhibitor
is unknown and it is soluble in toluene. To exclude the possibility of AI molecules’
self-aggregations, only asphaltene inhibitor was mixed with the solvent mixture at
1:20 ratio. We could observe a slight adsorption of the inhibitor molecules, indicating
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that the model inhibitor could probably interact with the solid surface and leave less
space for asphaltene molecules to deposit. On the other hand, as the adsorbed mass
is less than the monolayer coverage, we could infer that at this concentration, the
inhibitor molecules did not interact with each other and only partially covered the
solid surface. It could therefore be concluded from the above experiments that with
the addition of a small amount of asphaltene inhibitor, the asphaltene deposition was
hindered and reduced; adding a large quantity of inhibitors into the sample does not
improve the effects but rather significantly increases the deposition. This is in line
with the industry’s expectations as adding less additives to improve the production
efficiency and minimize the production cost is highly desired.

Figure 8-14: The adsorbed mass for crude oil in solvent mixture with different heptane
/ toluene ratios (dilution ratio is 1:20).
As solvent solubility can greatly affect asphaltene deposition, in order to investigate the performance of the asphaltene inhibitor at different solubilities, crude sample
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Figure 8-15: The adsorbed mass for crude oil in solvent mixture with different heptane
/ toluene ratios (dilution ratio is 1:1).

was mixed with a small amount of inhibitor solution and the heptane / toluene solvent mixture with different heptane percentage. In diluted samples (see Figure 8-14),
the asphaltene inhibitor was found to reduce the adsorbed mass by at least 25% at
higher heptane percentage, even when there is less asphaltene deposition at the solubility with the 80% heptane in the solvent mixture. To the contrary, at the solubility
with 50% heptane and 50% toluene, the inhibitor does not show any positive effect
but increases the deposed amount. While in concentrated sample (see Figure 8-15),
the asphaltene inhibitor only gives the promising performance near the precipitation
onset point, i.e. the solubility with 60% and 70% heptane content. At the solubility
with 50% and 80% heptane fractions, the adsorbed mass with inhibitors exhibits a significant increase compared to the case with no addition of asphaltene inhibitors. One
possible explanation for such wide distribution of AI performance could be that the
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change in the solubility could result in the restructure or reorientation of the asphaltene inhibitor molecules, which eventually alters the availability of their surface-active
groups and their interaction with asphaltene molecules. Nevertheless, in both diluted
and concentrated samples, the inhibitor proved to be able to reduce the maximum
deposition amount at the solubility with 70% heptane fraction, which happened to be
the condition to generate the largest amount of deposition as found from the previous
experiments.

8.8

Summary

The kinetics data of asphaltenes adsorption from crude oil onto stainless steel surfaces at different mixing ratios with toluene were reported in this study. The size
of the primarily adsorbed molecules from the initially diffusion-controlled adsorption
was estimated and found to increase with the asphaltenes concentration, except in
the highly concentrated solutions (mixing ratio of crude oil to toluene is 4:1). The
adsorption isotherm exhibited multiple regimes, which indicates a transition from
monolayer to multilayer adsorption. The repetitive features presented in the initial
adsorption kinetics and the D-f ratios at different mixing ratios suggest a two-step
deposition mechanism where the first layer of asphaltene adsorption forms through
the Pi-interaction of polyaromatic hydrocarbons with the solid surface followed by the
consequent layers of adsorbed molecules / aggregates interacting with the previously
adsorbed molecules through alkyl chains. The numerical analysis of the experimental
data using the two-step deposition model was performed and the optimized adsorption parameters proves to be quite close to those values obtained for some rock types
in the earlier adsorption studies [64].
The effect of solvent solubility on asphaltene deposition was also investigated
by adding heptane into the solvent mixture at the dilution ratios of 1:20 and 1:1.
The adsorbed mass was found to first increase and then decrease with the heptane
content at both dilution ratios and it seems to reach the maximum deposition at
the solubility with heptane / toluene ratio at 70:30. The correlation between heptane
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content and the deposition amount was found to be quite different from the conditions
for asphaltene precipitation onset and opens up the need to further investigate the
structure of the precipitated asphaltenes and how they interact with the previously
adsorbed molecules on the solid surfaces, with the potential impact on the wettability
alteration of reservoir rocks and production facilities and asphaltene management in
upstream production.
The impact of adding a commercial asphaltene inhibitor into crude oil sample
solution was investigated under different conditions and it was found that adding a
small amount of asphaltene inhibitor could significantly reduce the deposited mass,
but a large amount would have the reverse effects. The solubility could also affect
the performance of the asphaltene inhibitor and the asphaltene inhibitor exhibited a
better performance near the onset point of precipitation in both dilute and concentrated sample. Nonetheless, since only a limited range of heptane / toluene ratios
was tested, the postulation needs further experiments at other ratios to confirm how
the properties of deposited films vary.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
Asphaltenes are well known to be composed of a wide array of molecular structures
(size, aromaticity, the presence of heteroatoms, etc.), which is bound to cause large
polydispersity in adsorption coefficients. Yet, this aspect is often disregarded in studies of asphaltenes adsorption at water-oil interface. Hence, we proposed an alternative
theory taking into account the mixture nature of asphaltenes and showed that a binary mixture model for diffusion-limited adsorption would describe qualitatively all
the features of asphaltenes dilatational rheology. The previously neglected effects of
compositional mixture on dilatational rheology are discussed in the light of diffusional
relaxation models. It is demonstrated that the reported deviations from the Lucassenvan den Tempel model for a single-component solution could largely originate from a
distribution in adsorption coefficients within the asphaltenes class. This particularly
applies to the peculiar gel point rheology previously ascribed to asphaltenes crosslinking at the interface. Furthermore, an extensive bibliographical review shows that
asphaltenes dilatational rheology data always verify the main features of diffusional relaxation, including a decrease in modulus at high bulk concentrations and phase shift
values always lower than 45∘ . Using diffusional relaxation concepts, the reanalysis of
the most extensive dataset so far confirmed recently published studies, showing that
asphaltenes exhibit a unique equation of state irrespective of adsorption conditions.
This EoS proves to be very similar for bitumen and petroleum asphaltenes. Finally,
a numerical application of a binary diffusional model proved efficient to capture both
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dynamic interfacial tension and dilatational rheology, with the same parameters. It
appears that a minority of asphaltenes (less than 10%) have a much stronger interfacial activity than the bulk of them, as previously demonstrated by fractionation.
These results open up the need for a reinterpretation of the physical mechanisms of
asphaltenes adsorption in terms of classical amphiphilic behavior, with a potential
impact on emulsion breaking and enhanced oil recovery strategies.
On the quantitative side, however, injecting the properties of only two pseudocomponents obtained from dilatational rheology experiments into the Ward-Tordai
equations would yield a mediocre prediction of dynamic interfacial tension. To alleviate those limitations, a methodology for calculating dilatational moduli for a ncomponent mixture was first developed for both diffusion-controlled and adsorptionbarrier-controlled process. Nevertheless, dilatational rheology experiments often generate limited information because they characterize the behavior of the interface (i.e.
its composition) at a given time and over a fairly limited frequency range. To the
contrary, the information provided by dynamic interfacial tensions is integral by nature and can be enriched by just increasing the observation time. In this paper,
we demonstrate a methodology for inversely solving the Ward-Tordai equations and
extracting the properties of individual pseudo-components (concentration and adsorption coefficient) from dynamic interfacial tension measurements performed with
surfactant mixtures. Using ternary or quaternary mixture models proves sufficient
to capture the data obtained for asphaltenes over large adsorption timescales (up to
24 hours). Furthermore, using those calculations to predict the dilatational rheology
of asphaltenes-covered interface proves very satisfactory, even when the frequency
range is exceptionally large. Another distinct feature that is accessible through this
methodology is the aggregation behavior of the different pseudo-components. For
dilute solutions, the sum of the pseudo-components’ concentrations naturally falls in
the range of the actual asphaltenes concentration. As the actual asphaltenes concentration is increased, the concentration of the most surface-active pseudo-components
levels offs revealing that the most surface-active asphaltenes, which are generally composed of larger molecules with more heteroatoms [281], are also the most prone to
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aggregate. This result would be expected if asphaltenes adsorption at the water-oil
interface was driven by the Pi electrons of their aromatic cores as previously demonstrated. Finally, the presence of a tiny fraction of extremely surface-active asphaltenes
enables explaining both the "everlasting" interfacial tension decay and the apparent
irreversibility of adsorption during washout experiments.
To extend the work from asphaltene adsorption on water-oil interfaces to its deposition onto solid surfaces, we presented a preliminary investigation of solubility
effect on asphaltene adsorption from crude oils onto stainless steel surfaces using
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation techniques. The amount of deposition
and the estimated size of the primarily adsorbed molecules from the initially diffusioncontrolled adsorption were found to increase with the asphaltenes concentration. The
adsorption isotherm exhibited multiple regimes, which indicates a transition from
monolayer to multilayer adsorption. The repetitive features presented in the initial
adsorption kinetics and the 𝐷 − 𝑓 ratios at different mixing ratios suggest a two-step
deposition mechanism where the first layer of asphaltene adsorption forms through the
pi-interaction of the polyaromatic hydrocarbons with the solid surface followed by the
consequent layers of adsorbed molecules / aggregates interacting with the previously
adsorbed molecules through alkyl chains. The numerical analysis of the experimental
data using the two-step deposition model was performed and the optimized adsorption parameters proves to be quite close to those values obtained for some rock types
in the earlier adsorption studies. The numerical analysis of the experimental data using a theoretical two-step deposition model was attempted and the optimized mean
aggregate size number proved to be quite close to the reported values for some rock
types in the earlier adsorption studies. Despite asphaltene precipitation increases
with the increasing heptane percentage, the deposition of asphaltenes was found to
reach the maximum at the solubility of 70 vol% heptane content. The asphaltene
inhibitor was tested under different solubility in both diluted (oil : solvent mixture =
1:20 by volume) and concentrated (oil : solvent mixture = 1:1 by volume) samples.
It was found that adding a small amount of asphaltene inhibitor could significantly
reduce the deposited mass, but a large amount would have the reverse effects. The
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inhibitor was observed to have a better performance in reducing the deposition near
the precipitation onset point of this crude oil sample, especially under the condition
which was found to produce the maximum asphaltene deposition from the previous
experiments. This information gained on the solubility effect and inhibitor performance is essential to help the industry in the assessment of the operation conditions
for a better management of asphaltene-related flow assurance problems in crude oil
recovery. Nonetheless, since only a limited range of heptane / toluene ratios and oil /
solvent mixing ratios was tested, the postulation needs further experiments at other
ratios to confirm how the deposited films vary.
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